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Abstract
As the speed and power demands on Buck converters continue to increase, it has become
time to replace the linearly-controlled conventional Buck converter. Digital circuits, such as
microprocessors, are requiring higher dynamic currents, at lower voltages, than ever before.
Traditionally, such Buck converters have been controlled by linear voltage-mode or currentmode control methods. While these controllers offer such advantages as fixed switching
frequencies and zero steady-state error, their reaction speed is inherently limited by their
bandwidth which is a fraction of the converter switching frequency. Therefore, to improve the
transient response of a Buck converter in a practical manner, four novel ideas are presented in this
thesis.
The first contribution is an analog “charge balance controller”. The control method utilizes
the concept of capacitor charge balance to achieve a near-optimal transient response for Buck
converters undergoing a rapid load change. Unlike previous work, the proposed controller does
not require expensive and/or slow analog multipliers/dividers. In addition, the nominal inductance
value is not required by the proposed controller. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate
a significant improvement in transient performance over that of a linear voltage-mode controller.
For low duty cycle applications, the unloading transient performance of a Buck converter
tends to be poor when compared to the corresponding loading transient performance. Therefore,
the second contribution is an auxiliary circuit and an analog auxiliary controller which drastically
improves the performance of a Buck converter undergoing an unloading transient. Significant
overshoot reduction was observed over that of a linearly-controlled conventional Buck converter.
The third contribution is a digital implementation of the aforementioned “charge balance
control” concept. Through digital implementation the control law is extended to include load-line
ii

regulation. Unlike previous work, large lookup tables are not required to perform complex
mathematical functions, thus the number of required gates is significantly reduced.
The final contribution is a digital implementation of the “charge balance controller” capable
of operating with the previously-mentioned auxiliary circuit. This complete solution is capable of
improving the voltage deviation caused by loading and unloading transients. In addition, the
combined auxiliary circuit and control law is extended to load-line regulation applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
For the last half century, electrical engineers have been building integrated digital devices at
an exponentially-increasing level of transistor density. This trend was first observed by G. E.
Moore in 1965 in his famous article “Cramming more Components onto Integrated Circuits”. [1]
Since then, this trend has been known as “Moore’s Law”. As Moore predicted, digital devices
have become exponentially denser as transistor sizes have become exponentially smaller through
various advances in fabrication processes. Whether Moore can be credited as a visionary or
whether it was merely the prediction itself that drove the semiconductor industry to reach such
levels is a matter for academic debate; however, there is no doubt that the adherence to Moore’s
Law is one of the most significant driving forces to the advancement of the field of power
electronics.
The field of power electronics can be defined as the development of devices that convert one
type of power to another. There are four types of power conversion: AC-AC, DC-AC, AC-DC
and DC-DC. The former two types of conversion (AC-AC, DC-AC) serve mainly in power
distribution and electric machine applications while the latter two types of conversion (AC-DC,
DC-DC) serve mainly the electronics industry. As it is typically DC-DC converters that directly
power the aforementioned digital integrated circuits, it is their progress that is most tightly linked
to the advancement of transistor density.
As transistors become smaller and faster, the power consumption and power transition rate of
digital devices also increases. These two factors are the contributing forces behind the need to
continuously re-design and re-analyze DC-DC converters. This chapter will provide a brief
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outline of a typical DC-DC conversion application and the challenges associated with such
applications. Primarily, this chapter will outline the requirement for power converters capable of
reacting quickly to a rapid change in load power consumption, which is the main motivation of
this thesis. Project objectives and thesis organization will then be presented.

1.2 Brief Overview of Synchronous Buck Converters and their Load
Transient Response
As modern digital devices are capable of operating at increasingly lower voltages (≈1V), it
has become standard to convert higher system rail voltages to low voltages at close proximity to
the load. This allows for lower conduction loss through the system rails since currents will be
significantly lower than the device load current. Thus, DC-DC “step-down” converters are
required for this application. As implied, step-down converters convert a higher DC voltage to a
lower DC voltage.
For microprocessor applications (either central processing units (CPU) or graphic processing
units (GPU)), these converters are often referred to as a voltage regulator modules (VRM). VRMs
are responsible for converting a DC voltage (typically 12V) provided by an AC-DC rectifier
(often referred to as the “silver box”) to a much lower DC voltage (typically 0.8V-1.5V) to supply
the microprocessor. While there exist a large variety of DC-DC converters that could perform
such a task, the synchronous Buck converter is usually employed due to its relative simplicity and
low cost. The synchronous Buck converter can exist as a single phase, or as multiple inter-leaving
phases. Figure 1.1 illustrates a multi-phase synchronous Buck converter.
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Figure 1.1

Multi-phase synchronous Buck converter

A single-phase synchronous Buck converter consists of a pair of switches, (the control switch
Q1 and the synchronous switch Q2), an output inductor Lo and an output capacitor (or bank of
capacitors) Co. The control switch is cycled at a fixed frequency fsw and a duty cycle d while the
synchronous switch is cycled with a duty cycle 1-d. This produces a pulse train with a peak-peak
magnitude of Vin and an average voltage of Vin·d at the phase node vphase. This voltage is filtered
by the output inductor and capacitor in order to output a DC voltage with a very small
superimposed ripple.
In order to handle larger load currents, multiple Buck branches may be required. The multiphase synchronous Buck converter has multiple branches of switches and inductors connected in
parallel. Each leg of the multi-phase Buck converter is operated with a phase difference of 360º/N
(where N is the number of phases). This type of “interleaving” reduces the output voltage ripple
and input current ripple.
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For modern microprocessor devices, these converters must be capable of providing a tightly
regulated low voltage with extremely high and dynamic load currents. For example, Intel’s recent
VRM 11.0 specification [2] for its Xeon processor, specifies that the VRM must be able to supply
continuous load currents of 130A and peak load currents of 150A at output voltages ranging from
0.83125V to 1.6V. Load current transitions as much 100A with a slew rate of 1200A/us may
occur at the microprocessor socket [2]. Tight restrictions on the output voltage deviation are
present during such load transients. For example, if a microprocessor were to suddenly change its
supply requirements from 125A to 25A, the output voltage is allowed to increase by no more than
150mV, depending on the processor type [2].
The requirements to supply a highly dynamic current with a tightly regulated voltage tend to
oppose each other. Significant output voltage variations occur during large load transients for a
Buck converter. Figure 1.2 illustrates the response of a typical single-phase Buck converter to the
load current rapidly stepping from a low load current to a high load current.

Figure 1.2

Typical reaction of a Buck converter to a load current transient

As shown, the inductor current’s inability to vary at the speed of the load current causes the
output capacitor to provide the necessary current to supply the load. This, in turn, will cause the
4

output voltage to vary from its designed nominal voltage due to the capacitor discharging.
Conversely, a fast “step-down” load transient would result in a voltage overshoot caused by
capacitor charging.
As will be discussed, it is the main motivation of this thesis to minimize the magnitude and
duration of an output voltage deviation (to the nominal reference voltage) caused by rapid load
transients.

1.3 Motivation of Thesis
As mentioned, the primary motivation of this thesis is to minimize the magnitude and
duration of output voltage deviations due to load transients. However, it is an important goal to
achieve this in a practical and relatively inexpensive manner. The load transient response of a
Buck converter can be improved by modifying the following parameters of the converter:
1. Decrease the output inductor value: This will allow the inductor current to slew
toward the new load current at an increased rate, thereby decreasing the time that the
capacitor is required to charge/discharge, thus decreasing the magnitude and duration
of the voltage deviation. However, decreasing the inductor value will increase the
steady-state inductor ripple current, increasing the switching loss of the MOSFET
and also increasing the steady-state output voltage ripple. [3]
2. Increase the output capacitor value: The voltage of a larger capacitor will vary less
for a fixed amount of capacitor charge/discharge. However, output capacitors make
up the most expensive component of a VRM. Increasing the number of capacitors
will drive up the cost and size of the VRM. [3]
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3. Increasing the switching frequency: This will increase the speed at which the
converter can react to a load transient; however, this process will increase the
switching loss, and thus, decrease the efficiency of the converter. [3]
Thus, it is obvious that there is no “free” method to improve the transient response of a Buck
converter. Therefore, it is the motivation of this thesis to improve the transient response of a Buck
converter through controller improvements or small modifications to the Buck converter
topology, which possess fewer drawbacks than the methods presented above.
1.3.1 Improve Transient Response to Near-Optimal Levels through Low-Cost
Analog Control Scheme
A significant limiting factor to the transient response of a Buck converter is its controller’s
inability to react quickly and intelligently to load current transients. Typically, feedback
controllers with linear compensators have been used as a “tried-and-true” method to control Buck
converters. The design of such controllers often involves tradeoffs between reaction speed (which
dictates the resulting voltage deviation) and settling time. However, for Buck converter
applications, it is often necessary to optimize both.
Therefore, as will be presented in Chapter 2, significant research has been performed
investigating non-linear controllers with the ultimate goal of improving the transient response
(voltage deviation magnitude and duration) of a Buck converter to its physically-optimal levels.
The main drawback of such previously-proposed solutions is that they often possess complex
mathematical operations (e.g. multiplication/division/square-root) in their control laws requiring
either expensive, slow analog multiplier/divider circuits or gate-count-intensive digital
multiplier/divider blocks. Since the main motivation of improving the Buck converter’s control is
to provide a relatively inexpensive method of improving its transient response, such complex
methods do not serve this need.
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Thus, the main objective of the work presented in Chapter 3 is to develop an analog controller
capable of improving a Buck converter’s transient performance to its near-physical limits without
the need for complex circuitry. It is the objective to develop a controller requiring only simple
mathematical functions (such as addition, subtraction, integration) using only standard analog
circuits such as operational amplifiers (OPAMPS), comparators, and multiplexors.
This will allow for a significant improvement in transient response with only a modest
increase in controller cost.
1.3.2 Improve Unloading Response of a Buck Converter through a Small Topology
Modification
As the transient performance of a Buck converter is pushed to its physical limits by the
controller presented in Chapter 3, an interesting phenomenon occurs. The voltage deviation
magnitude and settling time is significantly larger for an unloading transient (high load current to
low load current) than it is for a loading transient (low load current to high load current).
Referring to Figure 1.2, this imbalance is caused by the fact that, for a Buck converter with a
conversion ratio lower than 50% (e.g. 12VÆ1.5V), the rising slew rate of the inductor current is
much faster than the falling slew rate of the inductor current. Therefore, when an unloading
transient occurs, it takes significantly longer for the inductor current to slew to the new load
current than it does when a loading transient occurs.
This is a cause for concern when designing a Buck converter since the output filter (output
inductor and capacitor) design must be based on the required voltage regulation criteria and the
worst case load transient conditions. Therefore, improving the loading transient will not result in
the need for fewer output capacitors unless the unloading transient can be improved beyond the
Buck converter’s natural physical ability.
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As will be discussed in Chapter 2, previously-proposed solutions have been presented to
improve unloading transients. However, many solutions involve auxiliary switching circuits with
unregulated currents and switching frequencies. Such unregulated auxiliary circuits may result in
potentially-damaging thermal conditions.
Thus, the main objective in Chapter 4 is to design an auxiliary circuit, (and related auxiliary
controller), to improve the unloading transient of a Buck converter. The objective is to ensure that
the circuit conducts a regulated current, and switches at a constant frequency for a controlled
duration dependent on load transient conditions. As will be demonstrated, a significant reduction
in output capacitor requirements can be realized through the addition of a small auxiliary circuit.
Thus, the proposed topology improvement meets the objective of improving a Buck converter’s
transient performance while not significantly increasing cost.
1.3.3 Design Digital Controller which Incorporates Near-Optimal Control,
Unloading Transient Improvement and Load-Line Regulation
While analog control has long been the staple for Buck converter applications, digital control
offers many advantages such as:
1. Robustness: not susceptible to compensator tolerances
2. Re-programmability: easy to modify control law
3. Noise immunity: digital calculations are not susceptible to noise
In addition, digital control allows for the implementation of promising new technologies such
as:
1. Parameter identification and controller auto-tuning [4]-[8]: the ability for a controller
to identify a Buck converter’s parameters and adjust the control law accordingly,
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2. On-the-fly efficiency improvements [9]-[12]: the ability for a controller to monitor
efficiency and optimize control parameters,
3. System-level communication [13]: the ability of converters to interact with each other
and modify behaviour to optimize system-level performance.
Such advantages provide the motivation for Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 to design a non-linear
digital controller, capable of nearly optimizing the transient response of a Buck converter while
incorporating the auxiliary circuit improvement mentioned in Section 1.3.2.
In addition, the controller will be designed such that it can be implemented with load-line
regulation (also known as adaptive voltage positioning (AVP)). Load-line regulation involves
outputting a lower voltage at higher load currents. Load-line regulation is a requirement for many
modern converter applications as it improves power consumption and the system’s overall
transient performance.
In correspondence to previous objectives, the goal is to design the digital controller without
the need for multiplier/divider circuits or large digital two-dimensional look-up tables (LUTs).
Thus, as with Section 1.3.1, the control law will be designed with simple mathematical functions
such as addition, subtraction and integration. This guideline will reduce the overall gate count of
the digital controller, minimizing cost and real-estate requirements.

1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the challenges
pertaining to improving the transient performance of Buck converter applications. Chapter 2
provides a critical overview of previously-proposed control methods and topology modifications
to improve the transient performance of a Buck converter. Chapter 3 introduces an analog
controller, named the “Analog Charge Balance Controller”, capable of nearly minimizing the
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voltage deviation magnitude and duration of a Buck converter undergoing a load transient. An
auxiliary circuit, driven by an analog controller is presented in Chapter 4 which improves the
transient performance of a Buck converter undergoing an unloading transient. Chapter 5
introduces a digital version of the charge balance controller which is capable of implementing
load-line regulation. Chapter 6 introduces a controller which incorporates the concept of digital
charge balance control (with load line regulation), presented in Chapter 5, with the auxiliary
circuit improvement presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 7 presents a summary of the work presented
and some recommendations for improvements and future work. All chapters first present the
high-level concept of operation, followed by any necessary mathematical proofs, followed by
low-level implementation and detailed operation descriptions, followed by efficiency analysis (in
the case of Chapter 4), followed by simulation and experimental verification.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will provide a review of previously-presented literature pertaining to methods of
improving the transient response of high-current, low-voltage DC-DC converters. Section 2.2 will
provide a brief overview of typical analog linear controllers and their common drawbacks.
Section 2.3 will provide an overview of analog non-linear control solutions. Section 2.4 will
discuss previously-proposed digital control methods. Section 2.4 will also examine previouslyproposed, so-called minimum time controllers (a.k.a. charge balance controllers). Section 2.5 will
examine a sample of previously-proposed topology modifications to the Buck converter to
improve its transient response.

2.2 Analog Linear Controllers
This section will provide a brief overview of analog linear controllers and outline their
fundamental transient response drawbacks. For an example, the most straight-forward linear
controller will be presented, the voltage-mode controller.
While linear voltage-mode control (also known as direct duty cycle control) is certainly not
the most effective control method (in terms of dynamic response), it is arguably the most popular
control method. A large sample of Buck converter controllers available from integrated circuit
companies (such as Intersil, Texas Instruments, Maxim IC) utilize linear voltage-mode control.
Its popularity is mainly due to the simplicity and intuitiveness of the control scheme to any
engineer who is moderately versed in linear control theory.
A simplified block diagram of a voltage-mode control feedback loop is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1

Linear voltage-mode controller feedback loop

As shown, the output voltage is subtracted from the reference voltage and passed through a
linear compensator. The transfer function of the compensator is designed using traditional analog
control techniques (such as Bode plot analysis) [14]-[15]. There are two general types of voltagemode compensators: a) type-II compensator, which consists of two poles and one zero (shown in
Figure 2.2(a), b) type-III compensator, which consists of three poles and two zeros (shown in
Figure 2.2(b)).
R3

C1
C2

C3

R1

R2
+

Operational Amplifier

(b)
Figure 2.2

Voltage-mode compensator: (a) type-II, (b) type-III

The decision to use a type-II or type-III compensator depends on the degree of freedom
required to design a stable system. The transfer functions for a type-II and type-III compensator
are expressed in (2.1) and (2.2) respectively.
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The resulting control voltage vcon is compared with a saw-tooth waveform in order to produce
a constant-frequency, pulse width modulated output.
Figure 2.3 illustrates an example of a linearly controlled Buck converter undergoing a step-up
load transient.

Figure 2.3

Linear voltage-mode controlled Buck converter undergoing a positive load step

First, it is shown in Figure 2.3, that following the load current step, the controller cannot
immediately react (and turn on the control switch) due to its constant-frequency synchronous
operation. The controller must wait until the succeeding clock pulse before the control switch is
turned on again. Furthermore, due to the finite bandwidth of the linear compensator, it is shown
that the control voltage vcon cannot increase at a sufficient rate. The compensator bandwidth is
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designed to be a fraction of the switching frequency for the purpose of system stability. These
two factors combined cause the capacitor discharge integral to be much larger than the ideal case
(shown as a dashed line in Figure 2.3).
Since the bandwidth of the compensator is designed based on the switching frequency, an
obvious solution to improve the above drawbacks would be to simply increase the switching
frequency of the converter; however, as previously mentioned, due to the frequency-dependant
losses of a Buck converter (MOSFET gate loss, switching loss, inductor core loss), this would
significantly decrease the efficiency of the converter.
There exist many other types of linear controllers commonly used, such as peak currentmode control and average current-mode. These control schemes control the PWM of a Buck
converter using output voltage and inductor current feedback information, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4

Linear current-mode control: (a) Peak current-mode, (b) Average current-mode

These controllers do possess advantages over the voltage-mode controller such as faster
reaction to input voltage changes and simplified compensation (in the case of peak current-mode
control) [16]-[17]. However, they still suffer from the slow reaction illustrated in Figure 2.3 due
to their synchronous switching properties and the compensator’s speed limitations.
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Ideally, a controller would react asynchronously and turn the control switch on for at least the
duration required for the inductor current to equal the new load current. Therefore, considerable
research has been performed investigating non-linear asynchronous controllers.

2.3 Non-Linear Analog Controllers
This section will provide a critical review of previously-proposed non-linear analog
controllers. The main advantages of these controllers are their ability to react asynchronously to a
transient condition and vary the duty cycle at a rate not limited by linear compensators. Three
separate types of non-linear analog controllers will be discussed in this section: (a) hysteretic
current-mode controllers, (b) hysteretic voltage-mode/V2 controllers, (c) sliding-mode/boundary
controllers.
2.3.1 Hysteretic Current-Mode Controllers
Hysteretic current-mode control functions by controlling both the peak inductor current and
the valley inductor current. It does not require an oscillator or saw-tooth generator for operation
and it has the ability to provide a fast response to a transient event. Figure 2.5 illustrates a block
diagram of a current-mode hysteretic controlled synchronous Buck converter and its large-signal
averaged model, as presented in [18].
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Figure 2.5

Hysteretic current-mode controlled synchronous Buck converter: (a) block
diagram, (b) equivalent large signal averaged model

As shown, by using the hysteretic current-mode control, the influence of the output inductor
is eliminated [18]. Without the impact of a double pole, a slow compensation network is not
required for stable operation.
While the elimination of the slow compensation network allows for fast responses to transient
events, the converter suffers from two major drawbacks: non zero steady-state error and variable
switching frequency. Non zero steady-state error may be rectified by adding a PI block in series
with the voltage feedback; however, this will degrade the transient response.
Figure 2.6 shows the small-signal closed-loop Bode plot, derived from the aforementioned
large-signal model, for a converter with the following parameters: Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V,
fsw=400kHz, Lo=1uH, Co=180uF, ESR=1mΩ.
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Figure 2.6

Bode plot of closed-loop system of hysteretic current-mode controlled Buck
converter

As shown, when a load is applied, the DC gain of the system loop becomes a finite value.
This signifies the existence of a steady-state error for non-zero load conditions. Furthermore, it is
presented in [19], that even during no-load conditions, a small steady-state error will be present
due to the combination of comparator delay and non-zero output voltage ripple.
Secondly, the converter’s switching frequency tends to vary with different load conditions. In
addition, non-idealities, (such as the capacitor’s equivalent series resistance and/or inductance
and the hysteretic converter’s propagation delay) which may vary over time and/or thermal
conditions, influence the converter’s switching frequency. Typically, switching at a fixed
frequency in steady-state is advantageous as electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) design is
simplified.
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Furthermore, a drawback of hysteretic current-mode control is the requirement to accurately
measure the inductor current. Recent research has produced variations to hysteretic current-mode
controllers to eliminate this need. For example, in [20] and [21], the direct measurement of the
inductor current is removed. Instead, an ideal inductor current is emulated using the input voltage
and output voltage information. Like hysteretic current-mode control, the emulated waveform is
controlled within a hysteretic band; however, noise (commonly associated with current
measurement) is removed. This type of modulation is sometimes referred to as “R3 modulation”.
However, the controller still suffers from non zero steady-state error and variable switching
frequency. To improve the non-zero steady-state error drawback, a PI compensator is added in
order to remove steady-state error in [20]. Again, this improvement comes at the price of slower
transient response as the control voltage will vary slower following a load transient.
In conclusion, hysteretic current-mode controllers are capable of reacting rapidly to transient
events in comparison to standard linear controllers; however, non-zero steady-state error and
variable switching frequencies are critical drawbacks of the control method.
2.3.2 Hysteretic Voltage Mode Controllers and V2 Controllers
Hysteretic voltage-mode control is clearly the simplest and most intuitive control method
available. The concept is simple: when the output voltage is too low, set the PWM signal high;
when the output voltage is too high, set the PWM signal low. The controller is analogous to a
simple thermostat. A block diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Since the controller does not use a
compensation network, the converter is able to react quickly to a transient event making it seem
like an ideal candidate for voltage regulator modules. However, a critical drawback of the
voltage-mode hysteretic controller is its reliance on the converter’s output capacitor parasitics
[22].
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Figure 2.7

Hysteretic voltage-mode controller

The switching frequency of a hysteretic voltage-mode controller is expressed in (2.3).

·

·

_

·

·
·

·

_

·

(2.3)

ESR equals the output capacitor’s equivalent series resistance. ESL represents the output
capacitor’s equivalent series inductance. Tdel_hys represents the hysteretic comparator delay and
Vhys represents the hysteretic band voltage. It is observed in (2.3) that the converter’s ESR and
hysteretic band voltage Vhys have a drastic effect on the converter’s switching frequency.
Therefore, if ESR, or ESL increases over time and/or thermal conditions, the switching frequency
can change significantly.
Even more detrimental is the controller’s behavior if low-ESR capacitors are used. For
example, if a converter with the parameters defined in Section 2.3.1 were used, the required
voltage hysteretic band for 400kHz switching would be 2.75mV according to (2.3). This is due to
the small steady-state output voltage ripple for low-ESR converters. This is an extremely small
band that can be dominated by switching noise (rather than the natural output voltage ripple),
which will cause instability. Furthermore, if the hysteretic band were to increase or decrease by
1mV (due to the comparator’s offset voltage), the switching frequency would vary from 281kHz–
626kHz. These factors alone make the controller impractical for low ESR converters.
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Combined Linear and Non-Linear Control
In order to benefit from the fast reaction exhibited by hysteretic voltage-mode control while
possessing beneficial features such as fixed steady-state switching and zero steady-state error, a
combined linear and non-linear controller is presented in [23]-[25]. The general idea is to employ
a linear voltage-mode controller while the output voltage error is within a threshold. If the output
voltage deviates outside the threshold, the PWM is held low (if vo is above the upper band) or
high (if vo is below the lower band). This allows for zero steady-state error and fixed steady-state
switching frequencies.
Although over-compensation still does occur during low-ESR cases, the result is less severe
than that illustrated in Figure 2.8. This is the result of not having to set such a narrow threshold
for low-ESR cases. However, the optimal choice of threshold is a question not addressed in
previous literature. An appropriate voltage threshold band for a large load step may not be as
effective for a smaller load step. If the voltage threshold is too tight, the controller may grossly
overcompensate; if the voltage threshold is too loose, the initial voltage deviation will be large.
V2 Controller
While not a pure hysteretic controller (as it does not use a hysteretic comparator), the V2
controller is worth mentioning as it behaves similar to a hysteretic controller. The V2 controller
has drawn substantial interest due to its simplistic nature and excellent dynamic response [26][28]. Like linear voltage-mode control, the controller constructs a control voltage that is produced
by a compensator. However, unlike linear voltage mode control, the control voltage is modulated
by the triangular waveform of the output voltage itself. The controller is illustrated in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9

V2 converter concept

Since the modulator is the output voltage itself, the controller is able to react instantly to a
load current transient. However, the V2 controller requires the output voltage ripple to consist
primarily of the capacitor’s ESR effect, making the controller unsuitable for converters which
utilize paralleled ceramic capacitors (which have very low ESR).
Therefore, it can be concluded that although hysteretic based voltage-mode control and V2
control is capable of reacting to a transient event almost instantaneously, it is only suitable for
high-ESR capacitor conditions due to the need for the output voltage and capacitor current to be
in phase with each other.
2.3.3 First-Order Sliding Mode Control and Second-Order Boundary Control
Sliding-mode control is a particularly robust non-linear control that can be applied to Buck
converters. The general concept is relatively simple. For a Buck converter, the voltage error and
the derivative of the voltage error are continuously observed. Assuming an arbitrary starting point
for each variable, it is the goal to drive the variables to a steady-state, centered at zero. The phase
trajectory of the voltage error and its derivative are plotted in Figure 2.10.
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For a Buck converter, when the control switch is on, the voltage error will eventually
converge to Vin-Vref and its derivative will converge to zero (shown in green in Figure 2.10).
When the control switch is off, the voltage error will eventually converge to -Vref and its
derivative will converge to zero (shown in red in Figure 2.10). The theory of sliding mode control
involves mapping a sliding line on the phase plane and perpetually attempting to drive both the
voltage error and the derivative of the voltage error toward the sliding line. This will cause the
phase trajectory, from an arbitrary starting point, to travel toward the sliding line and then “slide”
along the line toward the origin of the phase plane (as shown in blue in Figure 2.10). The sliding
line is defined in (2.4).
·

(2.4)

α represents the slope of the sliding line. When the system states are above S, the switch is
turned off; when the system states are below S, the switch is turned on. Typically a hysteretic
band is added in order to ensure a finite switching frequency [29].

Figure 2.10

Sliding-mode control concept
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The main challenge pertaining to sliding mode control is the optimal selection of the sliding
line slope. For example, in [29] it is recommended to set α=1/(Ro·Co), where Ro is the load
resistance. However, for VRM applications, the load is constantly changing which makes the
sliding line design difficult. A prudent engineer would design for the worst case scenario (setting
α to a minimum value). However, this will result in sub-par settling times in most cases.
In an attempt to rectify the above draw-back, an “adaptive” sliding-mode controller is
presented in [30] with a goal of automatically adjusting the sliding-mode slope, depending on
load conditions. However, it is difficult to estimate the load in real-time under highly-dynamic
load conditions.
In the previous example, a first-order sliding line is used; however, due to the non-linear
nature of Buck converters, it is actually more appropriate to use a curved switching surface
instead of a straight line. This allows for a significantly improved dynamic response over that of a
first-order sliding line, as demonstrated in [31]-[32]. The block diagram for the proposed secondorder “boundary” controller is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11

k1 =

Lo
2 ⋅ Co ⋅ Vref

k2 =

Lo
2 ⋅ Co ⋅ (Vin − Vref )

Block diagram of second-order boundary controller
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While the dynamic response of the above converter is significantly improved, the feasibility
of the controller is significantly diminished due to the requirement of multiplication. Analog
multiplication is costly and slow, making the controller unsuitable for VRM applications. In order
to utilize the controller, the switching speed of the converter was set to 20kHz. Furthermore, the
precise knowledge of Lo and Co are required for the constants k1 and k2, which decreases the
robustness of the system.
Similar to the previously-presented hysteretic controllers, additional drawbacks of both the
first-order sliding-mode controller and the second-order boundary controller are non-zero steadystate error and variable switching frequency.

2.4 Digital Control
This section will provide an overview of recent research pertaining to digital control of Buck
converters. In particular, the section will focus on control algorithms which are designed to yield
superior transient performance over linear analog controllers. The section will also introduce the
concept of “minimum time control” and discuss a variety of previously-proposed digital
controllers designed to implement this control concept.
2.4.1 Early Research
As mentioned, digital control offers advantages over analog control such as reprogrammability, better noise immunity, and low susceptibility to age and environmental factors.
However, significant challenges have impeded the general acceptance of digital control for use in
low to medium power Buck converters. In addition to the potential of increased cost, digital
controllers suffer from an arguably less intuitive control law design procedure and quantization
effects.
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Thus, a vast amount of investigation was conducted in the late 1990’s in an attempt to design
linear digital controllers that performed as well as their analog counterparts.
In [33]-[36], various digital linear control design procedures are presented. In these works, it
is presented that there are two general approaches to designing a digital compensator:
1. Analog-to-digital re-design: A linear compensator is devised in the analog domain
using traditional design methods. Using one of a variety of discretization methods,
the continuous s-domain transfer function is mapped to the discrete z-domain.
2. Direct digital design: The converter is modeled in the discrete z-domain and the
controller is designed directly in the z-domain.
It is demonstrated in [33]-[36], that direct digital design yields better performance than
analog-to-digital re-design. Analog-to-digital re-design suffers due to discretization effects (such
as frequency warping using the bilinear method) and its often disregard for acquisition,
computation and zero-order hold delays. However, analog-to-digital re-design remains popular
due to its intuitiveness to analog control designers.
In [36]-[37], digital co-efficient multiplication is addressed. In the analog domain, the linear
co-efficient multiplication is realized through resistors/capacitors. However, low-cost digital
multiplication presents a challenge. Coefficient multiplication may be performed through a digital
multiplier; however this will cause an increase in computational delay and/or system clock
frequency. For high-frequency switching converters, the resultant delay may be unacceptable.
Therefore, it is recommended in [37] that look-up tables (LUTs) of size (1x2NADC, where NADC is
the ADC bit resolution) be employed, thereby significantly decreasing the computation delay.
This reduction of delay comes at the cost of an increase in physical controller real-estate.
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However, it is noted in [36]-[37], that if the coefficients are restricted to multiples of 2, the
multiplication can be simply performed by bit-shifting, thereby saving silicon real-estate.
The quantization effects, from both the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and the digital
pulse width modulator (DPWM), has been a field of continuing research up to present-day. Limit
cycle oscillation (LCO) is a common problem associated with digitally-controlled switching
converters due to the quantization effects of the ADC and the DPWM [38]. To prevent LCO,
ΔdLSB·Vin < Δvo_LSB must be true, where ΔdLSB is the minimum duty ratio resolution achievable by
the DPWM and Δvo_LSB is the minimum detectable voltage change by the ADC. Accomplishing
such fine DPWM resolution through a digital counter would typically require a system clock
frequency in the Gigahertz range. Therefore, numerous alternative DPWM methods have been
proposed such as: tapped delay lines [39], ring oscillators [40], hybrid counter/delay line DPWMs
[41], dual-edge modulation schemes [42], the use of multiple phase shifted clocks [43], and duty
cycle dithering [44]-[46].
In conclusion, while early research laid the stepping-stones for further digital control
development, it did not capitalize on the truly unique abilities that digital control is able to offer
such as the implementation of advanced control laws to improve the transient performance of
Buck converters beyond the abilities of their analog counterparts.
2.4.2 Dual Control Mode, Combined Linear and Non-Linear Digital Controllers
It is known that non-linear control is capable of improving the dynamic response of a
converter since it is able to react to transient conditions at a faster rate. However, as previously
noted, many non-linear controllers tend to possess undesirable characteristics such as non-zero
steady-state error and variable switching frequency.
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Thus, several dual mode digital controllers have been proposed which exhibit separate
behaviors depending on whether the converter is operating under steady-state conditions or not.
For example, in [47] two digital linear control loops are utilized: a compensator with high DC
gain and lower bandwidth for steady-state conditions and a high bandwidth compensator for
transient conditions. A digital gain scheduler oversees the transition between loops. While this
method improves dynamic performance, the controller still suffers from traditional bandwidth
limitations.
In [48]-[49], digital controllers are presented which behave as a linear controller for
conditions when the output voltage error is small and behave as a non-linear controller when the
output voltage error is large. This is accomplished in [48] by the use of a PI-like fuzzy logic
controller and non-uniform fuzzy sets. The controller mimics a PI controller during steady-state
conditions; however, when either the output voltage error or derivative of the output voltage is
relatively high, the duty cycle varies at a faster non-linear rate. In [49], a non-uniform A/D
converter is used to acquire the output voltage. This non-linear control method is powerful yet
very simple as it does not require any multiplier or division blocks to implement.
In [50], a digital controller is presented which employs a linear PID scheme during steadystate conditions and uses a non-linear sliding-mode like controller during large output voltage
deviations. The controller was further improved in [51] by employing a digital algorithm to
estimate the load current transient magnitude and selecting an appropriate switching law from a
bank of digitally-stored switching surfaces.
While the above-mentioned digital control methods improve the transient response of Buck
converters (while not sacrificing zero steady-state error and fixed switching frequency), they do
not attempt to minimize the converter’s voltage deviation and settling time during a transient
event.
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In order to minimize both the output voltage deviation and the settling time of a Buck
converter, the theory of minimum time control can be utilized.
2.4.3 Minimum Time Control
This sub-section will introduce the theory of minimum time control such that it is recognized
that a Buck converter can recover from a load transient in the minimum possible time, through
the selection of one strategically timed switching instant.
Minimum-time control is a special case subset of the study of optimal control theory [52][53]. As an example of minimum-time control, let (2.5) be a time-invariant linear system in which
A and B are constant n x n and n x m matrices respectively.
(2.5)
u(t) represents the control of the system and is bounded within a minimum and maximum
value as described by the inequality (2.6).
(2.6)
Put simply, minimum-time control involves applying the appropriate control such that a
system (such as that shown in (2.5)) with an initial arbitrary state x(t0)=x0 reaches a specified final
state x(tf)=xf in the minimum possible time (minimizing tf – t0).
It is stated in [52]-[53], that for a system with the form (2.5) and with control constraints of
the form (2.6), “the optimal control to obtain minimum-time response is maximum effort
throughout the interval of operation” [52]. In other words, for the entire time interval tf-t0, u(t)
must either be M- or M+. This type of control is commonly referred to as “bang-bang control”.
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Minimum-time control theory can be applied to a Buck converter undergoing a large-signal
load current transient. For a Buck converter undergoing a load transient, the goal is to have the
capacitor current and output voltage error converge to zero within the minimum time possible.
The voltage error and the capacitor current of a Buck converter can be represented with the
following equations (2.7)-(2.8) respectively.
(2.7)

(2.8)
In order to simplify the system, it will be assumed that during a load transient, the output
voltage, input voltage and load current of the Buck converter do not vary significantly in relation
to their respective DC values. Also, for simplicity of this example, it is assumed that the ESR and
the inductor resistance is small and can be neglected. Thus, for the system described in (2.5), the
matrix constants are defined in (2.9).
0
0

0
1/

1/
0

(2.9)

In this representation, u(t) controls the voltage applied to the output inductor and can be
varied to either –Vo (switch off) or Vin-Vo (switch on). It is stated in [54] that if the Eigenvalues of
A are both nonpositive and real, then an optimal control exists, it is unique and the control
component can switch at most (n – 1) times (where n is the system order) between the two
extremes. Since the Eigenvalues of A are both zero and the system is second-order, it is known
that a unique time optimal control exists that possesses only one switching action.
The segments of the optimal trajectories can be found by integrating (2.7) and (2.8), as
expressed in (2.10) and (2.11) respectively.
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for u(t) = Vin - Vo
(2.10)
for u(t) = -Vo

for u(t) = Vin - Vo

·

2

(2.11)
2

for u(t) = -Vo

·

where c1 and c2 are integration constants. By manipulation and substitution of (2.10) into
(2.11), the final set of equations is realized in (2.12).

for u(t) = Vin - Vo

2

(2.12)
2

for u(t) = -Vo

·

c3 and c4 are constants. The optimal paths are plotted for a step-up (blue) and a step-down
(orange) load transient event in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12

Optimal paths (red: switch off trajectory; green: switch on trajectory; blue: step-up
transient optimal path; orange step-down transient optimal path)

It is demonstrated that an optimal recovery path can be realized for a Buck converter
undergoing a load transient event. The optimal path involves only one switching transition;
however, as will be shown, the calculation of the switching transition instant is not trivial.
2.4.4 Digital Minimum Time Controllers (a.k.a. Charge Balance Controllers)
Minimum time controllers have been presented under many different aliases, such as “time
optimal control”, “optimal control”, “continuous time control” and “charge balance control”. In
this thesis, the concept will be referred to as “charge balance control” since the concept involves
“balancing” capacitor charge integral regions, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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While there have been a few attempts to develop such controllers in the analog domain (such
as the second-order boundary controller presented in [31]-[32]), the majority of charge balance
controllers have been digital.
In [55], the optimal response, to a large range of disturbances, is calculated using MATLAB
offline and programmed into a digital controller. The controller successfully achieves a minimal,
predictable settling time to an external disturbance. Unfortunately, the controller is only
functional in open-loop configuration. The time instant when the disturbance occurs and the
magnitude of the load variation must be defined in advance, which is an impossible situation for
most Buck converter applications.
In [56]-[60], digital controllers are presented which can calculate the optimal response to an
arbitrary load variation “on-the-fly”. The concept involves determining the capacitor current zero
cross-over point by either estimating the load current step change [56]-[57] or by using an
asynchronous ADC to estimate the output voltage valley point [58]-[60]. Typically, LUTs store
precise timing information to determine the switching instant to achieve minimal settling time.
The LUT values are calculated based on geometrically-derived charge balance formulas;
typically, Lo, Co, Vin and Vo information is required to derive the optimal switching instance.
For example, in [56], referring to Figure 2.13, the inductor current and output voltage
deviation is sampled twice following the load transient. The information is used to estimate the
new load current and to determine the optimal switching periods Tup and Tdown through a set of
equations presented in (2.13)-(2.14).
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Figure 2.13

Charge balance controller [56] response to a fast load current change
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·
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·
2

·
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·

(2.13)

(2.14)

Where A0, A1, A3 are the capacitor charge integral areas that can be geometrically calculated
using the estimated load current Io2. As demonstrated, complex mathematical operations such as
multiplication, division and square root are required to calculate the switching intervals.
As shown, the controller reacts to the load transient at the next switching cycle. One
drawback of non-linear digital controllers (that rely on the ADC to detect load transients) is the
inherently delayed response due to the sampling delay. This typically results in larger than
necessary voltage deviations, following a load transient. Such delays are not as prevalent in
analog non-linear controllers such as voltage-mode hysteretic control. Thus, recent non-linear
digital controllers have begun to adopt analog load transient detection or the use of asynchronous
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ADCs. For example, with the use of asynchronous ADCs, it is possible to detect the load transient
with delays comparable to fully-analog controllers.
As shown in Figure 2.14, an asynchronous analog-to-digital controller can also be used to
determine the voltage valley point (both magnitude and time instant). The controller proposed in
[58] uses this information to calculate the optimal switching time instant. While in [59]-[60], the
information is used to calculate the output voltage level at which the controller should alter its
switching state. An advantage of the controller presented in [59]-[60] is that the inductor and
capacitor values are not required; however, it is assumed that the ESR of the capacitor is
negligible. If this is not the case, the capacitor and ESR values would be required in order to
compensate.

Figure 2.14

Asynchronous ADC operation to estimate output voltage valley point for charge
balance control

While asynchronous sampling can be used for charge balance control, there are two potential
drawbacks. In order to function correctly, the ADC acquisition delay must be extremely low and
the timing resolution of the controller (its system clock) must be very fine. Furthermore, as shown
Figure 2.14, the output voltage valley point is always detected after it occurs. In low duty cycle
conversion applications (i.e. 12VÆ1V), there is the potential that the valley point may be
detected after the necessary optimal switching time instant.
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In summary, while the previously-proposed digital charge balance controllers have
demonstrated near-optimal transient performance, they all suffer from at least one of the
following drawbacks:
1. Slow reaction to load transient events (either due to sampling delay or loose transient
detection thresholds) which result in sub-optimal voltage deviations and recovery
times [56]-[58].
2. Complex mathematical functions (e.g. multiplication/division/square-root) are
performed requiring either slow digital multipliers or numerous large twodimensional look-up tables (LUTs) [56]-[60].
3. Nominal inductor value must be known to perform switching interval calculations
[56]-[58].
4. No extensions for load-line regulation (a.k.a. adaptive voltage positioning)
applications have been presented [56], [58]-[59]

2.5 Topology Modifications to Improve the Transient Response of a Buck
Converter
Numerous topology modifications to the Buck converter have been proposed to allow the
converter to yield transient responses beyond the physical capability of the converter alone. In
particular, these topology modifications are useful for unloading transients since they tend to
exhibit larger voltage deviations and settling times than loading transients of equal magnitude.
Ideally, the steady-state duty cycle would be close to 50% in order to achieve a symmetrical
transient response to positive and negative load current changes. One solution is to use two Buck
converters in series in order to increase the duty cycle of the second stage. For example, the first
stage could convert the voltage 12VDCÆ5VDC and the second stage could convert
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5VDCÆ1.5VDC. Therefore, the second stage’s steady-state duty cycle would be increased from
12.5% to 30% yielding a much more symmetric transient response. This also allows for the use of
a smaller inductor for a fixed inductor current ripple value.
This concept is studied extensively in [61]-[62]. Three obvious drawbacks of this method are
an increase in cost, an increase in physical size and a decrease in efficiency. However, it is argued
in [62], that if a relatively low switching frequency were used in the first stage, that the overall
efficiency would not suffer.
Numerous topology modifications have been proposed to increase the negative slew rate of
the output inductor during a step down load transient event. In [63], a topology modification is
presented (as shown in Figure 2.15) which effectively reverses the input voltage of the converter
during an unloading transient, significantly increasing the negative slew rate of the output
inductor. This topology modification requires a switch in series with the main power train which
will result in extra loss.

Figure 2.15

Topology modification to effectively reverse the input voltage from Vin to –Vin
during an unloading transient

In [64], a tapped inductor configuration is presented which extends the steady-state duty
cycle and increases the negative slew rate of the inductor current. As shown in Figure 2.16, an
auxiliary snubber circuit is typically required to mitigate the high voltage stress imposed on the
synchronous MOSFET.
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Figure 2.16

Tapped output inductor topology modification with snubber

In [65], a “stepping” transformer is utilized in lieu of an output inductor, as shown Figure
2.17. During a step-down load current transient, the inductor is essentially short-circuited and the
current slew rate is limited only by the leakage inductor of the transformer.

Figure 2.17

“Stepping” transformer in lieu of output inductor to improve transient response

It is shown that by increasing the slew rate of the output inductor, the unloading transient
performance of the system can be improved; however, many topology modifications have been
proposed which do not alter the inductor current slew rate, but rather divert a portion of the
inductor current from reaching the output capacitors.
In [66], an auxiliary circuit is presented which operates by disconnecting the output node of
the main inductor and routing it to the converter input during an unloading transient, as shown in
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Figure 2.18. The proposed improvement is referred to as inductor current “steering”. This method
also requires an additional switch in series with the power train.

Figure 2.18

“Steered” inductor current to improve unloading transient response of a Buck
converter

In [67]-[68], a transformer is connected across the impedance of the output trace of a Buck
converter in order to inject/absorb excess load current to improve the dynamic performance. The
method is called the active transient voltage compensator and is illustrated in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19

Active transient voltage compensator

A converter (which may act as a Buck or an anti-parallel boost) is connected in parallel with
the Buck converter in [69] to recover excess current to the input during step-down load transients.
The circuit also provides a low-impedance auxiliary path for step-up load transients as well. The
auxiliary circuit is controlled using a differentiator in an attempt to instantaneously track the
capacitor current. The circuit is illustrated in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20

“Double Buck” configuration

In [70], the output of an isolated DC-DC converter is connected through an auxiliary circuit
(similar to [69]) to a voltage rail (fed by the rectified voltage of the secondary winding) in order
to inject/absorb excess current. The auxiliary circuit is controlled linearly based on the magnitude
of the voltage overshoot.
An auxiliary circuit (similar to [69]) is connected to the output of a Buck converter in [71].
The switch is turned full-on for the duration that the output voltage deviation exceeds a predetermined threshold.
In [72], a linear active clamp is added across the output capacitor in order to divert the excess
inductor current to ground following an unloading transient. This is illustrated in Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21

Active clamp to improve transient response during load transient

While these topology modifications improve the transient response of a converter during a
load transient, they suffer from at least one of the following conditions:
1. Complicated transformer or tapped inductor design [64], [67]-[68]
2. Auxiliary switch control susceptible to noise caused by the auxiliary switching [70]
3. Unpredictable auxiliary switching frequencies (especially around activation
thresholds) [65], [69]-[71]
4. No direct current-mode control of the auxiliary circuit resulting in unpredictable and
potentially damaging currents, [65], [69], [71]
5. High auxiliary peak current to average current ratio resulting in the necessity of
relatively large auxiliary switches for desired dynamic performance [69]-[71]
6. Additional switch present in the converter’s power path for [63], [66]; therefore, the
conduction loss of the circuit is increased even when no load transient event is
occurring
7. Excessive losses due to use of an active circuit in linear mode across the output [72]
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2.6 Conclusions
Although, linear voltage-mode controllers are the tried-and-true choice for Buck converters, it
is demonstrated that due to their synchronous switching action and finite bandwidth, there is
plenty of room for improvement in their transient response.
Thus, numerous non-linear controllers have been proposed to break these bandwidth
limitations. In general, these non-linear controllers do not possess desirable features such as zero
steady-state error and fixed switching frequency. Furthermore, it was presented that non-linear
controllers such as V2 and hysteretic voltage-mode control rely heavily on large output capacitor
ESR values in order to operate effectively. Without such large ESR values, these controllers tend
to “over-compensate” for a load current transient by saturating the Buck converter’s PWM cycle
for an extended period.
In order to solve the above drawbacks, numerous minimum time controllers (or charge
balance controllers) have been proposed which also employ a linear controller during steady-state
conditions. While such works have shown that these controllers can minimize settling times
(following a load transient), they suffer from: a) exceedingly complex algorithms, b) slow
reaction time due to sampling delay and/or c) requiring both Lo and Co information. In addition,
many of these controllers do not present extensions for load-line regulation.
In order solve the above drawbacks, an analog charge balance controller is presented in
Chapter 3 which does not require multiplier or divider circuits, is capable of reacting very fast to
a load transient (asynchronous to the switching period) and does not require the nominal inductor
value to operate. In chapter 5, a digital version of this controller is presented which possesses all
the above-mentioned advantages and is capable of implementing load-line regulation.
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In chapter 3 and chapter 5, it is demonstrated that although charge balance control can push
the transient performance of a Buck converter to its physical limits, the unloading transient is still
poor (due to the relatively slow negative slew rate of the inductor current). In order to attempt to
rectify this problem, several auxiliary circuits for the Buck converter have been proposed to
improve its transient response.
An auxiliary circuit and auxiliary circuit controller is presented in Chapter 4 which transfers a
tightly controlled current from the output of the Buck converter to its input during an unloading
transient. The auxiliary circuit switches at a relatively constant frequency and the auxiliary circuit
controller intelligently determines the appropriate duration of operation following an unloading
transient. The circuit operates in parallel to the Buck converter and is only activated during
unloading transients. Therefore, unlike some previously-proposed solutions, it has no effect on
the converter’s efficiency during steady-state conditions.
In Chapter 6, the proposed auxiliary circuit concept is integrated with the digital charge
balance controller (presented in Chapter 5). It is demonstrated in this chapter, that by combining
charge balance control with the proposed auxiliary circuit concept, the voltage overshoot and
settling can be significantly reduced following an unloading transient.
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Chapter 3
Analog Charge Balance Controller
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a novel controller is presented which causes a Buck converter to achieve a
near optimal transient response, yet can be implemented using a low-cost analog scheme. The
controller reacts immediately to a load transient by setting the PWM control high or low,
(corresponding to the direction of the load current transient). As presented, the transient response
will then consist of a single switching transition calculated to ensure that the inductor current and
output voltage return to their respective steady-state values in near minimal time.
Unlike the previously described second-order switching surface controller [31]-[32], the
proposed controller does not require analog multipliers or dividers to achieve the desired
response. The proposed controller can be implemented using only simple OPAMP mathematical
functions (such as addition, subtraction, integration, etc.). No controller in previous literature is
capable of achieving a near-optimal transient response without the use of analog/digital
multipliers/dividers or the use of multiple digital look-up tables (LUTs).
Unlike work previously proposed in literature (with the exception of [59]-[60]), the proposed
controller is capable of calculating the optimized switching intervals without knowledge of the
nominal inductor value.
The proposed controller does not measure the capacitor current through use of a series
resistor or current transformer (which leads to degraded output impedance); rather, the controller
senses the capacitor current through a trans-impedance amplifier configuration.
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Since the controller is analog, the sampling delay is removed resulting in faster reaction to a
load current transient event than that of [56]-[58]. As demonstrated in Section 2.2, decreasing the
reaction time will significantly decrease the overall voltage deviation.
Unlike first-order and second-order sliding-mode/boundary controllers [29]-[32], the
controller utilizes a linear loop during steady-state operation to achieve fixed frequency switching
and zero steady-state error operation. The proposed controller utilizes a non-linear loop for
superior transient performance following load transients.
Section 3.2 will outline the high-level concept of the proposed controller. Section 3.3
provides the mathematical foundation for the capacitor charge balance control law. Section 3.4
will detail the practical hardware implementation of the control law. The derivation of closed
form equations to estimate the transient response (of a converter with the proposed converter) is
presented in Section 3.5. Simulation and experimental results are presented in Section 3.6 and
Section 3.7 respectively.

3.2 Basic Concept of Operation
The principle of capacitor charge balance has been used extensively for the purpose of
steady-state modeling and analysis of DC-DC converters. For reference, Figure 3.1 shows a
synchronous Buck converter.

Figure 3.1

Synchronous Buck converter
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The principle of capacitor charge balance states that, in steady-state, the average value of the
capacitor current over one switching period must be equal to zero. This condition must be
satisfied in order for the output voltage to be equal at the beginning and the end of a switching
cycle. Equation (3.1) represents the principle of capacitor charge balance for a Buck converter
under steady state.
1

0

·

_

_

0

1

0

(3.1)

In (3.1), vc represents the capacitor voltage (neglecting ESR and ESL), ic_avg_sw is the capacitor
current over the steady-state switching period, Co represents the output capacitor value and Tsw is
the switching period of the converter. By recognizing that the integral period of (3.1) may be
extended over the total transient time of a DC-DC converter, equation (3.2) is developed.
1

·

_

_

0

1

0

(3.2)

In (3.2), time instant ta represents the beginning of the transient period and time instant tb
represents the end of the transient interval. ic_avg_trans equals the average capacitor current over the
transient period. Equation (3.2) indicates that as long as the integral of the capacitor current
equals zero over the duration of the transient interval (i.e. the charge removed from the capacitor
equals the charge delivered to the capacitor), the output voltage at the end of the transient will
equal the voltage at the beginning of the transient. Thus, if at tb, the inductor current iL equals the
load current and (3.2) has been satisfied, the output voltage will have returned to its reference
voltage and, therefore, the converter has recovered from the transient event.
Thus, the goal of the proposed controller is to drive the Buck converter such that the inductor
current and the output voltage return to their respective steady-state values simultaneously at tb.
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3.2.1 Minimize Voltage Deviation
Figure 3.2 shows the basic idea of charge balance control. As shown, immediately following
a positive load current step, the inductor current cannot change instantaneously to supply the load.
Therefore, a portion of the load current must be supplied by the output capacitor (ic=io-iL). This, in
turn, causes the output capacitor to lose charge causing the output voltage to decrease. The output
capacitor will finish discharging when the inductor current reaches the new load current (at time
instant t1). In order to minimize the output voltage undershoot, the inductor current must be
allowed to increase at its maximum slew rate for time interval T0. Therefore, the PWM control
signal of the Buck converter should be set high for the duration of T0.

Figure 3.2

Charge balance controller response to a positive load current step change

Although the capacitor begins re-charging at time t1, it is observed in Figure 3.2 that the
output voltage “valley” point occurs slightly before the moment that the inductor current equals
the new load current. This is due to the output capacitor’s ESR which affects the output voltage of
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the Buck converter. Capacitor current estimation methods in this thesis compensate for the ESR
effect and thus this will not cause and adverse effect.
3.2.2 Minimize Settling Time
Referring to Figure 3.2, the output capacitor will start to recharge when the inductor current
begins to exceed the new load current Io2. In order to minimize the time required to recharge the
capacitor, the PWM control signal will remain high for time interval T1. At time instant t2, the
PWM control signal will be set low causing the inductor current to decrease at its maximum slew
rate. t2 should be carefully selected such that, at the instant that the inductor current returns to the
new load current (at t3), Adischarge equals Acharge. Adischarge and Acharge represent the capacitor current
integral areas during the discharge and charge intervals respectively. In other words, Adischarge and
Acharge are proportional to the charge being removed from and absorbed by the capacitor
respectively. The calculation of t2 is critical to ensure that the settling time is minimized and to
ensure the output voltage does not overshoot the reference voltage after the initial voltage dip.
Assuming t2 was determined correctly, the output voltage and the inductor current will reach their
steady-state values simultaneously and the converter will have fully recovered from the positive
load step at t3.
The controller behaves similarly for a negative load current step. Referring to Figure 3.3, for
a negative load step, the PWM control signal will remain low for time intervals T0 and T1 in order
to minimize the time required to remove the necessary charge from the capacitor. At t2, the PWM
signal will be set high causing the inductor current to increase at its maximum slew rate. As
above, t2 should be such that at the instant that the inductor current returns to the new load current
(at t3), Adischarge equals Acharge.
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Figure 3.3

Charge balance controller response to a negative load current step change

In summary, the two key points of the proposed control method are:
1. Immediately detect the load current step change and react by setting the PWM control
signal to high (for a positive step change) or to low (for a negative step change).
2. Set the PWM control signal low (for a positive load step) or high (for a negative load
step) at time instant t2. t2 should be such that Acharge will equal Adischarge at time t3. This will
cause the output voltage to equal the reference voltage at the exact moment that the
inductor current equals the load current.

3.3 Mathematical Analysis of Charge Balance Operation
This section will derive the capacitor charge balance formulas for a buck converter
undergoing a positive and a negative load transient. It will also demonstrate how an analog
double integrator may be used to calculate the optimal switching time instant t2.
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3.3.1 Charge Balance Equation for a Buck Converter Undergoing a Positive Load
Step Change
Figure 3.4 illustrates the charge and discharge areas for a positive load current step change.
The controller is designed for applications in which the load current slew rate is significantly
larger than the inductor current slew rate. Therefore, in this analysis, it is assumed that the load
current steps instantaneously from Io1 to Io2 and that the controller is able to react to the step with
negligible delay. It is also assumed that the load current remains constant for the duration of the
transient period.

Figure 3.4

Capacitor charge integral areas during a positive load step change

Step 1: Time Interval T0 (t0 ≤ t < t1) for a Positive Load Step
It is apparent in Figure 3.4, that the total discharge area A1 is equal to A1a, thus (3.3) is true.

(3.3)

IL0 equals the inductor current at time instant t0, as shown in Figure 3.4. m1 represents the rate
at which iL is increasing over time interval T0, such that (3.4) and (3.5) are true. It is assumed, in
this analysis, that m1 is constant over the transient period.
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(3.4)

(3.5)

Therefore, by combining (3.3) and (3.5), the total discharge area Adischarge can be expressed in
(3.6).

(3.6)

For reference, the mathematical syntax for double integration used in the entire document is
expressed in (3.7).

(3.7)

Step 2: Time Interval T1 (t1 ≤ t < t2) for Positive Load Step
The charge area A2 is expressed in (3.8).

(3.8)

By inspection, it is obvious that m1 also represents the rate that iL(t) is increasing over time
interval T1, as expressed in (3.9).

(3.9)

Therefore, by combining (3.8) and (3.9), the charge area A2 can be expressed as (3.10).
(3.10)
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Using basic geometry, a relationship between capacitor charge areas A2 and A3 is equated in
(3.11), in terms of the rising slew rate m1 and the falling slew rate m2 (expressed in (3.12)) of the
inductor current. It is also assumed that the falling slew rate m2 is constant over the transient
period.
(3.11)

(3.12)
Thus, by combining (3.10) and (3.11), an expression for the total charge area Acharge is
presented in (3.13).

(3.13)

Equation (3.13) can be simplified to (3.14).
·

(3.14)

Step 3: Balancing Capacitor Charge Regions Adischarge and Acharge
Since it is known that the goal of the controller is to ensure that Adischarge-Acharge=0, equations
(3.6) and (3.14) can be used to derive the charge balance formula, as expressed in (3.15).
0
(3.15)

·

0

Since m1 and m2 are assumed constant, the m1 and m2 terms inside the integral can be moved
outside the integral term. Next, by dividing both sides of equation (3.15) by m1, the equation is
simplified to (3.16).
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·

0

(3.16)

Assuming that the input voltage Vin and the output voltage Vo remain relatively constant
during the transient (which is generally the case for a well designed power supply), the inductor
current slew rates of a Buck converter are expressed in (3.17) and (3.18).
(3.17)

(3.18)
Equations (3.17) and (3.18) are substituted into (3.16) to produce (3.19).

·

0
(3.19)
0

Since analog division is costly, equation (3.19) is further simplified by multiplying both sides
by Vo, as expressed in (3.20).
0
(3.20)
0

Thus, at time t2, the first term and the second term of (3.20) will be equal. This implies that t2
occurs when the double integral of time from t1, multiplied by Vin, equals the double integral of
time from t0 to t1, multiplied by Vo. At this moment, the switching transition should occur for
charge balance operation.
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3.3.2 Double Analog Integrator to Determine t2
Using equation (3.20), it is clear that two separate double integrators may be used to
determine the time instant t2. However, it is convenient to combine the two double integrators
into a single double integrator with a multiplexor, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5

Proposed analog double integrator block diagram to predict switching time t2 (for
a positive load step

As shown, during time interval T0 (t0 to t1), Vo is fed to the double integrator causing the
output to exponentially increase. This is in correspondence to the first term of (3.20). During time
interval T1 (t1 to t2), -Vin is fed to the double integrator causing the output to exponentially
decrease. This is in correspondence to the second term of (3.20). When the output of the double
integrator returns to zero, (3.20) is satisfied and thus t2 is determined. Switching at t2 will allow
Acharge – Adischarge to equal zero when the inductor current reaches the new load current (at t3).
In the case of a positive load current step, the PWM control signal would be set low when the
output of integrator 2 (vint2) returns to zero (at time t2). This will allow the inductor current to
decrease and reach the new output current at the exact moment that the charge previously
removed from the capacitor equals the charge delivered to the capacitor.
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It is obvious that an additional advantage of the aforementioned double integration method is
that the nominal value of the output inductor is not required, while in [55]-[58], the precise
inductor value must be known.
3.3.3 Charge Balance Equation for a Buck Converter Undergoing a Negative Load
Step Change
A similar analysis as was performed in Section 3.3.1 was performed for a negative load
current step change based on Figure 3.6. The result of the analysis is expressed in (3.21).

Figure 3.6

Capacitor charge integral areas for a negative load step change

0
·

·

·

·

·

0

(3.21)

0

For a negative load current step, equation (3.21) is used to determine t2. The double integrator
function is depicted in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7

Proposed analog double integrator block diagram to predict switching time t2 for a
negative load step

In the case of a negative load current step, the PWM control signal would be set high when
the output of integrator 2 (vint2) returns to zero (at time t2).
3.3.4 Discontinuous Current Mode Extension
As previously mentioned, for VRM applications it is common to use synchronous
rectification in order to improve efficiency. However, in order to improve efficiency during light
load conditions, it is possible to force a synchronous Buck converter to enter discontinuous
conduction mode (DCM) by using a method known as “diode emulation”. Synchronous drivers
(such as Intersil’s ISL6208) monitor the drain-to-source voltage of the synchronous MOSFET
(Q2) in order to determine the point at which the inductor current becomes negative. At this point,
the driver will turn off the synchronous MOSFET to prevent negative inductor current, thereby
emulating the behavior of a diode (without the associated conduction losses of a diode). This will
significantly decrease conduction loss since it will reduce the current conducting through the
synchronous switch.
However, in order for the charge balance control method to successfully balance the capacitor
charge, a slight modification must be made to the charge balance formulas.
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Figure 3.8 illustrates the charge and discharge areas for a negative load current step change of
a converter that operates in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). It is assumed that the
converter operates with a synchronous MOSFET and uses a “diode emulation” driver to
determine when the synchronous MOSFET is to be deactivated.

Figure 3.8

Capacitor charge integral areas for a negative load step change (discontinuous
current mode)

It is observed in Figure 3.8, that the load current decreases from Io1 to Io2. At both load
currents, the converter operates in CCM during steady-state. However, it is shown that the
inductor current will not decrease below zero during transient operation due to diode emulation. It
is important to note that the following derivation is also valid in cases when Io2 is such that the
converter operates in DCM during steady-state.
The total charge area A1 is derived in (3.22).

(3.22)

By substituting m2, previously defined in (3.12), into (3.22), (3.23) is equated.
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(3.23)

Therefore, by combining (3.22) and (3.23), the total charge area Acharge can be expressed in
(3.24).

(3.24)

Adischarge can be calculated using (3.25).
(3.25)
A2 is calculated in as similar manner to (3.24), and is expressed in (3.26)

(3.26)

In (3.26), tDCM equals the time instant that the inductor current equals zero. Using basic
geometry, a relationship between capacitor charge areas A2 and A4 is equated in (3.27), in terms of
the rising slew rate m1 and the falling slew rate m2 of the inductor current.
(3.27)
As shown in Figure 3.8, A3 is equal to the new load current Io2 integrated over time interval
T1b (tDCM to t2), as calculated in (3.28).

(3.28)

The new load current Io2 can be calculated by integrating the falling inductor slew rate m2
over time interval T1a (t1 to tDCM) as expressed in (3.29).
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(3.29)

By combining (3.28) and (3.29), an expression for A3 is derived, as shown in (3.30).

(3.30)

Therefore, the total discharge area for a Buck converter undergoing a negative load current
step, with diode emulation, is calculated in (3.31).

(3.31)
·

Since Acharge must equal Adischarge, in order to balance the charges, (3.24) and (3.31) can be
combined to produce (3.32).
0
(3.32)

·

0

By substituting the known values for m1 and m2 ((3.4) and (3.12) respectively) and
simplifying, (3.33) is derived.
0

(3.33)

The first term of (3.33) represents the double integration of time from t0 to t1, multiplied by
Vin-Vo. The second term of (3.33) represents the double integration of time from t1 to tDCM,
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multiplied by Vin. The third term of (3.33) represents the final value of time integrated from t1 to
tDCM, integrated from t2 to tDCM, multiplied by Vin-Vo.
As previously mentioned, tDCM equals the moment that the inductor current equals zero and
the synchronous MOSFET stops conducting. This moment can be determined by comparing the
phase voltage vphase (see Figure 3.1) with the output voltage Vo or by monitoring the synchronous
MOSFET gate voltage supplied by the diode emulation driver. In this implementation, the gate
voltage was monitored. tDCM occurs when the synchronous MOSFET gate voltage and the PWM
signal equals zero.
Therefore, using the double integrator illustrated in Figure 3.9, t2 can be determined. As
before, when the double integrator output returns to zero, (3.33) is satisfied and the switching
instant t2 is determined.

Figure 3.9

Proposed analog double integrator block diagram to predict switching time t2 for a
negative load step with “diode emulation” DCM
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3.3.5 Regarding Assumptions Involving m1 and m2
It is noted that m1 and m2 will not remain constant in actuality during a load transient due to
the varying output voltage. This simplification was made in order to allow for a practical
implementation of a charge balance controller. For this reason, it is claimed that the controller can
only yield a “near-optimal” transient response. However, the simplification does not degrade the
performance significantly due to the following reasons:
i)

for a low duty ratio Buck (e.g. 12V to 1.5V), the undershoot (due to a positive load

current step) will be much smaller than the overshoot (due to a negative load current step). Thus,
for a properly designed Buck, the output voltage deviation during a positive load transition would
be very small.
ii) for a negative load transition, the output voltage can vary significantly (typically 10% of
the steady-state voltage). However, since the controller’s double integrator is fed by (Vin) and
(Vin-Vo) during a negative load transition, (Vin-Vo) would only vary by approximately 1.5%,
causing a very small inaccuracy.

3.4 Implementation and Detailed Operation of the Analog Charge Balance
Controller
The implementation and operation of the analog charge balance controller will be discussed
in this section.
The three main components of the charge balance controller are: a) a capacitor current sensor
to detect the load transient (at t0), detect the capacitor current zero cross-over point (at t1) and
detect the end of the transient (at t3); b) a double integrator to determine the switching instant t2;
and c) associated logic to control the double integrator and the converter’s PWM signal. Figure
3.10 shows the high-level block diagram of the charge balance control method.
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Figure 3.10

High-level block diagram of analog charge balance controller

3.4.1 Capacitor Current Sensor
Figure 3.11 illustrates various methods of measuring the capacitor current of a Buck
converter. This sub-section will outline the advantages and disadvantages of each ic sensor
method. As will be discussed, the measurement of the capacitor current is required to detect a
load transient (at t0) and to detect the capacitor current zero cross-over point (at t1), as shown in
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.11

Variety of capacitor current sensor configurations

In the parallel configuration (shown in Figure 3.11a), a resistor/capacitor branch (with an
identical time constant as the Co & ESR combination) is added in parallel to the output capacitor.
A current, proportional to ic, will pass through the parallel branch. The current can then be
measured by sensing the voltage across the parallel resistor. The main disadvantage of this
method is that a very high difference amplifier gain will be required for cases where the ESR of
the capacitor is small (e.g. when multiple ceramic capacitors are used). Such a high gain may
limit the bandwidth and increase the noise of the sensing circuit.
The series configuration (shown in Figure 3.11b) can be implemented even when ceramic
capacitors are used. However, one major drawback of the series configuration is that by adding a
sense resistor to the output capacitor branch, the output impedance of the Buck converter is
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degraded. In other words, large output voltage deviations will be apparent since the ESR of the
capacitor is effectively increased.
The trans-impedance configuration (shown in Figure 3.11c) is a method which can be used to
estimate the capacitor current for high-ESR and low-ESR cases. As shown in Figure 3.11d, the
trans-impedance configuration can be extended to account for multiple parallel branches of
various types of output capacitors. This feature is important as many applications require large
electrolytic capacitors in parallel with smaller ceramic capacitors.
The analog charge balance method uses the trans-impedance configuration, shown in Figure
3.11c and Figure 3.11d, to detect load transients and to detect the capacitor current zero crossover point.
It is noted that the trans-impedance configuration does not account for the output capacitor’s
equivalent series inductance (ESL). The lack of ESL compensation will cause the ic sensor’s
output to possess a short-lived spike, greater than the proportional magnitude of ic, at the
beginning of the load transient (shortly after t0). However, ESL will not adversely affect the
detection of the capacitor zero cross-over point t1. This is due to the fact that during the time
interval t0<t<t2, the capacitor current will vary at a relatively constant rate (either m1 or m2),
causing a DC voltage to be superimposed on the output voltage due to ESL. Since the transimpedance configuration possesses a capacitor in series with the inverting OPAMP branch, DC
voltage components will be filtered out. Thus, the ESL component will not effect the output of
the ic sensor for t0<t<t2.
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3.4.2 Double Integrator
The double integrator represents the core of the analog charge balance controller. The
implementation of the double integrator is illustrated in Figure 3.12. As illustrated, the controller
uses standard OPAMP integrators.
In order to use a single polarity Vcc=5V voltage rail to power the double integrator, the first
stage integrator inputs were scaled (by kscale) and level shifted (by +Vcc/2) using OPAMP adder
circuits.
The digital signals controlling the integrator reset switches and the input multiplexers are
driven by the charge balance controller’s logic which will be discussed in Section 3.4.4.

Figure 3.12

OPAMP implementation of double integrator

The above circuit can be extended for DCM applications (with diode emulation) by the
addition of an integrator and analog multiplexor.
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As illustrated, the integrator gain of each stage is based on the parameters Rint1, Rint2, Cint1, Cint2.
It is very important to design each stage of the double integrator to avoid saturation. The peak
integrator voltages are dependent on the gain parameters, the input of the integrators and the
duration of activation. The integrator gains should be designed based on the worst case scenario
which, for voltage conversion ratios below 50% (i.e. Vo/Vin<0.5), occurs during a negative load
current step.
For integrator 1a, the design of the gain should be based on (3.34).
·

·

2

(3.34)

·

T0 is the time interval that integrator 1a is increasing (equal to t0 to t1). Equation (3.34) states
that half the rail-to-rail voltage range of OpAmp1 should be greater than the expected output
voltage increase over time period T0.
T0 is equal to the time required for the inductor current to decrease to the new load current Io2
and is expressed in (3.35), for a negative load step.
∆

·

(3.35)

By substituting in for T0 and re-arranging (3.34), equation (3.36) is derived.
· ∆

·

_

·

·

(3.36)
2

|ΔIo_max| equals the largest expected load transient magnitude.
For integrator 1b, the design of the gain should be based on (3.37).

2

·

·
·
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(3.37)

T1 is the time between the capacitor current zero-crossover point t1 and the switching instant
t2. T1 will be fully derived in Section 3.5 and is expressed in (3.38).
·∆

(3.38)

·

By substituting for T1 and re-arranging (3.37), equation (3.39) is derived.
· ∆

·

_

·

·

·

(3.39)

2
Since the gain for integrator 1a and integrator 1b must be equal, it should be chosen based
on the worst case scenario, as expressed in (3.40).
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(3.40)

·

·

2
The second stage of the integrator (integrator 2) must be designed properly to prevent
saturation. The gain of integrator 2 should be designed based on (3.41).
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·

·
(3.41)
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·

2

Equation (3.41) is derived by solving the double integral over time interval T0 and rearranging the equation to isolate the gain of integrator 2 (Rint2·Cint2).
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3.4.3 Optional Variable Integrator Gain Improvement
As previously mentioned, it is necessary to use the negative load step case to design the
integrators (since it is usually the worst case).
However, during a positive load step, the integrator outputs may only vary slightly. This is
due to the fact that the integrator has a smaller input and a shorter integration interval for positive
load steps.
The above scenario can result in a loss of accuracy for the positive load step case. For
example, if integrator 2 only varied a few milli-volts over the transient interval, it would be
difficult to accurately determine t2 through the use of an analog comparator (due to superimposed noise and the comparator’s natural offset voltage).
To solve this problem, integrators are designed with gains that can be set between two
discrete values, as shown in Figure 3.13.
Reset

Input
+

Output

/2

Figure 3.13

Integrator with variable gain

With this improvement, the integrator gain is increased when a positive load step is detected,
allowing for full utilization of the rail-to-rail operation of the OPAMPs for both positive and
negative load step conditions.
3.4.4 Charge Balance Controller Logic
The controller logic block is responsible for: a) registering a load current transient, b)
switching control from the linear controller to the charge balance controller during the transient
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interval and providing PWM control signals, c) providing control signals to the double integrator
during the transient interval, d) registering capacitor current zero cross-over time instants (at t1
and t3), and e) returning control to the linear controller at the end of the transient interval (at t3).
For the analog charge balance controller, the control logic consists of an asynchronous state
machine composed of discrete logic elements, as illustrated in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14

Simplified diagram of asynchronous state machine of the charge balance
controller

The detailed operation of the charge balance controller is described in the following subsection.
3.4.5 Operation of Analog Charge Balance Controller
The controller operation for a positive load current step change is illustrated in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15

Charge balance controller operation for a positive load current step

During steady-state conditions, the controller uses a conventional, linear control scheme
(such as voltage-mode control) to control the converter. The controller switches from its linear
control scheme to the charge balance controller immediately following a load step change. In
order to prevent linear loop upsetting during the transient period, the linear control integrator is
held constant for the duration of the transient. While it is known that for a practical Buck
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converter, the steady-state duty cycle is slightly dependent on the load current, the switch-over
effect due to this is minimal.
The controller operation can be described in 4 steps.
Step 1: Detect Load Current Step Change (t=t0)
As mentioned, the controller indirectly senses the capacitor current ic using a trans-impedance
amplifier, connected to the output voltage as shown in Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11d.
When the capacitor current exceeds a predetermined threshold, the controller will
immediately set the PWM control signal to high (for a positive load step), or low (for a negative
load step). The threshold should be chosen such that it is significantly larger than the steady-state
capacitor current ripple to prevent false triggering.
The controller logic will release the “reset” switch of integrator 1a and integrator 2. The
output of integrator 1a will begin to increase linearly with a slope proportional to Vo (for a
positive step change), or Vin-Vo, (for a negative step change). The output of integrator 2 will
begin to increase exponentially. This is illustrated in Figure 3.15.
Step 2: Detect Capacitor Current Zero Cross-Over (t=t1)
A comparator, fed by the capacitor current sensor, is used to determine the point at which the
capacitor current changes polarity. This point indicates that the inductor current has reached the
new load current, as illustrated in Figure 3.15 at time instant t1. At this point, integrator 1a will be
“reset” and integrator 1b will be activated. The output of integrator 1b will begin to decrease
linearly with a slope proportional to -Vin. The output of integrator 2 will begin to decrease
exponentially, as shown in Figure 3.15.
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Step 2a: Detect DCM (for DCM converters undergoing a negative current step
change only) (t=tDCM)
By observing the synchronous MOSFET control signal while the control MOSFET is off, the
moment that the converter enters DCM can be detected. Referring to Figure 3.8, this moment is
represented by tDCM. At this point, the “hold” switch of integrator 1c is opened and the input of
integrator 2 is switched to the output of integrator 1c, as per (3.33). The output of integrator 2
will begin to decrease linearly.
Step 3: Alter PWM Control Signal State (t=t2)
At the moment that the output of integrator 2 returns to Vcc/2, the PWM control signal will be
set low (for a positive load step change) or high (for a negative load step change). All integrators
will be reset at this point. The inductor current will begin to decrease toward the new load current
in the case of a positive load step change. In the case of a negative load step change, the inductor
current will begin to increase toward the new load current.
Step 4: De-activate Controller (t=t3)
At t3, the inductor current reaches the new load current (determined by a second capacitor
current zero cross-over) and the output voltage returns to its reference value. At this point, the
proposed controller deactivates and the conventional controller resumes control of the converter.

3.5 Calculation of Voltage Deviation and Settling Time
In addition to improving the dynamic performance of a Buck converter, the proposed
controller also simplifies the design of the output filter since its response to a large-signal load
transient is predictable. It is possible to estimate the transient response (settling time, voltage
deviation) of a converter experiencing an arbitrary load variation. For simplification, the
following analysis assumes a properly designed converter in which the input and output voltage
remains relatively constant during the transient interval.
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3.5.1 Settling Time
Referring to Figure 3.4, T0 and Adischarge (for a positive load step) are calculated using (3.42)
and (3.43) respectively.
|∆ | ·
1
·
2

· |∆ |

(3.42)

∆

·

(3.43)

2·

ΔIo represents the load current transient (ΔIo=Io2-IL0). For a positive load step, Acharge is
calculated using (3.44).
·

·
2·

(3.44)

·

In order for (3.2) to be satisfied, Adischarge must equal Acharge. Therefore, (3.43) can be
substituted into (3.44) and T1 can be calculated as shown in (3.45).
·

· |∆ |
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(3.45)

·

A geometric relationship between T1 and T2 is defined in (3.46).
·

(3.46)

Therefore, the total settling time for a positive load step is calculated in (3.47).
· |∆ |
_

· 1

·

Similarly, the settling time for a negative load step is calculated in (3.48).
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(3.48)

It is interesting to note that the settling time of the charge balance controlled converter,
undergoing a load transient, is not dependent on the output capacitor. The settling time is only
dependant on the positive and negative slew rates of the inductor current iL. This is contrary to the
behavior of a Buck converter controlled by a linear compensator. This is due to the fact that the
charge balance controller does not use the output voltage as a feedback mechanism, but rather the
occurrence of time instants t0-t3. The intervals between these time instants only depend on the
inductor current slew rates and the magnitude of the load current transient.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the estimated settling times for a Buck converter for various values of
Lo and different load current step magnitudes (assuming Vin=12V and Vo=1.5V).
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Figure 3.16

Estimated settling time for a converter under charge balance control (Vin=12V
and Vo=1.5V)
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Using (3.47) and (3.48), the settling time for a Buck converter (Vin =12V, Vo =1.5V, Lo=1uH)
undergoing a +10A load step and a -10A load step is calculated to be 4us and 14us respectively.
The maximum inductor current peak, for a positive load current step change, at time t2, is
expressed in (3.49).

_
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·

_

(3.49)

ΔIo_max equals the maximum expected load transient. By substituting (3.45) into (3.49) and
simplifying, the peak maximum current can be expressed in terms of Vin, Vo and ΔIo_max, as shown
in (3.50).
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(3.50)

The saturation current of the inductor should be greater than IL_peak_max since the proposed
control method assumes linear inductor behaviour.
3.5.2 Voltage Deviation
Under the proposed controller, it is also possible to estimate the voltage deviation due to an
arbitrary load current step change.
For a positive step change, it is evident in Figure 3.2 that the capacitor is discharging during
time period T0. The output voltage over time period T0 (letting t0 = t = 0) is derived in (3.51),
which is simplified in (3.52).
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In (3.51), the first term represents the reference voltage, the second term equals the voltage
drop due to ESR and the third term equals the voltage drop caused by the capacitor discharging.
The steady-state output voltage ripple and the equivalent series inductance (ESL) are neglected in
this calculation. In order to determine the time at which the voltage is at its minimum (tmin), it is
necessary to calculate the derivative of the output voltage with respect to time, as derived in
(3.53).
·
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· ·
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(3.53)

·
By setting (3.53) equal to zero and solving for t, tmin is calculated in (3.54).
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By substituting (3.54) into (3.52), Δvo_pos is solved in (3.55).
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Similarly, the overshoot for a negative current step is calculated in (3.56).
∆
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Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 illustrate the estimated voltage deviation for a Buck converter
controlled by the charge balance controller undergoing a positive load step and negative load step
respectively.
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Figure 3.17

Estimated voltage undershoot for a Buck converter under charge balance control
(Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V, Lo=1uH, ESR=0.5mΩ)
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Estimated voltage overshoot for a Buck converter under charge balance control
(Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V, Lo=1uH, ESR=0.5mΩ)

Using (3.55) and (3.56), the voltage deviation for a Buck converter (Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V,
Lo=1uH, Co=180uF, ESR=0.5mΩ) undergoing a +10A load step and a -10A load step is calculated
to be -27mV and 185mV respectively.

3.6 Simulation Results
In order to verify the effectiveness and functionality of the charge balance control method, a
Buck converter, undergoing a load current step, was simulated. The charge balance control
method was simulated using PSIM version 7.0.5. PSIM is created by Power Sim Technology and
specializes in simulation software for power electronics and electric machines.
The parameters of the simulated Buck converter were as follows: Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V,
fsw=400kHz,

Lo=1uH,

Co=180uF,

ESR=0.5mΩ,

resistance)=1mΩ, Q1 Rds(on)=11mΩ, Q2 Rds(on)=4mΩ.
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ESL=100pH,
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voltage overshoot of the converter with the proposed controller is improved by 17% compared to
that of the voltage-mode controlled converter.
Figure 3.21 shows the response of a Buck converter, utilizing diode emulation, undergoing a
12.5AÆ2.5A load step change. For reference, the proposed controller response is compared to
the response of the aforementioned voltage-mode controller.

Figure 3.21

Simulated response to a 12.5AÆ2.5A load current step change (with diode
emulation) (top: load current and inductor current, bottom: output voltage)

For a negative load step (DCM), the settling time was reduced from 100us (using the linear
controller) to 22us (using the charge balance controller). The settling time of the converter with
the proposed controller is improved by 78% compared to that of the voltage-mode controlled
converter. It is also shown that the voltage overshoot was reduced from 205mV (using the linear
controller) to 167mV (using the charge balance controller). The voltage overshoot of the
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converter with the proposed controller is improved by 19% compared to that of the voltage-mode
controlled converter.
It is noted that the capacitor parameters (Co, ESR) must be known in order to obtain an
accurate detection of the capacitor zero cross-over point (t1). Due to tolerance, the exact
parameters of the output capacitors may not be known. This will affect the timing of t1, t2, and t3.
A capacitor parameter mis-match will not effect the voltage deviation but will effect the settling
time, as shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22

Output voltage response due to capacitor parameter mis-match

Table 3.1 provides the simulated results for the aforementioned Buck converter when the ic
sensor capacitor parameters are incorrect.
Table 3.1

Simulated results when capacitor parameters are incorrect

ic sensor

vo-Vref

Total
Settling

Capacitor

@ t3

Time

0AÆ10A

+20%

7mV

7us

Load Step

Ideal

0mV

4us

-20%

-5mV

11us

10AÆ0A

+20%

-6mV

20us

Load Step

Ideal

0mV

14us

-20%

5mV

20us
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3.7 Experimental Results
A prototype of the proposed control method was designed and implemented on a single
printed circuit board with the converter power-train parameters identical to the converter
discussed in Section 3.6.
In order to reduce noise amplification, an additional pole was added to the capacitor current
sensor transfer function at 15 MHz by adding a capacitor in parallel with the feedback resistor.
The capacitor current sensor constant was chosen to be kic=1800. This was based on the
recommended resistor range of the OPAMP used.
Using equations (3.40) and (3.41), the double integrator parameters were chosen as follows:
Vcc=5V, kint=0.15, positive load step: Rint1=400Ω, Cint1=1nF, Rint2=800Ω, Cint2=250pF, negative
load step: Rint1=5.40kΩ, Cint1=1nF, Rint2=10.8kΩ, Cint2=250pF.
In order to achieve fast load transients, a test bench was designed with series and parallel
arrays of power resistors and two MOSFETs, as illustrated in Figure 3.23. The specific surfacemount power resistors were chosen based on their low ESL values, allowing for fast transients.
The load test bench was also designed on the same printed circuit board as the prototype. The
overall inductance of the entire test bench is estimated to be <3nH, allowing for positive and
negative load current changes of slew rates |dIo/dt|>250A/us.

Figure 3.23

Load test bench used for fast load transients
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A similar load test bench is used for all experiments conducted in subsequent chapters.
All output voltage measurements were measured near the midpoint of the output capacitor
bank. In order to mitigate noise effects, a very short probe ground wire was soldered to the
ground side of the output capacitor bank. In addition, the bandwidth of the scope was limited to
20MHz.
Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 show a voltage-mode controlled Buck converter and the charge
balance controller undergoing a 0AÆ10A load step change respectively. In order to better
illustrate the operation of the charge balance controller, time instants t0-t3 have been
superimposed on the scope images.

Figure 3.24

Voltage-mode controller response to a 0AÆ10A load current step change
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Figure 3.25

Charge balance controller response to 0AÆ10A load current step change

It is demonstrated, for a positive 10A load current step change, that the settling time is
reduced from 22us (using the linear controller) to 3.5us (using the charge balance controller).
The settling time of the converter with the charge balance controller is improved by 82%
compared to that of the voltage-mode controlled converter. The 3.5us settling time is in close
correspondence to the calculated settling time (4us) and the simulated settling time (4us).
It is also shown that the voltage undershoot was reduced from 125mV (using the linear
controller) to 30mV (using the charge balance controller). In other words, the undershoot of the
converter with the charge balance controller is improved by 76% compared to that of the voltagemode controlled converter. The 30mV undershoot is in close correspondence to the calculated
undershoot (27mV) and the simulated undershoot (28mV).
Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27 show a voltage-mode controlled Buck converter and the charge
balance controlled Buck converter undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step change respectively.
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Figure 3.26

Voltage-mode controller response to a 10AÆ0A load current step change

Figure 3.27

Charge balance controller response to 10AÆ0A load current step change
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It is demonstrated, for a 10A negative load current step change (CCM), that the settling time
was reduced from 75us (using the linear controller) to 13us (using the charge balance controller).
Thus, the settling time of the converter with the proposed controller is improved by 84%
compared to that of the voltage-mode controlled converter. The 13us settling time is in close
correspondence to the calculated settling time (14us) and the simulated settling time (13us).
Due to the quick reaction of the voltage-mode controller to reduce the duty cycle from
approximately 13% to 0%, there is no overshoot improvement. The overshoot for both cases is
180mV. The 180mV overshoot is in close correspondence to the calculated overshoot (185mV)
and the simulated overshoot (167mV). Overshoot improvements would be apparent for higher
duty cycle applications (such as 5VDCÆ2.5VDC).
A DCM converter was constructed with a diode emulation synchronous driver (ISL6208).
Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29 show the voltage-mode control response and the charge balance
controller response to a 12.5AÆ2.5A load step change (with DCM) respectively.
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Figure 3.28

Voltage-mode controller response to a 12.5AÆ2.5A (with diode emulation) load
current step change

Figure 3.29

Charge balance controller response to a 12.5AÆ2.5A (with diode emulation) load
current step change
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For a negative 10A current step (DCM), the proposed controller improves the voltage
overshoot by 5% (190mV improved to 180mV) and improves the settling time by 78% (100us
improved to 22us) over that of the voltage-mode controlled Buck.
As noted, the output voltage deviations and settling times of the above load transients are in
close correspondence to the predicted behaviour presented in Section 3.5.

3.8 Conclusions
An analog near-optimal charge balance controller has been presented in this chapter. Unlike
previous controllers, the proposed control method only requires simple analog devices (such as
comparators, multiplexors and OPAMPs) and is therefore not limited by the slow response of
analog multipliers.
The detailed implementation and design guidelines for the analog charge balance controller
are presented in this chapter.
The controller is capable of reacting to a load current transient asynchronously, providing
faster responses than many digital charge balance controllers found in previous literature. In
addition, the controller does not require information regarding the nominal inductor value.
The charge balance controller also ensures a predictable response to a load variation. The
predictable response greatly simplifies the design procedure of the output filter of a Buck
converter. A simple set of equations were derived in this chapter so that a designer can be
guaranteed that the converter will operate within output voltage regulation criteria.
Simulation and experimental results confirm the operation of the controller and demonstrate
the significant improvement in transient response over traditional linear controllers.
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Chapter 4
Controlled Auxiliary Circuit to Improve Unloading Transient
Response
4.1 Introduction
As is evident in Chapter 3, even when the transient performance of a Buck converter was
pushed to near physical limits, the unloading transient was not significantly improved for low
conversion ratio applications. For a linear voltage-mode compensator, the time required to reduce
the duty cycle from approximately 10%-15% to 0% is relatively short. The limiting factor of a
Buck converter undergoing an unloading transient is its slow falling inductor current slew rate.
In fact, when using charge balance control, the voltage overshoot caused by an unloading
transient may be more than 5 times as large as the corresponding voltage undershoot caused by a
loading transient of equal magnitude. This concept is illustrated through simulation in Figure 4.1.
Therefore, to adhere to voltage specifications, output capacitor selection must be based on the
larger voltage overshoot condition.
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Numerous topology modifications to the Buck converter have been proposed to address the
aforementioned problem.
Ideally, the steady-state duty cycle would be close to 50% in order to achieve a symmetrical
transient response to positive and negative load current changes. One solution is to use two Buck
converters connected in series in order to increase the duty cycle of the second stage, as addressed
in Chapter 2.
In addition, auxiliary circuits to: a) increase the speed of the falling slew rate of the inductor
current, or b) divert excess inductor current from charging the output capacitor during an
unloading transient have been proposed and examined in Chapter 2.
While all the aforementioned topology modifications improve the dynamic response of a DCDC converter during a load transient, they suffer from at least one of the following conditions:
1. Complicated transformer or tapped inductor design [64], [67]-[68]
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2. Auxiliary control susceptible to noise caused by auxiliary circuit switching [69]
3. Unpredictable auxiliary switching frequencies [65], [69], [71]
4. No direct current-mode control of the auxiliary circuit resulting in unpredictable and
potentially damaging currents [65], [69], [71]
5. High auxiliary peak current to average current ratio resulting in the necessity of
relatively large auxiliary switches for desired dynamic performance [69]-[71]
6. Additional switch present in the converter’s power path causing the conduction loss
of the circuit to increase even when no load transient event is occurring [63], [66]
7. Excessive losses due to use of an active circuit in linear mode across the output [72]
In this chapter, a controlled auxiliary circuit is proposed which significantly improves the
voltage overshoot due to a step-down load transient. As will be discussed and demonstrated, the
auxiliary circuit is controlled by a novel controller capable of estimating the unloading transient
magnitude and driving the auxiliary circuit to divert a proportional constant average current from
the output of a Buck converter to its input. This chapter will discuss the means to: a) estimate an
unloading transient magnitude, b) control the auxiliary current based on the estimated transient
magnitude, and c) control the duration of auxiliary circuit activation following a load step change.
Section 4.2 will outline the high-level concept of the proposed controller. Section 4.3 will
describe the hardware implementation and step-by-step operation of the auxiliary circuit. Design
guidelines of the auxiliary circuit and associated controller are presented in Section 4.4. Loss
analysis of the auxiliary circuit is presented in Section 4.5. Simulation and experimental results
are presented in Section 4.6 and Section 4.7 respectively.
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4.2 Basic Concept of Operation
In order to reduce the output voltage overshoot, typical of a Buck converter undergoing an
unloading transient, it is important to reduce the current conducting through the output capacitor.
Since the load current is capable of varying at a much faster rate than the inductor current, the
capacitor must absorb charge, (and thus increase voltage), after the load rapidly decreases. The
voltage overshoot may be reduced by decreasing the size of the output inductor (resulting in
decreased efficiency due to larger peak MOSFET current levels and/or increased switching
frequency) or by increasing the size of the output capacitor (resulting in a significantly higher
cost of the Buck converter).
Alternatively, the amount of charge absorbed by the capacitor can be reduced by transferring
excess current from the output inductor of the Buck converter to the converter’s input through the
operation of the proposed controlled auxiliary circuit. As will be shown, a large decrease in
output voltage overshoot can be realized by the addition of a small inductor, MOSFET and diode.
The auxiliary circuit can be modeled as a controlled current source drawing current from the
output of the Buck converter and transferring it to the input of the Buck converter. Figure 4.2a)
shows the model of the proposed method. Figure 4.2b) shows one possible implementation of the
auxiliary circuit, used in this thesis.
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Figure 4.2

a) Model of proposed auxiliary circuit; b) MOSFET-diode implementation of
auxiliary circuit

An alternate implementation would involve using a second MOSFET (in lieu of Daux) for
synchronous rectification. As observed, the auxiliary circuit resembles a small Boost converter
connected in anti-parallel with the Buck converter. The auxiliary circuit is only active during
unloading transients; thus, it has no effect on the converter’s efficiency when the converter is
operating in steady-state. In addition, since the auxiliary circuit is only active for a small
percentage of the total operating duration, electromagnetic interference (EMI) effects will be
short lived and will not significantly affect the frequency spectrum.
Previously proposed work [69] and [71] utilizes a similar auxiliary circuit which is active,
with the auxiliary switch full-on (duty cycle = 100%), when either the output voltage [71] or the
derivative of the output voltage [69] is outside a pre-determined threshold; however, the
previously-proposed schemes do not directly control the auxiliary current, the switching
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frequency or the activation period of the auxiliary circuit. Thus, it is conceivable that the peak
auxiliary current may become large (requiring large auxiliary switches) or switching frequencies
may become excessive when the output voltage (or derivative of the output voltage) begins to
oscillate about the threshold points.
In contrast, the proposed controlled auxiliary circuit operates at a known constant current
with a relatively constant switching frequency for a predictable activation period. Thus, the
auxiliary switch and auxiliary inductor can be properly chosen based on designed current and
frequency levels. When active, the auxiliary circuit can be controlled using a peak-current mode,
constant off-time (COT) scheme as shown in Figure 4.3. Similar to a Boost converter, when
switch Qaux is closed, current will conduct through the auxiliary inductor Laux, through Qaux and
then to ground. This, in turn, will magnetize the auxiliary inductor. When Qaux is opened, the
auxiliary current will conduct through Daux, to the input of the Buck converter. This, in turn, will
decrease the energy of the auxiliary inductor. This repetitive switching will transfer current from
the Buck converter’s output to its input during an unloading transient.
Assuming that the input voltage and the output voltage of the Buck converter remain
relatively constant (compared to their nominal DC values) during a transient event, the control
scheme will yield a constant average current through the auxiliary circuit.
As will be discussed, although the average auxiliary current is constant for each unloading
transient, the value of the average auxiliary current is dependent on the magnitude of the
unloading transient.
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Figure 4.3

Basic operation of auxiliary circuit following an unloading transient

As is illustrated in Figure 4.3, the proposed controller immediately sets the Buck converter’s
PWM control signal low following the detection of an unloading transient. The controller will
immediately activate the auxiliary circuit, setting the average auxiliary current Iaux_avg to a preset
fraction of the load current transient magnitude. The Buck’s PWM control signal will be held low
and the auxiliary circuit will remain active until the inductor current decreases to the level of the
new load current Io2.
The shaded grey areas in Figure 4.3 represent the integral of the capacitor current
(proportional to the charge being absorbed by the capacitor) with and without the use of the
proposed auxiliary circuit. It is illustrated that by diverting a modest fraction of the original load
current step, a significant decrease in charge is absorbed by the output capacitor (resulting in a
significant reduction of output voltage overshoot).

4.3 Implementation and Detailed Operation of Auxiliary Circuit and
Controller
The block diagram of the auxiliary circuit and the proposed auxiliary controller is illustrated
in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4

Block diagram of auxiliary circuit and controller

The main blocks of the auxiliary controller consist of: a) the peak-current, COT auxiliary
switching controller, b) the capacitor current estimator, c) a transient magnitude estimator (and
sample/hold circuit) to appropriately set the auxiliary current level, d) an inductor current crossover detector to identify the end of the transient, and e) associated discrete logic. Each of these
blocks will be discussed in detail in the following sub-sections.
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4.3.1 Peak Current Mode, Constant Off-Time (COT) Controller
In order to implement peak-current mode COT control, the auxiliary current can be sensed
using the on-resistance of the auxiliary MOSFET Qaux, a current sense resistor or an RC network
in parallel with the auxiliary inductor Laux. As shown in Figure 4.4, a small current sense resistor
was employed in this example.
The peak-current mode COT controller is implemented with an analog comparator, discrete
tapped delay line (Maxim DS1100-100 is used in this thesis) and SR latch, as shown in Figure
4.5.

Figure 4.5

Peak-current, constant off-time controller

When the amplified voltage vaux across the sense resistor Rsens exceeds the set peak value
vaux_peak, the auxiliary switch is turned off. After a fixed delay time, the switch is turned on. The
tapped delay line dictates the off-time of the auxiliary switching period Taux_off and is used to
choose the auxiliary switching frequency faux, as will be discussed in Section 4.4.2. The selection
of the peak value vaux_peak will be covered in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.2 Capacitor Current Sensor
The auxiliary circuit controller estimates the output capacitor current ic in order to: a) detect
the initial load transient event, b) estimate the magnitude of the load transient and c) estimate the
time instant that the inductor current equals the new load current.
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Chapter 3 demonstrated the use of a trans-impedance amplifier configuration (with time
constant equal to the output capacitor/ESR combination) to estimate the capacitor current;
however, this method is impractical for this application since the circuit would significantly
amplify the auxiliary circuit’s high-frequency switching noise caused by the capacitor’s
equivalent series inductance (ESL).
In order to estimate the capacitor current ic of a Buck converter, the proposed controller
monitors the time-averaged output voltage derivative by subtracting a phase shifted version of the
output voltage from the output voltage, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6

Phase shifting method of estimating capacitor current

Phase shifting is accomplished through use of an all-pass filter (APF) [73]. An APF maintains
the original magnitude of the input signal with a phase delay. Since the phase delay of an APF
varies linearly with frequency (for frequencies below the corner frequency), the APF produces a
relatively constant group delay, which will be represented by Tapf.
The proposed method of estimating the voltage derivative possesses higher noise immunity
since high frequency components are not amplified toward infinity. However, the accuracy of
such a circuit is slightly decreased due to the linearization of the output voltage derivative over
time interval Tapf. An implementation of the capacitor current estimator is illustrated in Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.7

Capacitor current estimator using an all-pass filter

Neglecting ESL, the derivative of the output voltage of a Buck converter is calculated in
(4.1).
·

(4.1)

Since the capacitor current estimator operates by subtracting the output voltage by a version
of the output voltage time-shifted by Tapf, equation (4.1) can be modified to (4.2). In other words,
the derivative of the output voltage is estimated by linearizing the change in output voltage
between t-Tapf and t.

·

(4.2)

By multiplying both sides of (4.2) by Tapf, (4.3) is derived.
·

·

(4.3)

Referring to Figure 4.7, the output of the capacitor current estimator is approximately equal
to Gdiff·[vo(t)-vo(t-Tapf)], thus the output of the capacitor current estimator vic_est(t) is calculated in
(4.4).
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·
(4.4)
·

·

·

Gdiff equals the gain of the difference amplifier (shown in Figure 4.7). Tapf is equal to the
group delay of the APF (below the corner frequency) and is calculated in (4.5) [73].
2·

·

(4.5)

Rapf and Capf equal the resistor and capacitor values of the all-pass filter respectively, shown in
Figure 4.7. It is apparent in (4.4), that there exists a term proportional to the equivalent series
resistance (ESR) of the output capacitor. In addition, it is observed that there is an inherent delay
approximately equal to ½·Tapf in the estimation of the capacitor current. These two issues will be
addressed and rectified in Section 4.4.4.
The transfer function of the capacitor current estimator Hic_est(s) is shown and simplified in
(4.6).
1

·
·

1

·
·

1
1

(4.6)

Hapf(s) is derived in [73]. Equation (4.6) is simplified in (4.7).
2
1

·

(4.7)

·

The transfer function of a first-order high-pass filter is equated in (4.8).

1

·

·

(4.8)

Ghpf represents the pass-band gain of the high-pass filter. Therefore, an alternative
implementation of the capacitor current estimator can be designed by using a first order high pass
filter, as shown in Figure 4.8. However, in this thesis the all-pass filter implementation was used.
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Figure 4.8

Capacitor current estimator using equivalent high-pass filter implementation

It is important to normalize the trans-impedance gain of the capacitor current estimator (vic_est
/ic) with that of the auxiliary current sensor (vaux/iaux). In order to normalize the capacitor current
estimator voltage with that of the auxiliary current sensor, the difference amplifier gain (see
Figure 4.7) Gdiff should be set equal to (4.9).
·

·

(4.9)

Where Co represents the nominal value of the output capacitor. Gaux is the gain of the
auxiliary current sensor difference amplifier and Rsens is the value of the current sense resistor.
4.3.3 Unloading Transient Magnitude Estimator
Based on a sampled output of the capacitor current estimator vic_est, the controller estimates
the magnitude of the unloading transient and sets the voltage vaux_peak to the peak current
comparator accordingly. The block diagram and circuit implementation of the transient estimator
is illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9

Transient magnitude estimator: a) block diagram, b) circuit implementation
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As shown, the transient magnitude estimator consists of a weighted summer and a simple
sample/hold circuit. The weighted summer is utilized to add a constant Kio_est to vic_est and then
multiply the signal by a constant factor Gio_est. Kio_est and Gio_est are design parameters based on the
converter parameters, as will be described in Section 4.4.4.
To perform the weighted summation, the resistor values illustrated in Figure 4.9b are chosen
based on equations (4.10)-(4.12).
_

_

_

(4.10)

_

_

·

_

_

_

·

_

1

1

_

_

(4.11)

(4.12)

The circuit implementation may be simplified to one OPAMP through the use of a noninverting weighted adder circuit.
Since the output of the sample/hold circuit is ultimately fed to the input of an analog
comparator (with very high impedance), only a small (<100pF) capacitor Cio_est is required to hold
vaux_peak for the transient duration. Furthermore, a large hold capacitor should be avoided as it may
cause instability of the OPAMP summer circuit.
When the s/hControl signal switches to low, vaux_peak is held constant to provide a constant
reference voltage for the peak-current COT controller.
4.3.4 Inductor Cross-over Detector
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the auxiliary circuit is de-activated at the moment the inductor
current iL equals the new load current Io2. In order to detect this moment, the output of the
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capacitor current estimator vic_est is filtered and compared to the inverted, filtered output of the
auxiliary current sensor vaux, as shown in Figure 4.10. (The block diagram of this circuit is also
shown in Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.10

Inductor current cross-over detector

vic_est is filtered by a second-order Bessel filter in Sallen-Key configuration (LPF1). The
Bessel filter was chosen based on its flat pass-band frequency response and the absence of
frequency response “peaking”. The cut-off frequency of the second-order frequency should be
below the auxiliary switching frequency to attenuate noise caused by the interaction between the
high-frequency switching of the auxiliary circuit and the output capacitor’s ESR and ESL.
The auxiliary current sense information is filtered by a simple first-order inverting low-pass
filter (LPF2). The cut-off frequency should be set significantly below faux to provide an accurate
representation of the average auxiliary current Iaux_avg.
When the inductor current iL decreases below the new load current, the filtered output of the
capacitor current estimator will be less than the inverted filtered output of the auxiliary current
sensor. This will cause the output of comparator 1 (transcend) to go high, indicating the end of
the transient period.
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Figure 4.11 illustrates a simulated example of the aforementioned circuit’s ability to detect
the moment that iL equals Io2.

Figure 4.11

Simulated example of detection of inductor current cross-over

As shown in Figure 4.11, the moment that the outputs of LPF1 and LPF2 equal each other
corresponds to the moment that the inductor current equals the new load current.
4.3.5 Detailed Operation of Auxiliary Circuit and Controller
Referring to Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, the operation of the proposed circuit can be
described in three steps:
Step 1: Detect Unloading Transient (t=t0)
During steady-state conditions, the converter is controlled by a conventional linear controller
and the auxiliary circuit is not active. When the output of the capacitor current estimator exceeds
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a predetermined threshold and the output voltage is above the reference voltage, signal
transDetect (see Figure 4.4) will go high and the auxiliary circuit will be activated. This will
cause the Buck converter’s PWM signal to be set low. The pre-determined threshold is such that
it is only triggered by a large unloading transient and will not be triggered by the steady-state
voltage ripple. The transient detection circuit will be further discussed in Section 4.4.3.
During an unloading transient, it is necessary to disable the main control loop to prevent loop
interaction. In this example, a type-III voltage-mode compensator was employed using a standard
OPAMP configuration. To freeze the output of the compensator during an unloading transient,
the inverting branch of the OPAMP compensator is disconnected from the error signal using a bidirectional switch (shown in Figure 4.4) controlled by the auxiliary controller logic. This, in turn,
will cause the proportional (P) and derivative (D) components of the compensator to equal zero.
The integrator (I) component of the compensator will remain constant while the switch is open.
This method will prevent the compensator from saturating. When the transient is over, the
auxiliary circuit is deactivated and the switch is closed allowing for normal operation of the
compensator circuit.
Step 2: Estimate Load Current Transient Magnitude and Set Iaux_peak through vaux_peak
(t=tsamp)
As illustrated in Figure 4.12, after detection of an unloading transient, the auxiliary controller
samples and holds the “corrected” output of the capacitor current estimator vic_est_cor (see Figure
4.4 and Figure 4.9) at tsamp in order to estimate the magnitude of the load current transition. As
shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.9, vic_est_cor equals the output of the capacitor current estimator
vic_est after being added to Kio_est and multiplied by Gio_est. These design parameters will be
discussed in Section 4.4.4.
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Figure 4.12

Operation of auxiliary circuit during unloading transient: zoomed in (t0-tsamp)

The controller sets vaux_peak based on this information for the duration of the transient event.
For proper operation, Tsamp should be greater than Tapf. The auxiliary switch will be forced on for
at least the initial time interval Tsamp.
Step 3: Terminate Auxiliary Circuit (t=t1)
As illustrated in Figure 4.13, the auxiliary operation is terminated when the inductor current
equals the new load current. At this point, the auxiliary switch is kept off and the converter is
again controlled by a conventional linear controller. Disabling the auxiliary circuit and resuming
linear control when the inductor current equals the new load current will result in minimal switchover effect. As previously mentioned, t1 is estimated by comparing the low-pass filtered output of
the capacitor current estimator with the inverted low-pass filtered output of the auxiliary current
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sensor. Small inaccuracies of this method include the neglect of ESR effects, delays caused by the
capacitor current estimator and the low-pass filter phase shift; however, the precise determination
of t1 is not critical to the operation of the circuit.

Figure 4.13

Operation of auxiliary circuit during unloading transient: zoomed out (t0-t1)

4.4 Design Guidelines of Auxiliary Circuit Controller
This section will outline the guidelines to designing a Buck converter with the proposed
controlled auxiliary circuit. First, the output capacitor design of the Buck converter will be
covered based on the selected parameters of the auxiliary circuit controller. Next, the auxiliary
circuit controller will be examined and designed. Finally, the load transient magnitude estimator
will be examined and designed such that it compensates for sampling delay and ESR effects.
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4.4.1 Filter Design of Buck Converter
First, it is necessary to design the power-stage (inductor value Lo, switching frequency fs) of
the Buck converter based on the maximum allowed steady-state inductor current ripple, the
required output voltage Vo and the converter’s input voltage Vin. Based on this, it is assumed that
a Buck converter was designed with the following parameters: Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V, Lo=1uH,
fs=400kHz.
The output capacitor value Co should be selected based on the maximum expected unloading
transient current and the maximum allowed voltage overshoot during unloading transients. The
output voltage overshoot, using the proposed controlled auxiliary circuit, can be estimated by
modifying equation (3.56), as presented in (4.13).
·

∆

·

∆
2·

· 1
·

_

·

(4.13)

·

Equation (3.56) was modified by replacing ΔIo with ΔIo·(1-Gio_est). ΔIo·(1-Gio_est) equals the
equivalent reduced load transient. AIaux equals the extra charge being delivered to the output
capacitor while the auxiliary current is ramping to Iaux_peak following t0. AIaux is expressed in (4.14)
and is substituted in (4.13), as shown in (4.15).
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(4.14)
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(4.15)

Gio_est is the gain of the weighted summer illustrated in Figure 4.9, which is a design
parameter based on (4.16).
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_

∆

(4.16)

In other words, Gio_est represents the fraction of the load current transient magnitude being
diverted to the Buck converter’s input.
When Gio_est=0.5, the charge absorbed by the output capacitor equals the charge removed
from the capacitor at the exact moment that the inductor current equals the new load current.
Thus, the output voltage and inductor current equal their respective steady-state values
simultaneously at t1. However, it may not be desirable to set Gio_est=0.5 due to efficiency tradeoffs
(as will be discussed in Section 4.5).
If Gio_est<0.5, the inductor current will equal the new load current before the output voltage
equals the reference voltage. This was previously illustrated in Figure 4.13. As shown, the
auxiliary circuit is de-activated at this point and the conventional controller regulates the voltage.
If Gio_est>0.5, the output voltage would decrease to its reference voltage before the inductor
current equals the new load current. In this case, if the auxiliary circuit were to remain active until
the inductor current equaled the new load current, the output voltage would undershoot the
reference voltage. If the auxiliary circuit were simply de-activated at this point, a second voltage
overshoot will occur. Therefore, in order to avoid “overcompensation” of an unloading transient,
Gio_est should always be set less or equal to 50%. This will ensure that the inductor current reaches
the new load current before the output voltage returns to its reference voltage.
Laux is the nominal value of the auxiliary inductor. It is recommended that the nominal value
of the auxiliary inductor be significantly smaller than that of the Buck converter’s output
inductor. In this manner, the auxiliary current is capable of rising to its set peak value very fast (in
comparison to the slew rate of the inductor current). Ideally, the auxiliary inductor current would
increase instantaneously to its peak current. However, since this is not possible, it is
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recommended that the auxiliary inductor be at least one order of magnitude smaller (i.e. Laux ≤
1/10·Lo). However, this is a guideline and not a rule. In this example, Laux=100nH.
Figure 4.14 illustrates the estimated voltage overshoot using (4.15), of the previously
designed converter undergoing a 10A unloading step change, for different values of Gio_est. For
this analysis, it is assumed that several ceramic output capacitors are used in parallel and that
ESR=0.5mOhms.

Figure 4.14

Estimated voltage overshoot for various values of Gio_est and output capacitor
values, for an unloading transient of 10A

If it were known that the converter would undergo unloading transients of maximum 10A and
the maximum voltage overshoot allowed was 60mV, one could choose Gio_est=0.4 and Co=190uF,
as shown in dashed red in Figure 4.14. If Gio_est were increased to 50%, it can be observed that Co
could be further reduced to 150uF (for the same voltage overshoot), at a price of higher auxiliary
current (and thus lower efficiency). However, it is observed that there is diminishing return in
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output capacitor reduction for each increment of Gio_est. Therefore it is recommended, in this case,
to set Gio_est=0.4.
It is observed that if the proposed auxiliary circuit were not used, the required capacitance for
an overshoot of 60mV would be approximately 550uF. Therefore, by using the proposed circuit
and setting Gio_est=0.4, the capacitor requirements are reduced by 65%.
The best possible voltage undershoot (calculated using (3.55)), to a 10A loading transient, is
added to Figure 4.14 for reference. As shown, even with the overshoot improvement, the
unloading transient response is still inferior to the loading condition (in terms of voltage deviation
magnitude). This demonstrates the need to focus on the unloading transient for low conversion
ratio Buck converters.
4.4.2 Auxiliary Circuit and Peak-Current COT Controller
Next, it is necessary to design the auxiliary circuit and auxiliary switching controller. As
previously mentioned, the auxiliary circuit uses peak-current mode, constant off-time control to
switch at a relatively fixed frequency and transfer a constant average current from the output of
the converter to its input. The auxiliary circuit switching frequency faux and the auxiliary current
peak-to-peak ripple Iaux_pk-pk is dependent on the selection of the auxiliary inductor Laux and the
constant off time period Taux_off and is calculated in (4.17) and (4.18) respectively.
_
_

_

·

_

·

·
·

_

(4.17)

(4.18)

The above equations are derived from standard Boost converter equations from [3]. Rds_on_aux
equals the on-resistance of the auxiliary MOSFET Qaux. The Rds_on_aux·Iaux_avg term was added to
(4.17) in order to include an estimate of the voltage drop across Qaux.
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The average auxiliary current Iaux_avg is calculated in (4.19).

_

_

2

(4.19)

As observed in (4.18), assuming that the input voltage Vin, the output voltage Vo and the
forward diode voltage Vdiode remain relatively constant, the peak-peak auxiliary current ripple
Iaux_pk-pk is constant and the average auxiliary current Iaux_avg can be controlled by varying the
auxiliary peak current Iaux_peak. It is noted that the output voltage may vary by more than 10% of
its nominal value; however, this will have little impact on Iaux_pk-pk and Iaux_avg since ripple is
primarily dependant on the significantly larger input voltage.
In this example, an auxiliary switching frequency of faux=2MHz is chosen based on the
auxiliary driver and Qaux switching limits. Using (4.17), the auxiliary switching off-time is
calculated to be Taux_off = 60ns.
Due to the short duration of operation, Qaux can be chosen based on its “pulsed” current limit
rather than its continuous current limit allowing for the use of small SOT-23 MOSFET (Fairchild
FDN359BN) for Iaux_avg < 15A. Since the duty cycle of the diode is typically very small (<15%), a
small Schottky diode may also be used.
4.4.3 Activation of Auxiliary Circuit
The detection of the load transient is accomplished by continuously monitoring the output of
the capacitor current estimator and the output voltage. When the output of the capacitor current
estimator exceeds a pre-determined threshold and the output voltage is greater than the reference
voltage, an unloading transient is detected and the auxiliary circuit sequence is activated.
In this example, it will be assumed that parallel ceramic capacitors are used for the output
capacitor bank such that the ESR and ESL of the output capacitance are relatively low. This is a
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good design choice when using the proposed auxiliary circuit as it will limit the high-frequency
output voltage ripple effect caused by the auxiliary circuit switching.
Thus, it is assumed that the ESR and the ESL are relatively low such that the steady-state
output voltage ripple is primarily composed of the output capacitors charging and discharging. By
modifying (4.4), the peak-to-peak voltage ripple of the capacitor current estimator (during steadystate) can be estimated, as shown in (4.20).
·

·

(4.20)

Ic_pk-pk is equal to the steady-state capacitor current peak-peak ripple, which is equivalent to
the steady-state inductor current peak-peak ripple of a single-phase Buck converter. Thus, when
operating in steady-state conditions, the peak-peak ripple of the capacitor current estimator is
equated in (4.21).
·

·

·

·

(4.21)

Therefore, the activation threshold should be more than half of Vic_est_pk-pk in order to
differentiate unloading transients from steady-state conditions. However, it is not necessary to set
the threshold this narrow in order to obtain a fast response. In fact, it is not recommended to set
the threshold close to the steady-state boundary since parameters in (4.21) will have tolerance.
While the ESR and ESL of the output capacitors may be insignificant during steady-state
conditions, they will become significant immediately following an unloading transient.
Immediately following an unloading transient, the high-frequency output voltage components
caused by the ESR and ESL will pass through the capacitor current estimator with a gain of
2·Gdiff. Figure 4.15 illustrates the output of the capacitor current estimator following an unloading
transient.
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Figure 4.15

Output of capacitor current estimator following an unloading transient

dIo/dt equals the rate at which the load current changes. As shown, the ESR and ESL aid in
the detection of an unloading transient. Thus, the activation threshold can be chosen based on
these parameters. It should be noted, that in the case of a very small load transient, or the case
where the ESR and ESL of the output capacitor are extremely small, the activation of the
auxiliary circuit may be delayed.
In the simulation and experimental prototype, the activation threshold was set to 100mV.
4.4.4 Unloading Transient Magnitude Estimator
Finally, the load transient magnitude estimator, illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.9 and
described in Section 4.3.3, is designed in this sub-section.
Referring to Figure 4.12, the sampling time interval Tsamp should be chosen based on the
maximum allowable peak auxiliary current. As previously mentioned, the auxiliary peak current
is not set until t=tsamp, therefore the auxiliary current will continue to rise until the capacitor
current is estimated. Thus, Tsamp should be chosen based on the inequality presented in (4.22).

_

_
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·

(4.22)

Iaux_peak_max represents the maximum allowable peak auxiliary current. However, Tsamp should
be large enough such that effects from the initial voltage spike caused by the combination of a
fast unloading transient and the capacitor’s ESL have settled by t=tsamp. In this design example,
the maximum recommended auxiliary current for Qaux is Iaux_peak_max=15A, therefore Tsamp should
be less than 1us. The sampling time interval is chosen to be Tsamp=700ns. In other words, vic_est_cor
is sampled 700ns after the detection of the load current transient.
The group delay of the all-pass filter Tapf should be set smaller than the sampling time interval
Tsamp, as illustrated in Figure 4.12. When Tapf is smaller, the capacitor current estimator will have
greater accuracy; however, when Tapf is larger, the capacitor current estimator will possess greater
noise immunity. In this design example, Tapf is set to 400ns as a compromise.
As previously mentioned, the peak auxiliary current is calculated by use of the sampled
voltage derivative and the design parameters Gio_est and Kio_est, as previously shown in Figure 4.9.
Gio_est has been previously defined in (4.16). It is important to note that the sampled output of
the capacitor current estimator is proportional to the time-averaged voltage derivative at time
instant t=tsamp-½·Tapf and is not proportional to the capacitor current at time instant t=t0 (which is
what is required to set the auxiliary current). In addition, the capacitor ESR must be accounted for
when determining the capacitor current. Therefore, a correction factor Kio_est must be added to
ic_est(t) to compensate for the capacitor ESR, the sample time delay and the difference between the
average auxiliary current and the controlled peak auxiliary current, as will be described.
Kio_est is defined in (4.23).
_

_

·

_

(4.23)

ric_est equals the trans-impedance (V/A) of the capacitor current estimator (see Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.7) and is expressed in (4.24).
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·

(4.24)

_

As is shown in (4.4), the equivalent series resistance (ESR) will super-impose a constant on
the derivative of the output voltage over the time interval of Tsamp. The constant will be
proportional to the slew rate of the capacitor current during Tsamp (which is equal to the slew rate
of the parallel combination of iaux and iL). In order to compensate, and thus eliminate the ESR
term in (4.4), KESR should be equal to (4.25).
1

·

1

·

·

(4.25)

Since the capacitor current is estimated at t=tsamp and not at t=t0, a term must be added to
compensate for the decrease in capacitor current over the interval Tsamp in order to effectively
estimate the load current transient magnitude. This term is equated in (4.26).
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(4.26)

Finally, since it is desired to control the average auxiliary current Iaux_avg, rather than the peak
auxiliary current Iaux_peak, a term must be added to Kio_est to compensate for half of the peak-topeak auxiliary ripple current. This is equated in (4.27).
/

_

(4.27)

_

Where Iaux_pk-pk is calculated in (4.18). Referring to Figure 4.9, by combining (4.4) and (4.23)(4.27), the output of the weighted summer vaux_peak at t=tsamp, is equated in (4.28).
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(4.28)

As previously mentioned, vaux_peak is the sampled value of vic_est_cor at time tsamp and is used to
set the peak auxiliary current Iaux_peak for the duration of the transient.
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This section provided a guideline to design the proposed auxiliary circuit and associated
controller based on converter parameters and desired transient behavior.

4.5 Loss Analysis of the Auxiliary Circuit
In this section, the conduction and switching/gate losses, caused by the auxiliary circuit, are
analyzed and evaluated for the designed prototype. It is important to note that the auxiliary circuit
is only active during load current step-down transient events; therefore, for scenarios in which
load transients occur at low frequencies, the auxiliary circuit loss will become insignificant.
4.5.1 Conduction Loss
There are three main sources of conduction loss pertaining to the proposed circuit: a) the
auxiliary inductor Laux, b) the auxiliary FET Qaux, and c) the auxiliary diode Daux. The current
waveforms of each component are illustrated in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16

Sources of conduction loss in auxiliary circuit

In order to calculate the conduction loss of the auxiliary inductor, the root mean square
(RMS) current must first be calculated. The auxiliary inductor RMS current (a DC current with a
superimposed linear ripple) is calculated using (4.29).
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By calculating the RMS auxiliary current in (4.29), the inductor conduction loss can be
calculated using (4.30).
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(4.30)

_

RL_aux equals the AC winding resistance of the auxiliary inductor.
The RMS current of the auxiliary FET and the average current of the auxiliary diode can be
calculated using (4.31) and (4.32) respectively.

_

·

_
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1

_

_

(4.31)
_

· 1

_

(4.32)

daux represents the auxiliary switching duty cycle and can be calculated using (4.33).
1

·

(4.33)

_

faux is previously estimated in (4.17). The conduction loss for the auxiliary MOSFET and
auxiliary diode can be calculated using (4.34) and (4.35) respectively.
_

_

·

_

_

·

_

(4.34)
(4.35)

RQ_aux represents the Rds-on resistance of the auxiliary MOSFET Qaux. Vdiode equals the forward
voltage drop of the auxiliary diode Daux.
The resultant conduction loss for the auxiliary circuit can be calculated using (4.36).
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·

_

_

_

(4.36)

dactivated represents the time ratio that the proposed circuit is activated. As previously
mentioned, the on time of the auxiliary circuit is equal to the time required for the inductor
current to decrease to the new load current. dactivated can be calculated using (4.37).
∆

·

(4.37)

fIo equals the frequency at which the load current varies and ΔIo equals the magnitude of the
load current change.
4.5.2 Switching/Gate Loss
The switching loss and gate loss of the auxiliary FET is analyzed in this sub-section. Since a
Schottky diode is utilized, it is assumed that the switching loss of the diode is small compared to
the FET switching loss and the total conduction loss. The switching loss for the auxiliary FET can
be calculated using (4.38).
_

·

·

·

·

(4.38)

Trise and Tfall equal the typical rise time and fall time of the auxiliary MOSFET respectively.
Ioff equals the instantaneous auxiliary current when Qaux is turned off (which is equal to the chosen
peak auxiliary current). Ion equals the instantaneous auxiliary current when Qaux is turned on and
can be calculated using (4.39).
(4.39)

_

The gate loss of the auxiliary MOSFET is calculated in (4.40).
_

·

_
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·

(4.40)

VGS_aux equals the gate driving voltage of the auxiliary MOSFET and QG_aux equals the total
gate charge of the auxiliary MOSFET.
The resultant total switching and gate loss for the proposed circuit is calculated in (4.41).
/

·

_

(4.41)

4.5.3 Loss Evaluation Example
A Buck converter was evaluated with the following parameters: Vin = 12V, Vo = 1.5V,
Lo=1uH, Co=190uF, ESR=0.5mΩ, ESL=100pH, fs=400kHz, Laux=100nH, RL_aux=0.3mΩ,
faux=2MHz. A small (SOT-23) Fairchild FDN359BN was used for Qaux. The MOSFET parameters
are: Rds_on_aux=30mΩ, Trise=5ns, Tfall=2ns, QG_aux=5nC. The auxiliary MOSFET was driven with
VGS_aux=5V. A Schottky diode (Vishay SSA23L) with a forward voltage of Vdiode=0.32V was used
for Daux. The loss analysis was performed for 10A load steps (with Iaux = 4A) for varying values
of dactivated, as shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17

Auxiliary circuit power loss for varying values of dactivated

For example, for a 30W converter (1.5V/20A), if the load were to frequently step from full
load to half load such that the auxiliary circuit was activated 13.33% of the time, the power
consumption of the auxiliary circuit is approximately 155mW or 0.5% (0.155W/30W) of the
output power. The power consumption of the proposed circuit may be improved by increasing the
size of the auxiliary MOSFET and/or implementing synchronous rectification. For example, if the
auxiliary MOSFET Rds_on_aux resistance were reduced to 7mΩ, the power consumption would be
reduced to 0.33% of the output power. In this scenario, the diode contributes to the majority of
the conduction loss. To further reduce the conduction loss, a MOSFET could be used in lieu of
the diode for synchronous rectification.
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4 Simulation Resultts
4.6
The system
m, previouslyy designed in Section 4.4, was simulateed undergoingg a 10A unlooading
trransient and a 20A unloading transiennt (to demonsstrate the conntroller’s ability to modiffy the
auuxiliary curreent), as shownn in Figure 4.118.

Figure 4.18

Simulated response
r
to 20A
2 and 10A unloading tra
ansient (Gio_estt = 0.4)

As depicteed, the averagge auxiliary current
c
is closse to the targeet auxiliary current
c
(40% of the
unnloading tran
nsient magnittude). A smaall discrepanccy is due to the linearizaation of the output
o
vooltage derivattive over Tapf.
It is obserrved that thee voltage oveershoot is lesss than the expected
e
volttage overshooot for
Gio_est=0.4. Th
his discrepanccy is due to the initial saampling periood, during which
w
the auxxiliary
sw
witch remains on. This results in a sligght increase in
i charge rem
moval over thhe expected results
r
frrom (4.13).
o the charge balance contrroller (presennted in
Figure 4.19 illustrates thhe simulated comparison of
C
Chapter
3) and
d the proposedd auxiliary cirrcuit and conttroller underggoing 10AÆ00A step changge.
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Figure 4.19

Comparison of a charge balance controlled buck converter and a buck converter
with auxiliary circuit undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step

It is observed that the settling time is improved by 46% (13us reduced to 7us) and the
overshoot is improved by 74% (171mV reduced to 45mV) over that of the near-optimal transient
performance of the Buck converter.

4.7 Experimental Results
A prototype of the converter described in Section 4.4 was built and tested in order to verify
functionality and demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method. The prototype was
designed to estimate the load current transient magnitude and set the average auxiliary current to
40% of the load step.
The parameters were: Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V, Lo=1uH, Co=190uF, ESR=0.5mΩ, ESL=100pH,
fs=400kHz, Laux=100nH, RL_aux=0.3mΩ, faux=2MHz.
Using a fast resistive load (identical to the load presented in Section 3.7), the converter was
subjected to a load step of approximately -20A.
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Figure 4.20 shows the converter’s response to the aforementioned current step change when
the auxiliary circuit is disabled and linear voltage-mode control is used to regulate the voltage.

Figure 4.20

Output voltage response of Buck converter undergoing a 20AÆ0A load step
change (with auxiliary circuit disabled)

Figure 4.21 shows the converter’s response when the auxiliary circuit is activated.
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Figure 4.21

Output voltage response of Buck converter undergoing a 20AÆ0A load step
change (auxiliary circuit enabled, Gio_est =0.4)

As illustrated, the auxiliary circuit reacts to the unloading transient and activates the auxiliary
circuit with very little delay.
The measured average auxiliary current was 8.4A (42% of the load current transient
magnitude) and the measured auxiliary switching frequency was 1.9MHz. It is observed that the
output voltage overshoot Δvo is reduced from 530mV (without the auxiliary circuit) to 220mV
(with the auxiliary circuit) (a reduction of 58%). In addition, the settling time Tset is reduced from
88us to approximately 32us (a reduction of 63%). In order for the converter to achieve a 220mV
overshoot, without the auxiliary circuit, the output capacitor would need to be increased from
180uF to 600uF, an increase of 233%.
Figure 4.22 illustrates the converter’s response to a -10A current step change with the
auxiliary circuit disabled. Figure 4.23 illustrates the converter’s response with the auxiliary circuit
activated.
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Figure 4.22

Output voltage response of Buck converter undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step
change (auxiliary circuit disabled)

Figure 4.23

Output voltage response of Buck converter undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step
change (auxiliary circuit enabled, Gio_est =0.4)

It is observed that the output voltage overshoot Δvo is reduced from 160mV to 45mV (a
reduction of 72%). The settling time Tset is also reduced from 21us to 7us (a reduction of 67%). In
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order for the converter to achieve a 45mV overshoot (without the auxiliary circuit) the output
capacitor would need to be increased from 180uF to 750uF, an increase of 316%.
It should be noted that the overshoot of 45mV is smaller than the previously-predicted
overshoot of 60mV, calculated in Section 4.4.1. This is due to the slightly larger than expected
auxiliary current (42%) and the higher auxiliary current peak occurring during Tsamp, as observed
in Figure 4.23.
It is also noted that, at approximately 700ns following the unloading transient, the timeaveraged output voltage derivative is sampled and the peak auxiliary current is set. As shown, the
controller set the average auxiliary current to a modest 4.2A for the lesser magnitude load step,
reducing associated losses for smaller load steps. The measured auxiliary switching frequency
was 1.9MHz.

4.8 Conclusion
For low duty cycle Buck converter applications, voltage overshoots tend to be much larger
than voltage undershoots for load current transients of equal magnitude. Unfortunately, engineers
must design for the larger overshoot criteria when choosing output capacitors.
In this paper, a controlled auxiliary circuit was proposed that significantly reduces the voltage
overshoot caused by unloading transients. This chapter outlined the auxiliary controller’s novel
operation which is capable of:
•

Estimating the output voltage derivative using a quasi-differentiator composed of an
all-pass filter and a difference amplifier.

•

Sampling the output of the quasi-differentiator and correcting for ESR and sampling
delay in order to accurately estimate the magnitude of the unloading transient current.
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•

Setting the average auxiliary current based on a fraction of the estimated unloading
transient magnitude.

•

Controlling the auxiliary current switching operation at a relatively constant average
current and switching frequency.

•

Determining the appropriate time instant to disable the auxiliary circuit for minimum
switchover effect.

The proposed controlled auxiliary circuit allows for a more balanced overshoot/undershoot
response of a Buck converter, allowing an engineer to meet voltage criteria with fewer output
capacitors. The auxiliary circuit is relatively low-cost as it requires only a small MOSFET, diode
and inductor. Through simulation and experimental results, the effectiveness of the circuit is
demonstrated for unloading transients of various magnitudes.
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Chapter 5
Digital Charge Balance Controller with Load Line Regulation
5.1 Introduction
A digital charge balance control method is presented in this chapter which utilizes a similar
concept as that presented in Chapter 3. Although the feasibility of charge balance control in the
digital domain has been well established and studied, the proposed digital controller possesses
advantages not available in previous literature:
1. Similar to the analog version, the digital control method does not require complex
mathematical operations in order to calculate the appropriate switching time
intervals. Previous digital controllers must perform multiplication, division and/or
square root operations. These operations must either be performed through digital
multipliers/dividers (resulting in slow calculation) or through numerous twodimensional look-up tables (LUTs) (significantly increasing the gate count and
physical area of the controller integrated circuit).
2. In order to optimize the response to a load current transient event, it is crucial that the
controller react rapidly. Therefore, the proposed controller uses an analog transient
detector and an “interrupt” (asynchronous to the sampling period) in order to react to
a load step virtually instantaneously. This “mixed-signal” approach significantly
improves the transient response over controllers which rely on the sampled voltage to
detect a load transient.
In addition, the proposed digital controller possesses some advantages over the analog charge
balance controller introduced in Chapter 3:
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1. Based on a small set of sampled output voltage information, the digital controller can
estimate the capacitor current zero-crossover point without the use of a preciselytuned analog quasi-differentiator, such as that presented in Chapter 3.
2. Dual integration and high-speed comparison is performed digitally, which depending
on the implementation, may reduce the power consumption of the controller.
3. The transition between the steady-state and transient modes can be improved using
digital control since the digital pulse width modulation (DPWM) counter can be
directly set to minimize transition effects.
4. Load-line regulation (also known as Adaptive Voltage Positioning (AVP)) can be
implemented since the addition of multiple mathematical functions is simplified. In
addition, as will be demonstrated, the speed of the load line tracking can be
significantly improved over that of analog schemes.
In summary, this chapter will outline the concept and operation of a digital charge balance
controller (with load-line regulation capabilities) that is able to: a) react with little delay to a load
transient, b) determine the capacitor current zero cross-over point through a digital estimation
algorithm, and c) perform charge balance calculations without the need of digital multipliers or
two-dimensional LUTs.
Section 5.2 will present the high-level operation of the proposed controller without load-line
regulation. Section 5.3 will describe the high-level operation of the proposed controller with loadline regulation. Section 5.4 will derive the necessary mathematical formulas defining the digital
charge balance control law. Section 5.5 will discuss the hardware implementation of the proposed
controller. Section 5.6 will provide the detailed operation of the proposed controller. Section 5.7
and Section 5.8 will summarize simulation and experimental results respectively.
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5.2 Concept of Digital Charge Balance Control without Load-Line
Regulation
For a Buck converter application without load-line regulation, the high-level operation of the
digital charge balance controller is very similar to its analog counterpart presented in Chapter 3.
To reiterate:
1. The converter is controlled by a linear voltage-mode control scheme during steadystate conditions.
2. Immediately following a load current step change, the controller reacts by setting the
PWM control signal high (for a positive load step change) or low (for a negative load
step change).
3. The controller will set the PWM low (for a positive load step) or high (for a negative
load step) at a determined switching time instant. The switching instant should be
such that the net capacitor charge over the transient period is zero. This will cause the
output voltage to equal the reference voltage at the exact moment that the inductor
current equals the load current.
Following the recovery from the load transient, the controller will return to its linear voltagemode operation. However, in contrast to the analog charge balance controller, (which allowed the
PWM oscillator to remain free-running in the background while the charge balance controller
operated), the digital version ensures that the switch-over occurs midway during the linear
controller’s Toff_sw period. This can be accomplished through digital control since the DPWM
counter can be set directly. This improvement will mitigate switchover effects that may occur
following the transient-to-steady-state mode change. This will be discussed further in later
sections.
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It is important to note that while the high-level operation of the digital charge balance
controller without load-line regulation is very similar to its analog counter-part, its low-level
functionality (capacitor current zero cross-over detection, digital charge balance calculation) is
significantly different and possesses several advantages, as previously mentioned in Section 5.1.
The low-level operation will be further discussed in subsequent sections.

5.3 Concept of Digital Charge Balance Control with Load-Line Regulation
Load-line regulation (a.k.a. adaptive voltage positioning) has increasingly become a
requirement in many Buck converter applications. Load-line regulation essentially involves
outputting lower voltages during higher load current conditions. This assists in improving the
overall transient performance of the converter along while decreasing power consumption of the
load device.
Due to several factors (e.g. complexity, mode transitioning), it is difficult to achieve load-line
regulation through analog charge balance control. Since load-line regulation is not covered in
Chapter 3, a large portion of this chapter will be devoted to operation with load-line regulation. In
order to describe the high-level operation of the digital charge balance controller with load-line
regulation, two separate cases must be taken into consideration.
5.3.1 Case #1: Peak Voltage Deviation Larger than Steady-State Voltage Change
Case #1 is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for a positive and negative load current step change.
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Figure 5.1

Charge balance operation with load line regulation (Case #1): (a) positive load
step change, (b) negative load step change

Case #1 occurs when the peak output voltage deviation magnitude is larger than the
magnitude of the difference in steady-state output voltages (|Vo1-Vo2|). In other words, Case #1
occurs when the inequality (5.1) is true.

|

|

|

|·

(5.1)

As shown, the change in steady-state output voltage is dependent on the load current
magnitude (|Io2-Io1|) and the constant Rdroop. Rdroop represents the Buck converter’s desired output
impedance.
The left side of (5.1) equals the output voltage deviation (neglecting ESR and ESL) at time
instant t1. This is proportional to the integral of the capacitor current over t0 to t1. For reference, a
Buck converter is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2

Synchronous Buck converter

It is shown that for Case #1, the switching operation is similar to that of the non load-line
regulation case with the important exception that Acharge≠Adischarge over the transient interval.
Rather, the switching point t2 is determined such that (5.2) is true for a positive load current step
change or (5.3) is true for a negative load current step change.

(5.2)
·

·

(5.3)
·

·

For a positive load step, the net capacitor charge over the transient period will be negative.
This will allow the output voltage to equal its new, lower steady-state voltage Vo2 at the exact
moment the inductor current equals its new steady-state value.
For a negative load step, the net capacitor charge over the transient period will be positive.
This will allow the output voltage to equal its new, higher steady-state voltage Vo2 at the exact
moment the inductor current equals its new steady-state value.
It is important to note that for low duty-cycle applications (e.g. 12VDCÆ1.5VDC
conversion), Case #1 will likely occur for negative load current step changes since it is common
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practice to allow the output voltage to overshoot the load-line regulation window for a short
interval of time.
5.3.2 Case #2: Initial Voltage Deviation Smaller than Steady-State Voltage Change
Case #2 is illustrated in Figure 5.3 for a positive load step and a negative load current step.

Figure 5.3

Charge balance operation with load line regulation (Case #2): (a) positive load
step change, (b) negative load step change

Case #2 occurs when the inequality (5.1) is not true. In other words, the initial output voltage
deviation magnitude is less than the steady-state voltage adjustment (|Vo1-Vo2|).
Referring to Figure 5.3(a), it is observed that at t1 (the moment that the inductor current first
equals the new load current), the charge removed from the capacitor Adischarge1 is not large enough
to cause the output voltage to decrease to its new steady-state value Vo2. Therefore, an additional
switching instant must occur in order to allow the converter to recover with minimal settling time.
At t1, the PWM signal is set low in order to remove additional charge from the capacitor. At time
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instant t2, the PWM signal is set high such that at t3, the inductor current equals the new load
current and (5.4) is true.

(5.4)
·

·

For a negative load step, the PWM signal is set high at t1 and set low at t2 such that (5.5) is
true.

(5.5)
·

·

It is important to note that for low duty-cycle applications (e.g. 12VDCÆ1.5VDC
conversion), Case #2 will likely only occur for positive load step changes since it is common
practice to design the load-line regulation voltage window based on the worst case transient
conditions (i.e. unloading transient events).
The high-level operation of the digital charge balance controller has been presented for Buck
converters with load-line regulation. It is clear that for load-line regulation applications,
modifications must be made to the dual integration method proposed in Chapter 3. It is also
evident that the controller must be capable of differentiating between Case #1 and Case #2 at time
instant t1. The following section will derive the digital charge balance formulas required for load
line-regulation.
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5.4 Mathematical Analysis of Digital Charge Balance Control with Load-Line
Regulation
This section derives the capacitor charge balance formulas for a Buck converter undergoing a
load step change with load-line regulation. For applications without load-line regulation, the
following charge balance equations may be used with Rdroop=0.
5.4.1 Case #1: Peak Voltage Deviation Larger than Steady-State Voltage Change
Referring to Figure 5.1(b), the negative load current step change (Io2-Io1 < 0) will be used as
an example since Case #1 is less likely to occur for a positive load step for a well-designed loadline regulation window. The controller’s goal is to drive the converter such that the inductor
current reaches the new load current at the exact moment (t3) that the output voltage reaches its
new steady state voltage Vo2=Vo1+(Io1-Io2)·Rdroop. Thus, referring to Figure 5.1(b), capacitor charge
must be removed following t1 such that the output voltage decreases toward the new steady-state
value. The switching moment t2 must be such that (5.3) is true.
In order to achieve this, the charge balance equation (5.3) is modified by combining it with
the previously derived equation (3.21), as shown in (5.6).
·

·
(5.6)

·

·

·

m1 represents the rising slew rate of the inductor current when the PWM signal is high
[m1=(Vin-Vo)/Lo]. m2 represents the falling slew rate of the inductor current when the PWM signal
is low (m2=Vo/Lo).
By integrating m2 for the time interval from the beginning of the transient (t0) to the capacitor
current zero cross-over point (t1), the change in load current (Io1-Io2) can be estimated, as shown in
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(5.7). It is assumed that the load current step magnitude is large compared to the magnitude of the
steady-state capacitor ripple current.
·

·

·

(5.7)

Since m1 and m2 are assumed constant, the terms can be moved outside the integral. Both
sides of (5.7) are then divided by m2 to produce (5.8).

·

·

(5.8)

The rising [m1=(Vin-Vo)/Lo] and falling (m2=Vo/Lo) inductor current slew rates are substituted
into (5.8) to create (5.9). In these calculations, it will be assumed that the output voltage is equal
to the initial output voltage at the beginning of the transient (i.e. referring to Figure 5.1 and Figure
5.3, Vo = Vo1)

·

·

(5.9)

By simplifying (5.9) and multiplying both sides of the equation by (Vin-Vo), the final equation
is presented in (5.10).
·

·

·

(5.10)

Thus, t2 can be determined for a negative load current step change, with load line regulation,
by using the digital accumulator operation illustrated in Figure 5.4.
It is important to note that the quantization effect has been exaggerated in the following
figures to illustrate the accumulator operation. The circuit implementation of the double
accumulator circuit will be described in Section 5.5.4 and Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.4

Digital double accumulator operation for negative load current step with load line
regulation (Case #1)

Referring to Figure 5.4, the operation of the double accumulator is similar to the double
integration method presented in Chapter 3. During t0 (the beginning of the transient) to t1 (the
capacitor zero cross-over point), accumulator 1’s output increases at a rate proportional to Vin-Vo
in accordance to the first term of the left side of (5.10). This causes accumulator 2’s output to
increase exponentially. At t1, accumulator 1 is reset. Accumulator 1’s output decreases at a rate
proportional to Vo for t1-t2, in accordance with the second term of the left side of (5.10), causing
accumulator 2’s output to decrease exponentially. This operation is very similar to the
previously-presented analog double integration method with the exception that the first stage
accumulation is accomplished with a single accumulator (as opposed to the two first stage
integrators used in Chapter 3). This is the reason why accumulator 1 must be reset at t1.
It is also observed in Figure 5.4 that a third accumulator (load-line accumulator) is
introduced. The load-line accumulator output increases at a rate proportional to Co·Rdroop·(Vin-Vo)
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for t0-t1 in accordance to the right side of (5.10). Essentially, the charge balance “zero” of
accumulator 2 is shifted to compensate for load line regulation. In other words, when the output
of accumulator 2 decreases below that of the load-line accumulator, equation (5.10) is satisfied
and the switching moment t2 has occurred. kacc represents the gain of the digital accumulator
(equal to the accumulator clock frequency). It should be noted that the output of a single
accumulator is being compared to the output of two accumulators in series; therefore, the input
constant (Rdroop·Co) of the load-line accumulator must be multiplied by kacc.
Through similar derivation, the final charge balance formula for a positive load step change
(Case #1) is presented in (5.11).
·

·

·

(5.11)

If at t1, the value of the load-line accumulator is greater than that of digital accumulator 2,
inequality (5.1) is not satisfied, and Case #2 is detected.
5.4.2 Case #2: Initial Voltage Deviation Smaller than Steady-State Voltage Change
Referring to Figure 5.3(a), the positive load step change will be used as an example since
Case #2 will not likely occur for a negative load step with appropriately designed load-line
regulation parameters. The charge balance equation (5.4) is modified by combining it with the
previously derived equation (3.15), as shown in (5.12).
·

·
(5.12)

·

·

·

At this point, it is obvious that there are no common terms that can be divided from both
sides of (5.12) to simplify the equation. In other words, it is not possible to eliminate all instances
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of m12, m22 or m1·m2 through manipulation. This poses a dilemma since the inductor current slew
rates are dependent on Vo and Vin, which are both variable in many applications. Thus, in order to
use (5.12), the double accumulator would need to be fed by a digital multiplier or a twodimensional LUT. Since it is the motivation of this project to remove all instances of digital
multipliers and two-dimensional LUTs, this scenario is not acceptable.
Fortunately,

by

closely

examining

(5.12)

and

performing

several

mathematical

manipulations, the dilemma is solved. Equation (5.12) can be modified by first multiplying both
sides of the equation by (m2/m1), as expressed in (5.13).
·

·

·

·

(5.13)

(m22/m12) can be factored out of the second double integration term, as expressed in (5.14).
·

·

·

(5.14)

Since m1 and m2 are assumed to be constant, the second double integration term can be
simplified by modifying the period of integration, as expressed in (5.15).

(5.15)

As shown in (5.15), the time interval of the second integration term is modified to t1-t1a. t1a is
defined in (5.16).
·

(5.16)

Where T1 equals the time interval between the capacitor current zero cross-over point t1 and
the switching point t2 (see Figure 5.3a). By substituting (5.15) into (5.14), (5.17) is created.
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·

·

(5.17)

(5.18) is created by substituting the inductor slew rates into (5.15) and multiplying both sides
of the equation by the nominal inductor value Lo.
·

·

(5.18)

Equation (5.18) signifies that, at the moment that the output of accumulator 2 (left side of
(5.18)) equals that of the load-line accumulator (right side of (5.18)) at t1a, the time passed since
t1 is (m2/m1)·T1, as shown in (5.19).
·
(5.19)
·
The time interval between t1a and the switching instant t2 is expressed in (5.20).
·

(5.20)

1
·

By combining (5.19) and (5.20), (5.21) is created.
·

·

By cross-multiplying, (5.21) is simplified in (5.22).
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(5.21)

·

·

(5.22)

By substituting the known inductor slew rates into (5.22) and multiplying both sides of the
equation by the nominal inductor value Lo, (5.23) is derived.
·

2·

·
(5.23)

2·

·

0

·

Therefore, by using (5.23), it is possible to use an additional accumulator, (which will be
referred to as the case 2 accumulator), to determine t2 using t1a as expressed in (5.24) and
illustrated in Figure 5.5.
2·

Figure 5.5

0

(5.24)

Case 2 accumulator operation

t2 is determined when the output of the case 2 accumulator returns to zero, as per (5.24). The
entire operation for Case #2 is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6

Digital double accumulator operation for a positive load current step with load line
regulation (Case #2)

Referring to Figure 5.6, the output of accumulator 1 increases at a rate proportional to Vo
from t0 (the beginning of the transient) to t1 (the capacitor current zero cross-over point). This
causes the output of accumulator 2 to increase exponentially. This is in accordance to the first
term of the left hand side of (5.18). During this period, the load-line accumulator output increases
at a rate proportional to Vo.
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At t1, the output of accumulator 2 is less than that of the load-line accumulator; this signifies
Case #2. At this point, accumulator 1 is reset and the output of accumulator 1 increases at a rate
proportional to Vin after t1. This is in accordance to the second term of the left hand side of (5.18).
After t1, the output of the case 2 accumulator increases at a rate proportional to (Vin-2·Vo). This is
in accordance to the first term of the left hand side of (5.24).
When the output of accumulator 2 exceeds that of the load-line accumulator, t1a has
occurred. After t1a, the case 2 accumulator decreases at a rate proportional to Vo. This is in
accordance to the second term of the left hand side of (5.24). When the output of the case 2
accumulator equals zero, (5.24) is satisfied and the switching moment t2 has occurred.
In conclusion, through use of an additional accumulator and the charge balance equations
(5.18) and (5.24), it is possible to determine t2, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. It is noted that no
multipliers or 2-dimensional LUTs were required to calculate t2.

5.5 Implementation of Digital Charge Balance Controller
This section will outline the implementation of the digital charge balance controller. First, the
system-level mixed signal blocks will be described. Secondly, the controller-level digital blocks
will be discussed.
5.5.1 System-Level Mixed Signal Blocks
The high-level system diagram of the digital charge balance controller for a synchronous
Buck converter is illustrated in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7

System-level block diagram of digitally-implemented charge balance controller

A single dual-channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is employed to sample the inductor
current iL_AD and the output voltage error verr_AD. The inductor current measurement information is
used to implement load-line regulation, as will be discussed. As shown in Figure 5.7, the inductor
current is re-constructed by filtering the voltage across the output inductor. For accurate
measurement, the corner frequency of the low-pass filter should be designed based on (5.25).
·

(5.25)

The output of the inductor current sensor iL_AD, in relation to the inductor current iL is equated
in (5.26).
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(5.26)

Therefore, the selection of R2_iLsens/R1_iLsens should be based on the maximum expected
inductor current and the conversion range of the ADC.
The output voltage error verr_AD is calculated in the analog domain through use of the OPAMP
configuration illustrated in Figure 5.7. As will be discussed, the output of the voltage error sensor
is used for steady-state operation, transient detection and predicting the capacitor current zero
cross-over point during a load transient. The output of the voltage error sensor is calculated in
(5.27).
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(5.27)

_

VAD_ref represents the upper bound of the ADC conversion range. Rf_err/R1_AD and Rf_err/RV_ref
should be equal and selected based on the desired gain of verr_AD. To level-shift the error voltage
to the centre of the ADC conversion range, Rf_err/RAD_ref =1/2. R2_AD should be selected based on
(5.28).
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(5.28)

By using the aforementioned OPAMP configuration, the voltage error will be centered based
on the ADC conversion range. The configuration is also effective at cancelling common-mode
noise present on the output voltage and power ground plane. In addition, since an arbitrary gain
can be selected, the quantization resolution can be effectively increased without having to
increase the number of ADC bits. Figure 5.8 illustrates the output of the voltage error sensor
during steady-state operation.
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Figure 5.8

Output of voltage error sensor to be sampled by ADC

As illustrated in Figure 5.7, the output of the voltage error sensor is also fed into a transimpedance amplifier configuration (similar to the capacitor current sensor presented in Chapter
3). The trans-impedance amplifier is used to asynchronously detect load transients. The transimpedance amplifier and threshold levels can be designed similar to Chapter 3; however, since
the output is not used to determine the capacitor zero cross-over point t1, it is not necessary to
precisely match the Co and ESR time constant of the output capacitor. In addition, a capacitor
Cf_trans can be added in parallel with the feedback resistor to attenuate high-frequency noise. This
is permissible since the resultant phase delay will not affect the calculation of t1. As previously
mentioned, the capacitor current zero cross-over point is calculated using a digital algorithm that
will be described in Section 5.5.5.
5.5.2 Controller-Level Digital Blocks
The digital charge balance controller is implemented using a field programmable gate array
(FPGA). The digital charge balance controller is divided into four separate blocks: (a) the steadystate compensator, (b) the steady-state digital pulse width modulator (DPWM), (c) the capacitor
current zero cross-over predictor, and (d) the double accumulator block. In addition, a phase
locked loop (PLL) is used to convert the system’s oscillator output to three separate system
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clocks: a) the ADC_clk is used to drive the ADC, b) sysClk2 is the fastest system clock and is
used to drive the double accumulator and the DPWM, c) sysClk1 is used to drive all other
systems. For example, in the experimental prototype, the frequency of the ADC_clk equaled
25MHz, the frequency of sysClk1 equaled 100MHz and the frequency of sysClk2 equaled
200MHz. The controller-level block diagram is illustrated in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9

Controller-level block diagram of digitally-implemented charge balance controller

The following sub-section will describe the digital blocks of the charge balance controller.
5.5.3 Type-III Compensator and Digital Pulse Width Modulator (DPWM)
During steady-state operation, the digital output of the ADC will be sampled by the controller
at specific moments during the switching cycle. First, the ADC channel will be set to the inductor
current measurement channel. Referring to Figure 5.10, the output of the inductor current sensor
is sampled at the midway point of the off-period Toff_sw, in order to estimate the load current.
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Second, the ADC channel is set to the voltage error sensor and the output voltage is sampled
near the end of Toff_sw. This sampling point is chosen for two reasons. First, the maximum duty
cycle of the steady-state controller is intentionally set to 75%; therefore, the output voltage is
sampled at a point that is guaranteed not to be affected by switching noise. Second, since the
calculated duty cycle is applied to the subsequent switching cycle, measuring the output voltage
error near the end of the cycle minimizes delay effects associated with digital controllers. The
sampling point should be based on the ADC acquisition delay and the calculation delay. It is
important that there is enough time to complete the calculation of the subsequent duty cycle
before the next switching cycle begins (see Figure 5.10). In this implementation, the ADC
acquisition delay is 120ns and the calculation delay is 50ns. Thus, the output voltage is sampled
180ns before the end of the switching period.

Figure 5.10

Sample and acquisition of digital linear controller used during steady-state

It is noted that a small DC offset may be present in the measurement of verr_AD. This is due to
the fact that the voltage error is sampled near the end of the switching period (when the output
voltage is the lowest). However, this will only cause a maximum DC offset equal to half of the
steady-state output voltage ripple.
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The simplified high-level implementation of the type-III compensator is illustrated in Figure
5.11.

Figure 5.11

Simplified block diagram of type-III digital compensator

During steady-state operation, the compensator uses the average of four successive inductor
current samples for load-line regulation. This is consistent with the common practice of setting
the bandwidth of the load-line regulation loop lower than the controller bandwidth in order to
inhibit loop interaction. The averaged inductor current is multiplied by the load-line coefficient
by use of a one-dimensional LUT (LUT LL). The load-line coefficient is equivalent to the
designed output impedance Rdroop. The output of the load-line LUT is then added to the acquired
voltage error verr_AD.
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As illustrated, the type-III compensator is implemented using seven one-dimensional LUTs
(for coefficient multiplication). LUT coefficient multiplication allows for very fast calculation of
the subsequent duty cycle. The coefficients of LUTs A through G correspond to the coefficients in
the discrete transfer function (5.29).

1

·
·

·
·

·
·

(5.29)

The discrete transfer function is equated by first designing the continuous transfer function
using traditional analog design techniques (e.g. Bode plot analysis) and then mapping the
resulting continuous transfer function to the discrete domain by use of the bilinear transformation
(a.k.a. Tustin’s approximation [74]). The bilinear transformation is chosen since it preserves the
frequency response and stability of the original transfer function up to approximately 1/10 of the
sampling frequency. In addition, it does not suffer from anti-aliasing effects prevalent in other
discrete approximation methods. The bilinear transformation (noting that the output voltage is
sampled once per switching period) is expressed in (5.30).
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·
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(5.30)

Referring to Figure 5.11, it is illustrated that modifications have been made in order to
facilitate smooth switch-over between the transient and steady-state operating modes. For
example, during transient operation, the integration action of the control loop is frozen by setting
the freeze input high and thus inputting zero error to the compensator. In addition, it is illustrated
that the input of the load-line LUT can be directly loaded (when directload is high), rather than
passing through the averaging filter. Referring to Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3, this function is
important in order to allow the linear controller to track the new output voltage level Vo2
immediately following t3.
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As shown in Figure 5.9, the output of the type-III compensator is passed to a digital pulse
width modulator (DPWM) which consists of the combination of a digital counter and an
asynchronous tapped delay line. This hybrid DPWM configuration allows for finer pulse width
resolution without the need to significantly increase the system clock frequency [41]. A
simplified block diagram of a hybrid DPWM is shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12

Simplified block diagram of hybrid DPWM

The converter will be controlled by the aforementioned linear controller until the analog
transient detection scheme sets the FPGA inputs posDetect or negDetect high, indicating a
positive load step or negative load step respectively. At this point, the controller will immediately
“freeze” the linear compensator and enter charge balance operation, as will be discussed in the
following sub-sections.
5.5.4 Double Accumulator
The digital double accumulator block is shown in detail in Figure 5.13. Accumulator 1 and
accumulator 2 make up the double accumulator which is the core to charge balance operation.
It is important to ensure that the outputs of the accumulator stages do not overflow. This is
analogous to ensuring that the integrator stages do not saturate for the analog charge balance
controller. The number of accumulator bits required is based on the accumulator gain (dependant
on its clock frequency) and the maximum time interval of T0. T0 is previously calculated in (3.35)
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and is dependent on the inductor current slew rate and the unloading transient magnitude. Thus,
the number of bits required for the first stage of the double accumulator (accumulator 1) is
calculated in (5.31).
log
log

∆
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(5.31)
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Vin_dig and Vo_dig equal the digital decimal representations of the input voltage and the output
voltage respectively. ΔIo_max equals the maximum expected load current transient magnitude.
fsysclk2 equals the clock frequency of the accumulator.
The minimum number of bits required for the second stage of the double accumulator
(accumulator 2) is calculated in (5.32).
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The block diagram of the digital double accumulator is illustrated in Figure 5.13.
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(5.32)

Figure 5.13

Block diagram/schematic of digital double accumulator for charge balance controller with load-line regulation
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Referring to Figure 5.13, the functions of accumulator 1, accumulator 2, the load-line
accumulator and the case 2 accumulator have been previously described.
Referring to Figure 5.13, accumulator 3 is used to estimate the end of the transient interval
without the need of monitoring the voltage error derivative; its operation will be further described
in Section 5.6.
Referring to Figure 5.13, Compare 1 is used to determine whether the output of accumulator
2 or the load-line accumulator is greater. This information is used to: a) detect Case #2
occurrences, b) determine t2 (for Case #1) and/or c) determine t1a (for Case #2). Compare 2 is
used to determine the sign of the case 2 accumulator which is necessary to determine t2 for Case
#2 conditions. Compare 3 is used to determine the sign of accumulator 3. As will be discussed,
when the sign of accumulator 3 becomes negative, t3 is detected and the transient is over.
Set/Reset flip-flops S/R FF1 and S/R FF2 are used to hold the system in enabled state for
positive load step and negative load step conditions respectively. During the duration of a positive
load step S/R FF1 will be high and S/R FF2 will be low. During a negative load step, the opposite
is true. During steady-state conditions, both S/R FF1 and S/R FF2 will be low.
The inputs to the digital double accumulator circuit are: (a) loadLineEnable (is high if loadline regulation is used), (b) icCross (is set high by the capacitor current zero cross-over predictor
when t≥t1), (c) sysClk2 (clock driven by the PLL), (d) posDetect (is high when analog transient
detector detects a positive load step), (e) userEnable (set high if charge balance controller is used;
set low if only the linear controller is to be used) and (f) negDetect (is high when analog transient
detector detects a negative load step).
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The outputs of the digital double accumulator circuit are: (a) pwmCtrl (equal to state of PWM
control during the transient) and, (b) optEnable (set high during the duration of the transient;
indicates that the converter is under charge balance control).
5.5.5 Capacitor Current Zero Cross-Over Predictor
As previously demonstrated in Chapter 3, it is crucial to precisely determine the capacitor
current zero cross-over point (t1). In order to estimate the capacitor current, it is possible to
approximate the output voltage derivative by over-sampling (fsamp>>fsw) the voltage error and
measuring the difference between successive samples.
However, since it is important to determine the precise time instant t1, it is necessary to detect
t1 with fine resolution. By increasing the sampling frequency, the time resolution of t1 can be
improved; however, quantization noise will be increased.
In addition, since the output voltage is relatively flat for a substantial period before and after
the capacitor current zero cross-over point, it is difficult to accurately determine the precise
moment that the output voltage derivative changes sign through direct digital sampling.
Thus, in order to improve the effective resolution and accuracy of t1, while not excessively
increasing the sampling frequency, a zero cross-over point predictor is proposed.
The concept of the capacitor current zero cross-over point predictor involves calculating the
slope and magnitude of the capacitor current at a particular point (kend). By knowing the
magnitude and slope of the capacitor current, it is possible to extrapolate the capacitor current
toward zero and determine the zero cross-over point with high resolution. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 5.14. It is important to note that it will first be assumed that the output
capacitor ESR is negligible. ESR will be considered in Section 5.5.6.
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Figure 5.14

Concept of capacitor current zero crossover point prediction

As shown in Figure 5.14, the voltage error derivative is monitored for a set interval (n=kstart to
n=kend), following the load step, at a sampling period of Tic_acq. kstart represents the number of
sampling periods, after t0, that the controller begins monitoring the voltage derivative. kend
represents the number of sampling periods, after t0, that the controller stops monitoring the
voltage derivative.
The concept of the ic zero cross-over predictor consists of two points: a) calculate the absolute
value of the slope of the voltage error derivative over the monitoring period, b) calculate the
magnitude of the voltage error derivative at n=kend.
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By calculating the slope and magnitude of the voltage error derivative, it is possible to predict
the capacitor zero cross-over point with fine resolution. This is accomplished using a single
accumulator, shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15

Accumulator setup to predict capacitor zero cross-over point t1

|mic| is digitally-calculated and is proportional to the capacitor current slope (see Figure 5.14).
ic(kend) is digitally-calculated and is proportional to the calculated capacitor current magnitude at
n=kend (see Figure 5.14). After the monitoring interval, the accumulator output will increase
linearly with a slope proportional to the capacitor current slope. This effectively performs the
capacitor current extrapolation and is illustrated in light green on Figure 5.14. When the output of
the accumulator equals the calculated magnitude of the capacitor current |ic(kend)|, it is determined
that the capacitor current has crossed zero (if ESR is negligible).
The absolute value of the slope is calculated by comparing the voltage error derivative at the
end of the monitoring period to the voltage error derivative at the beginning of the monitoring
period, as equated in (5.33).
|

|

(5.33)

The magnitude of the output voltage derivative at kend can be estimated by calculating the
average of successive derivative samples and then adding a term to compensate for the averaging
and ADC acquisition delay, as equated in (5.34).
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(5.34)

The first term of (5.34) equals the sum of voltage derivative samples over the monitoring
period, effectively calculating the average voltage derivative. The voltage derivative average,
over the monitoring period, will be proportional to the capacitor current at the midpoint of the
monitoring period. Since it is necessary to calculate the capacitor current at n=kend, the second
term of (5.34) compensates for the delay due to averaging, shown in Figure 5.14. The third term
of (5.34) compensates for the ADC acquisition delay. Since the accumulator increases at a period
of Tic_clk (and not Tic_acq), the multiplication factor of Tic_acq/Tic_clk in (5.34) is necessary.
Tic_clk equals the effective timing resolution of the ic zero crossover predictor which is
determined by the system clock frequency sysclk1. Tic_acq is equal to the period at which the
voltage error derivative is being digitally calculated (as shown in Figure 5.14). Nsamp equals the
number of sampling periods that occur in the monitoring period (e.g. in the case of Figure 5.14,
Nsamp = 4). TAD_del equals the ADC delay. For relatively simple digital calculation, Nsamp and
Tic_acq/Tic_clk should be chosen to be 2x. In this manner, multiplication can be carried out by simply
shifting register bits.
Since the calculation of |mic| and |ic(kend)| is unitless and normalized to each other, the
aforementioned method is capable of predicting the ic zero cross-over point without knowledge of
the input voltage, output voltage, nominal inductor value or the output voltage error sensor gain.
The full digital block diagram of the ic zero cross-over predictor is shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16

Block diagram/schematic of ic zero cross-over predictor
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Referring to Figure 5.16, Counter 1 is used to track the monitoring period (n=kstart to n=kend).
Ic_Compare 1 is used to frequency divide sysClk1 to coincide with the analog/digital conversion
clock ADC_clk. Ic_Compare 2, Ic_Compare 3 and Ic_Compare 4 are used to detect kstart and kend.
Ic_Accumulator 1 is used to summate voltage derivative samples in order to perform an
average over the monitoring period. This corresponds to the first term of (5.34). Ic_Accumulator
2 is used to extrapolate the capacitor current after the monitoring period. This also corresponds to
the accumulator in Figure 5.15.
Ic_Compare 5 determines when the output of Ic_accumulator 2 exceeds that of ic(kend). At
this moment, t1 is detected.
In conclusion, the operation of the capacitor current zero cross-over predictor can be
summarized in 5 steps (referring to Figure 5.16):
1. Signal optEnable will go high when the transient period begins (at t0). Counter 1 will
begin to increase at a frequency of sysClk1. Output voltage samples are continuously
calculated using the ADC input at a period of ADC_clk.
2. When the output of counter 1 equals kstart, the calculated output voltage derivative is
stored in Register 1. This is in correspondence to the second term of (5.33).
3. After the output of counter 1 exceeds kstart + 1, the calculated voltage derivative
samples are summated by Ic_accumulator 1. This is in correspondence to the first
term of (5.34).
4. When the output of counter 1 equals kend, the voltage derivative is stored in Register
2. This corresponds to the first term of (5.33). Register 2 and Register 1 are
subtracted and fed into Ic_accumulator 2; the input of Ic_accumulator 2 is equal to
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|mic|. At this point Ic_accumulator 1 stops summating voltage derivative samples.
The output of Ic_accumulator 1 is equivalent to the first term of (5.34). The output of
Ic_accumulator 1 is subtracted by the second and third term of (5.34) and fed into
Ic_compare 5; this is equal to |ic(kend)|.
5. After the output of counter 1 exceeds kend, Ic_accumulator 2 begins to accumulate at
a rate proportional to |mic|. When the output of Ic_accumulator 2 exceeds |ic(kend)|,
Ic_compare 5 goes high and the output icCross goes high, indicating to the rest of the
system that the capacitor current has crossed zero and t≥t1.
5.5.6 Modification to ic Zero Cross-Over Predictor to Account for ESR
The analog trans-impedance amplifier configuration, presented in Chapter 3, measures the
capacitor current by providing an impedance path with the same time constant as the combination
of Co and ESR; therefore, the analog method can accurately determine t1 in low or high ESR
cases.
However, the aforementioned digital ic zero cross-over predictor attempts to determine t1 by
observing the output voltage error derivative. As it stands, this methodology assumes that the
voltage error derivative will be zero when the capacitor current equals zero. This would be true if
the ESR of the output capacitor were insignificant; however, in the general case, ESR must be
accounted for in order to accurately determine t1.
Figure 5.17 shows the voltage drop due to capacitor discharging vc, the voltage drop due to
ESR vESR, and the total output voltage vo during a positive load step transient. The derivatives of
all three aforementioned terms are also illustrated (dvc/dt, dvESR/dt and dvo/dt). The waveforms are
compared to the Buck converter’s inductor current and load current.
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Figure 5.17

Effect of ESR on capacitor current zero cross-over point prediction

As illustrated, the time instant that the output voltage derivative dvo/dt equals zero (at tmin)
does not correspond to the time instant that the capacitor current equals zero (at t1) when ESR is
significant.
For a positive load current step change, the ESR shifts the output voltage derivative
vertically-positive by m1·ESR (where m1 is the positive slew rate of the inductor current). This
vertically-positive shift of the output voltage derivative causes the output voltage minimum point
to shift left horizontally by a time period TESR. To calculate TESR, it is first necessary to look at the
conditions when t=tmin and dvo/dt=0, as shown in (5.35).
0
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(5.35)

Where dvc/dt equals the voltage derivative of the capacitor (neglecting ESR) and dvESR/dt
equals the voltage derivative across the ESR. The voltage derivative across the ESR is equal to
the dic/dt·ESR. In addition, it is known that dvc/dt is equal to ic/Co. Thus (5.35) can be modified to
(5.36).
·

(5.36)

It is known that the capacitor current slew rate is constant, thus the capacitor current at time
t=tmin can be calculated using (5.37).
·

·

(5.37)

·
By definition, the capacitor current ic at t1 equals zero, thus (5.37) can be simplified to (5.38).
·
By substituting (5.38) into (5.36), TESR is equated in (5.39).
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(5.38)

·

·
(5.39)
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Through similar analysis, it is determined that the same effect is true for a negative load
current step change (i.e. tmin will occur before t1 by an interval of TESR). Therefore, as the output
capacitance and the ESR are known, the ic zero cross-over point can be determined by adding a
pre-calculated delay after the prediction of the ic zero cross-over. To accomplish this, a counter
circuit is added to the output of the ic zero cross-over predictor (see Figure 5.16), as shown in
Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18

Modified output to ic zero cross-over predictor to account for ESR

5.5.7 Increase of Effective Resolution and Accuracy of the ic Zero Cross-Over
Predictor
In order to calculate the capacitor current slope mic accurately, it is often necessary to acquire
fine resolution output voltage error values, (especially if the total output voltage deviation is
small during the load transient). Two methods of increasing the resolution are to increase the
number of bits to the ADC (thereby driving up the cost) or increasing the gain of the analog
voltage error sensor (thereby increasing the noise, decreasing the bandwidth and narrowing the
window of acquisition).
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An alternative method of increasing the effective resolution is to compose each voltage error
sample (acquired at a period of Tic_acq) as the sum of successive voltage error samples (acquired at
a period equal to a fraction of Tic_acq). For example, if Tic_acq were 200ns, the ADC period could be
set to 100ns. In this case, each digital value of verr would actually be the sum of the two
previously-sampled outputs of the ADC. In effect, this method passes the voltage error samples,
acquired by the ADC through a moving averaging filter; this increases the output voltage error
resolution while decreasing the effect of quantization noise. This method was used in the
experimental prototype presented in Section 5.8.

5.6 Operation of Digital Charge Balance Controller
The previous sub-sections provided details pertaining to the implementation of all subsystems of the digital charge balance controller. This sub-section outlines the operation of the
digital charge balance controller following a load transient. The operation of the charge balance
controller can be described in five steps. The operation can be better understood by Figure 5.1,
Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6.
Step 1: Detect load transient (t0≤t<t1)
Following a load transient, the output of the analog load transient detector (see Figure 5.7)
will rapidly exceed the transient threshold causing either posDetect or negDetect to output high.
The detection of either signal will cause the controller to immediately enter transient mode. As
previously mentioned, the linear controller integration will be frozen and the charge balance
controller will obtain control of the converter.
For a positive load step, the PWM control signal of the converter will be initially set high. For
a negative load step, the PWM control signal will be initially set low.
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During this interval of operation, two processes are occurring: the double accumulator begins
to calculate capacitor charge integrals and the output voltage error samples are acquired to predict
the capacitor current zero cross-over point.
Referring to Figure 5.13, the detection of a load transient will activate either S/R FF1 or S/R
FF2 (depending on the direction of the load current step) which will: a) disable the clr inputs of
accumulator 1 and accumulator 2, b) set the optEnable output high indicating to the rest of the
system that control modes have changed, and c) set the pwmCtrl output high (for a positive load
step) or low (for a negative load step). The 4:1 input MUX will select either Vo_dig (for a positive
load step) or Vin_dig-Vo_dig (for a negative load step). The output of accumulator 1 will begin to
increase linearly and the output of accumulator 2 will begin to increase exponentially. This
operation is in close correspondence to the action of the analog charge balance controller
presented in Chapter 3.
Unlike the analog charge balance controller, the digital controller is capable of implementing
load-line regulation. In accordance to (5.10), (5.11) and (5.24), if load line regulation is enabled,
the output of the load-line accumulator will begin to increase linearly, as previously illustrated in
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6. The 2:1 load line MUX will select kacc·Rdroop·Co·(Vin_dig-Vo_dig) (for a
negative load current step) or kacc·Rdroop·Co·Vo_dig (for a positive load current step) as the input of
the load-line accumulator.
Step 2: Predict Capacitor Current Zero Cross-Over Point (t=t1)
Referring to Figure 5.13, immediately following the prediction of t1 by the ic zero cross-over
predictor, the controller will send a pulse to the clr input of accumulator 1 to reset its output. The
controller will also release the clr input of accumulator 3; accumulator 3 is used to determine the
end of transient period (t=t3), as will be discussed at the end of this sub-section.
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The channel select of the ADC is set to the inductor current sensor at this point, and a sample
of the inductor current is taken and fed directly to the linear controller (bypassing the averaging
filter shown in Figure 5.11). Since at t1, the inductor current equals the load current, this sample
will allow for a smooth transition from the transient mode of operation to the steady-state mode
of operation. It should be noted that if the ADC delay is significant, acquiring iL at t1 will not
provide an accurate representation of the load current. In this case, the iL acquisition should occur
TAD_del after t1 (where TAD_del is the ADC acquisition delay).
If load regulation is active, the controller will disable the en input of the load-line
accumulator in order to keep its output fixed. The controller will sample the output of signed
compare 1, at t=t1, to detect if Case #2 occurs.
Step 2a: Operation without Load-Line Regulation or with Load-Line Regulation
Case #1 (t=t1)
Similar to the operation of the analog charge balance controller, the PWM control signal will
remain high (for a positive load step) or remain low (for a negative load step) following t1. This
operation is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Referring to Figure 5.13, after t1, the input of accumulator 1 will be set equal to Vin_dig and
accumulator 2 will be set to decrement mode. This will cause the output of accumulator 2 to
begin to decrease exponentially, as illustrated by the waveforms in Figure 5.4.
Referring to the waveforms in Figure 5.4, t2 occurs when the when the output of accumulator
2 is less than the output of the load-line accumulator. For the case when load-line regulation is
not activated, this is equivalent to the time instant that the output of accumulator 2 returns to
zero.
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Step 2b: Operation with Load-Line Regulation Case #2 (t=t1 and t=t1a)
The waveforms in Figure 5.6 illustrate the charge balance operation when load-line regulation
is activated and Case #2 occurs. As illustrated, in the case of a positive load step, when the
inductor current equals the new load current, at t1, additional charge must be removed from the
capacitor. Therefore, the PWM control will be set low to remove additional charge from the
capacitor.
Referring to Figure 5.13 after t1, the input of accumulator 1 will be set equal Vin_dig; however
accumulator 2 will remain in increment mode in accordance to (5.18). This will cause the output
of accumulator 2 to begin to increase exponentially, as illustrated by the waveforms in Figure 5.6.
As previously mentioned, the case 2 accumulator (see Figure 5.13), with an input equal to
Vin_dig-2·Vo_dig, will begin to increase linearly (as shown by the waveforms in Figure 5.6), in
accordance to (5.24).
When the output of accumulator 2 becomes greater than that of the load-line accumulator (at
t1a), it is determined that a time interval (m2/m1)·T1 has transpired since t1, according to (5.18). At
this point, the case 2 accumulator will be set to decrement mode and its input set to Vo_dig. When
the output of the case 2 accumulator returns to zero, t2 is determined, as illustrated by the
waveforms in Figure 5.6.
Step 3: Alter PWM Control Signal State (t=t2)
Referring to the waveforms in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3, immediately following t2, the state
of the PWM signal is altered such that the inductor current begins to slew toward the new load
current. The detection of t2 corresponds to the case 2 accumulator returning to zero (for Case #2,
shown in Figure 5.6) or the output of accumulator 2 decreasing below the load-line accumulator
output (for all other cases, shown in Figure 5.4).
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Step 4: Detect End of Transient (t=t3)
As shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.19, accumulator 3 is employed to determine the time
instant that the transient interval is over (and thus the converter has recovered from the load
transient). Similar to the analog charge balance controller, this moment corresponds to the instant
that the capacitor current equals zero for a second time. The accumulator is set to increment
during time interval T1 (t1 to t2) and set to decrement during time interval T2 (t2 to t3). The input of
accumulator 3 is set to Vin_dig-Vo_dig when the output PWMctl is set high and is set to Vo_dig when
the output PWMctl is set low. In other words, the output of accumulator 3 is proportional to the
absolute value of the capacitor current ic during time intervals T1 and T2. Therefore, when the
output of accumulator 3 returns to zero, t3 is detected and transient is over.

Figure 5.19

Accumulator 3 operation to detect end of transient (t3) a) Case #1 example, b)
Case #2 example

Step 5: Switch-over to Linear Control (t≥t3)
When t3 is determined, the controller disables the transient controller, unfreezes the linear
controller and sets the DPWM counter to half of Toff_pwm, as shown in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20

Transient-to-steady-state control mode switchover for digital charge balance
controller

It is important to note that the linear controller has already been passed the new load current
(acquired at t1) for load line regulation use. This operation will mitigate switchover effects that
may occur following the transient-to-steady-state mode change.

5.7 Simulation Results of the Charge Balance Controller with Load Line
Regulation
The following simulations were conducted under the ideal case, without considering timing
delays, digital quantization effects, etc. The purpose of the following simulations was to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the digital charge balance controller operation in comparison to
that of a linear analog controller with load line regulation.
Since the operation of the digital charge balance operation without load line regulation is
identical to that of the analog charge balance controller, only the load line regulation case will be
simulated.
The parameters of the simulated Buck converter were as follows: Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V,
fsw=400kHz, Lo=1uH, Co=190uF, ESR=0.5mΩ, ESL=100pH. The output impedance Rdroop was set
to 5mΩ (i.e. if the load current were 10A, the output voltage would be equal to 1.45V).
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For the analog linear voltage-mode controller, the load-line regulation loop was designed as
illustrated in Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21

Analog linear controller with load line regulation for simulation comparison

The inductor current filter LPFiL is a second-order low-pass filter with corner frequency equal
to 50kHz. The transfer function Hcon(s) of the analog type-III compensator was designed to have a
bandwidth of 71kHz and a phase margin of 42º.
Figure 5.22 illustrates the simulated digital charge balance response of a Buck converter
undergoing a 0AÆ10A load step in comparison to the aforementioned analog controller
response.
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Figure 5.22

Simulated response to a 0AÆ10A load current step change (top: load current
and inductor current, bottom: output voltage)

It is illustrated that when the inductor current equals the new load current, for the first time,
that vo>Vo2, thus Case #2 occurs. The charge balance controller removes the additional charge
from the capacitor in order to allow the output voltage to reach its new steady state output voltage
within 5us. In contrast, the analog linearly-controlled converter requires approximately 22us to
reach the new output voltage level and 100us to stabilize.
It is also observed that the output voltage undershoots the new output voltage level (1.45V)
by only 5mV (55mV-50mV) when the converter is controlled by the charge balance controller. In
contrast, the output voltage undershoots the new voltage level by 70mV (120mV-50mV) when
the analog linear controller is employed.
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Figure 5.23 illustrates the simulated digital charge balance response of a Buck converter
undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step in comparison to the aforementioned analog controller
response.

Figure 5.23

Simulated response to a 10AÆ0A load current step change (top: load current
and inductor current, bottom: output voltage)

It is illustrated that when the inductor current equals the new load current, for the first time,
that vo>Vo2, thus Case #1 occurs. The proposed digital controller balances the capacitor charge
integrals such that the output voltage is able to reach its new steady state output voltage within
13us. In contrast, the analog linearly-controlled converter requires approximately 22us to reach
the new output voltage level and 100us to stabilize.
It is also observed that the output voltage overshoots the new voltage level by 122mV
(172mV-50mV) when the converter is controlled by the charge balance controller. In contrast, the
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output voltage overshoots the new voltage level by 156mV (206mV-50mV) when the analog
linear controller is employed.

5.8 Experimental Results
In this section, the digital charge balance controller is implemented with an FPGA and
applied to a synchronous Buck converter. First, the converter and controller parameters will be
discussed. Second, the charge balance controller’s response to fast load transients is presented
when load-line regulation is disabled and enabled.
5.8.1 Converter and Linear Controller Parameters
Identical to the simulated converter, the experimental prototype parameters were: Vin=12V,
Vo=1.5V, fsw=400kHz, Lo=1uH, Co=190uF, ESR=0.5mΩ, ESL=100pH. The equivalent output
impedance was set to Rdroop=5mΩ.
The voltage error ADC channel and the inductor current ADC channel each used 8-bit
conversion; the ADC conversion range VAD_ref was 0V-1V. The inductor current sensor gain was
10mV/A. The voltage error sensor gain was equal to 5V/V. In other words, the output of the
voltage error sensor was equal to verr_AD = 5·(vo - Vref) + 0.5.
During steady-state conditions, the digital controller regulated the output voltage using a
linear type-III compensator, as discussed in section 5.5.3. The compensator coefficients were
equated based on the digital approximation of an analog type-III compensator designed with a
bandwidth of 40 kHz and a phase margin of over 45°. The discrete transfer function of the
compensator/DPWM combination is expressed in (5.40).
1 15.28 11.50 ·
·
4 1 0.05174 ·

15.07 ·
0.7864 ·
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11.71 ·
0.1619 ·

(5.40)

As previously discussed, the DPWM utilizes a combination of a synchronous counter and an
asynchronous tapped delay line. Using this implementation, the DPWM can effectively convert
12-bit digital representations to modulated pulse widths. This is equivalent to a pulse width
resolution of approximately 0.6ns (or 0.024% of the switching period).
The ic zero cross-over predictor calculated the derivative every Tic_acq=160ns. Each derivative
calculation was based on averaged voltage error measurements made at a period of 40ns. As
mentioned in Section 5.5.7, by averaging voltage error measurements, the effect of quantization
noise is reduced. The monitoring period of the ic zero cross-over predictor is dynamic based on
the direction of the load current transient. For positive load transients, the monitoring period was
480ns (i.e. Nsamp = 2). For negative load transients, the monitoring period was 2.08us (i.e. Nsamp =
12). It is important that the monitoring interval concludes before the inductor current equals the
new load current. Therefore, the monitoring periods were designed based on the inductor current
slew rates and the minimum detectable load current transient magnitude. After the monitoring
period is concluded, the ic zero cross-over predictor predicts t1 with a resolution of Tic_clk = 10ns.
5.8.2 Charge Balance Controller Parameters
Based on (5.31) and (5.32), and assuming Vin_dig=1200, Vo_dig=150, ΔIo_max=12A and
fsysclk2=200MHz, the minimum number of bits required for the first stage of the accumulator
equals Nbit_acc1≥21. The minimum number of bits required for the second stage of the
accumulator, Nbit_acc2≥31. In the designed prototype, 32 bits were used for both stages of the
double accumulator along with load-line accumulators.
The controller was implemented on an Altera Cyclone II EP2C70F896C6 FPGA chip. The
chip is capable of utilizing over 70 000 logic elements; however, the charge balance controller
(including the ic zero cross-over predictor and the double accumulator blocks) only requires a
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total of 450 logic elements. As a reference point, the digital type III compensator and DPWM
require 450 logic elements to implement (not including its look-up tables). It is important to note
that multiplier, divider, square root or 2-dimensional LUTs are not required to implement the
digital charge balance controller.
To support the Altera FPGA, a Terasic DE2 development board was used, as shown in Figure
5.24. In order to improve signal integrity, the Buck converter was designed as a “daughter card”
which plugs directly into the DE2 expansion slot.

Figure 5.24

Experimental setup: “Daughter card” Buck converer used with DE2 development
board

5.8.3 Controller Response to Load Current Transient
In this subsection, the previously-defined converter and controller are subjected to rapid load
current transients to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller. Figure 5.25
illustrates the controller’s reaction to a 0AÆ11.5A load step (without load line regulation). For
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reference, the time instants t0-t3 were super-imposed on the scope display to better illustrate the
controller’s behavior.
Figure 5.26 illustrates the inductor current (measured from the analog inductor current filter
shown in Figure 5.7). For reference, the load current and time instants t0-t3 were super-imposed
on the graph.

Figure 5.25

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 0AÆ11.5A load step without
load line regulation (output voltage and phase voltage)
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Figure 5.26

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 0AÆ11.5A load step without
load line regulation (inductor current and load current)

As illustrated, the controller reacts to the load current transient with minimal delay by setting
the PWM signal high at time t0. The recovery time of the converter is only 4us (which is
consistent with the experimental results demonstrated by the analog charge balance controller).
It is noted that there exists an interval of time, following t3, in which the output voltage is
slightly below the reference voltage. This is due to the degraded performance of the linear digital
controller (in comparison to the linear analog controller used in Chapter 3). The bandwidth and
low-frequency gain of the digital controller was designed much lower than its analog counterpart
in order to prevent limit cycle oscillations (LCO) and to ensure the frequency response of the
controller was maintained after the bilinear transformation was performed.
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Figure 5.27 illustrates the digital signals of the controller during the positive load current step
transient. The digital signals were extracted during experimental tests using an embedded logic
analyser. For reference, time instants t0-t3 were superimposed on the graph.
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The control signals are effectively unitless. Figure 5.27 demonstrates the use of accumulator
2 to determine the switching instant t2 and the use of accumulator 3 to estimate the end of the
transient t3. As shown, all time instants are consistent with the expected values according to
Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.28 shows the controller’s reaction to an 11.5AÆ0A load current step change
(without the use of load-line regulation). Figure 5.29 illustrates the inductor current (measured
from the analog inductor current filter).

Figure 5.28

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 0AÆ11.5A load step without
load line regulation (output voltage and phase voltage)
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Figure 5.29

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 11.5AÆ0A load step without
load line regulation (inductor current and load current)

The converter is capable of recovering from the load current transient within 12us which is
consistent with the experimental results of the analog charge balance controller.
Figure 5.30 shows the experimentally-obtained digital signals of the controller during the
negative load current step transient.
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As shown, all time instants are consistent with the expected values according to Figure 5.28
and Figure 5.29.
Figure 5.31 illustrates the controller’s reaction to a 0AÆ11.5A load step (with load line
regulation). In other words, the steady-state output voltage will transition from 1.5V (at Io1=0A)
to approximately 1.44V (at Io2=11.5A). Figure 5.32 illustrates the inductor current (measured
from the analog inductor current filter).
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Figure 5.31

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 0AÆ11.5A load step (with load
line regulation)

Figure 5.32

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 0AÆ11.5A load step with load
line regulation (inductor current and load current)
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As is observed in Figure 5.31, Case #2 occurs for a 0AÆ11.5A load step. As shown, the
controller reacts to the positive load step by immediately setting the PWM signal high; however,
when the inductor current equals the new load current (at t1), additional charge must be removed
from output capacitor in order for the output voltage to decrease to its new steady-state value.
Thus, the PWM signal is set low until time instant t2 in order to remove additional charge from
the output capacitor in the fastest manner possible.
It is shown that the transition between the charge balance controller and the linear controller
is relatively smooth. This is facilitated by the load current information (measured at time instant
t1) being passed directly to the linear controller.
Figure 5.33 shows the experimentally-obtained outputs of accumulator 2 and accumulator 3
along with the outputs of the accumulators required for load-line regulation (Case #2).
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Since the output of accumulator 2 is less than that of the load line accumulator at time instant
t1, Case #2 is detected. Thus, additional charge must be removed from the capacitor and the
condition for Case #2 exists. The case 2 accumulator is used to determine the switching moment
t2. As shown, all time instants are consistent with the expected values according to Figure 5.31
and Figure 5.32.
Figure 5.34 illustrates the controller’s reaction to an 11.5AÆ0A load step (with load line
regulation). Figure 5.35 illustrates the inductor current (measured from the analog inductor
current filter).
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Figure 5.34

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 11.5AÆ0A load step (with load
line regulation)

Figure 5.35

Digital charge balance controller’s response to an 11.5AÆ0A load step with load
line regulation (inductor current and load current)
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As illustrated, the converter is capable of recovering from the unloading transient within
11us.
Figure 5.36 shows the experimentally-obtained digital signals of the controller during the
negative load current step transient with load line regulation.
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Since the output of accumulator 2 is greater than that of the load line accumulator at time
instant t1, Case #1 is detected. The PWM signal is set low until the output of accumulator 2 is less
than the output of the load line accumulator (at t2). As shown, all time instants are consistent with
the expected values according to Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.35.
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5.9 Conclusions
A digital charge balance controller was presented in this chapter. Similar to the analog charge
balance controller, the core block consists of a double accumulator to calculate the precise
switching moments in order to balance the capacitor charge integrals such that the load transient
recovery time is minimized.
This chapter demonstrated the advantage of using a mixed-signal load transient detection
method which allowed the digital controller to immediately react, regardless of the ADC
sampling period. By immediately reacting to the load transient, the digital charge balance
controller is capable of yielding results equal to that of its analog counterpart.
A capacitor current zero cross-over predictor was presented which is capable of calculating
the cross-over point through the acquisition of a set of voltage error samples following the load
transient. Unlike previously proposed methods, the predictor does not require knowledge of the
input voltage, output voltage, nominal inductor value or ADC gain to operate.
Through the addition of a couple of accumulators, the charge balance controller can be
modified for load-line regulation, an important criteria for modern voltage regulators. This
addition would be infeasible for the analog charge balance controller since it is necessary to
directly pass variables between the transient controller and the steady-state controller. It is
demonstrated that the transition between transient and steady-state conditions is relatively
smooth, even when load-line regulation is enabled.
The digital charge balance controller can beimplemented on an FPGA without the use of
multipliers, dividers or two-dimensional LUTs. The addition of the controller consumes a modest
450 Altera logic elements and can be transferred to low cost ASIC or CPLD implementations.
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Chapter 6
Digital Charge Balance Controller Combined with Auxiliary
Circuit
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 presented analog and digital charge balance controllers to improve
the transient response of a Buck converter to its virtually-optimal levels. However, it was
demonstrated in Chapter 4 that the unloading transient of a Buck converter (with low duty cycle
conversion) is of particular concern to power electronics designers since it typically results in
much larger voltage deviations than corresponding loading transients.
Thus, an auxiliary circuit and a related analog control strategy were presented in Chapter 4 to
further reduce the output voltage overshoot of a Buck converter undergoing an unloading
transient. While the output voltage overshoot was significantly reduced by the method proposed
in Chapter 4, no attempt was made to also minimize the settling time of the converter.
Figure 6.1 shows a simulated comparison of the unloading transient response of the digital
charge balance control method (presented Chapter 5) versus the auxiliary circuit and control
method (presented in Chapter 4). In this example, the converters are undergoing a rapid 10AÆ0A
unloading transient. The auxiliary circuit transfers approximately 25% of the load transient
magnitude to the Buck converter’s input (i.e. Gic_acq = 0.25). It is shown in Figure 6.1 that while
the addition of the auxiliary circuit significantly reduces the voltage overshoot caused by an
unloading transient, the settling time of the digital charge balance controller is far superior.
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Figure 6.1

Charge balance controller vs. Buck with auxiliary circuit (Gic_acq =0.25)
undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step change

It is shown in Figure 6.1 that while the voltage overshoot of the Buck converter with the
auxiliary circuit is reduced by 50% (compared to that of the charge balance controlled Buck
converter), the settling time is increased by 48% (compared to that of the charge balance
controlled Buck converter). Thus, it can be concluded that while the auxiliary circuit presented in
Chapter 4 can reduce the voltage overshoot caused by an unloading transient, the settling time can
be further improved.
Furthermore, it is noted that no extension for load-line regulation applications was presented
in Chapter 4. As was mentioned in Chapter 5, it is difficult to implement load-line regulation in
the analog domain when the linear control loop is broken during the transient interval. Digital
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control facilitates a smooth switch-over between modes because of its ability to measure, store,
and pass variables from one control block to another.
In this chapter, a digital charge balance controller is presented which utilizes the previouslyproposed auxiliary circuit to simultaneously reduce the voltage overshoot as well as balance the
capacitor charge integral regions appropriately for a Buck converter undergoing an unloading
transient.
As with controllers presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, the proposed controller is capable
of balancing the capacitor charge integral regions without the use of multipliers, dividers or twodimensional LUTs. This chapter will demonstrate that the combined digital controller and
auxiliary circuit is capable of yielding superior voltage overshoot and settling times over methods
previously-proposed in this thesis.
Section 6.2 will present the high-level operation of the proposed controller. Section 6.3 will
derive the necessary mathematical formulas defining the new digital charge balance control law.
Section 6.4 will discuss the hardware implementation and detailed operation of the proposed
controller. Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 will summarize simulation and experimental results
respectively.

6.2 Basic Concept of Operation
The basic concept of the proposed controller is to provide a charge balanced response when
the auxiliary circuit (previously presented in Chapter 4) is active. As previously presented,
without considering load-line regulation, the general concept of charge balance control is to
ensure that the net capacitor charge over the transient interval is zero at the same instant that the
inductor current equals its new steady-state value. This will ensure that the output voltage and
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inductor current equal their steady-state values instantaneously. However, since the auxiliary
circuit operation has a significant impact on the capacitor charge balance regions (Acharge &
Adischarge), the control law must be modified.
In particular the control law must: (a) determine the amplitude of the load transient and set
the appropriate auxiliary current level, (b) determine the appropriate duration of operation of the
auxiliary circuit and (c) calculate the switching intervals of the Buck converter. While solutions
to (a) and (b) were presented in Chapter 4, it was assumed in Chapter 4 that the Buck converter’s
PWM signal would be kept low only until the inductor current equaled the new load current.
Referring to Figure 6.1, it is observed that the settling time of the “Chapter 4 waveform” could be
significantly decreased had the Buck converter’s PWM signal remained low following the deactivation of the auxiliary circuit.
However, the question remains: How long should the Buck converter’s PWM signal be kept
low? In order to address this question, a new charge balance control law is derived in this chapter.
The control law is capable of compensating for the auxiliary circuit operation, as well as
providing load-line regulation.
The operation of the proposed method will be described without and with the use of load-line
regulation.
6.2.1 Operation without Load-Line Regulation
Figure 6.2 illustrates the proposed controller’s reaction to a rapid unloading transient without
load-line regulation.
It should be noted that the auxiliary circuit and controller was designed exclusively for
unloading transient conditions. As previously mentioned in Chapter 4, for low-duty cycle
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conversion Buck converters (e.g. 12VDCÆ1.5VDC), the unloading transient is typically much
larger than the corresponding undershoot. For high duty

cycle applications (e.g.

5VDCÆ3.3VDC), the proposed circuit and controller may be used with some modification.

Figure 6.2

Proposed controller reacting to an unloading transient (without load-line
regulation)

The high-level operation can be described in 5 steps:
1. The converter is controlled by a linear voltage-mode control scheme during steadystate conditions.
2. Immediately following an unloading transient, the controller will set the Buck
converter’s PWM signal low and set the auxiliary circuit’s PWM signal high.
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3. The controller will estimate the magnitude of the unloading transient |ΔIo| and set the
peak auxiliary current Iaux_peak to an appropriate level based on |ΔIo|. At this point, the
auxiliary circuit will begin switching operation in the same manner as was presented
in Chapter 4.
4. At the moment that the inductor current iL first equals the new load current Io2, the
auxiliary circuit will be deactivated. However, the Buck converter’s PWM signal will
continue to remain low.
5. The Buck converter’s PWM signal will be set high at t2 causing the inductor current
to increase toward Io2. t2 should be such that the net capacitor charge is equal to zero
at the exact moment that the inductor current equals the new load current for a second
time. In other words, referring to Figure 6.2, Acharge1 = Adischarge1+ Adischarge2 when iL =
Io2 at tend. This will ensure that the output voltage and the inductor current equal their
respective steady-state values simultaneously at tend. This step is the key difference
between the proposed digital controller and the analog controller previously proposed
in Chapter 4.
As noted, the auxiliary circuit is de-activated at the moment iL first equals Io2. This is
consistent with the operation described in Chapter 4. This criteria was chosen since it simplifies
the charge balance analysis given that the capacitor current is zero at this instant. However, as
will be discussed, this criterion is not always used when load-line regulation is employed.
6.2.2 Operation with Load-Line Regulation
In Chapter 5, two load-line regulation cases were described. Case #1 occurs when the initial
voltage deviation magnitude is larger than the allowed steady-state voltage change (determined
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by the droop resistance). In this chapter, it will be assumed that Case #1 always occurs, as is
expressed in the following relation (6.1).

|

|·

(6.1)

The assumption that Case #1 will always occur for an unloading transient is reasonable since
the auxiliary current is controlled based on the estimated unloading transient magnitude and the
maximum allowable voltage peak. Typically, the maximum allowable voltage peak is higher than
the upper level of the load-line regulation window. Thus, the average auxiliary current Iaux_avg
should be chosen such that the voltage overshoot is equal to at least the upper-bound of the
voltage window; otherwise, larger auxiliary current levels would be used than is required to
adhere to transient performance criteria.
Although the elimination of Case #2 does simplify the analysis, two additional cases must
still be addressed when charge balance control, the auxiliary circuit and load-line regulation are
employed. To avoid confusion, these two cases will be labeled Case #1a and Case #1b.
Case #1a (vo > Vo2 when iL = Io2)
Case #1a is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3

Controller reaction to an unloading transient with load-line regulation (Case #1a)

As shown, after the moment that iL first equals Io2 (t≥tiL), additional charge must be removed
from the capacitor such that the output voltage can decrease to its new steady-voltage Vo2.
Therefore, the PWM control signal will remain low until t2. t2 is such that the charge balance
equation (6.2) is true.

(6.2)
·

The method to determine t2 will be discussed in Section 6.3.1.
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·

Case #1b (vo = Vo2 before iL = Io2)
Case #1b is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4

Controller reaction to an unloading transient with load-line regulation (Case #1b)

As shown, during Case #1b, the output voltage vo equals its new steady-state voltage Vo2
before iL equals Io2. In this case, the auxiliary circuit will be de-activated prior to iL equalling Io2
(at taux_dis). taux_dis will be such that equation (6.3) is satisfied. The Buck converter’s PWM signal
will be held low until the inductor current equals the new load current (at tiL).
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_

(6.3)
·

·

_

In this case, the transient interval will end when iL=Io2 (at tend).
The charge balance equations for the combined digital charge balance controller and auxiliary
circuit are presented in the following section.

6.3 Mathematical Analysis of Charge Balance Controller with Auxiliary
Circuit
This section will derive the charge balance equations necessary to use a digital double
accumulator to appropriately balance the capacitor charge regions such that a Buck converter,
with the proposed auxiliary circuit, will recover from an unloading transient with decreased
settling time. The charge balance equations are presented without and with load-line regulation
employed.
6.3.1 Without Load-Line Regulation
Referring to Figure 6.2, it is noted that there is one positive integral area of capacitor current
Acharge1 and two negative integral areas of capacitor current Adischarge1 and Adischarge2. The capacitor
charge area Acharge1 can be derived in the same manner as demonstrated in Chapter 3 (3.21), as
shown in (6.4).

(6.4)
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m2 is the falling slew rate of the inductor current iL. t1 represents the first moment that the
capacitor current ic equals zero (i.e. when iL-Iaux_avg=Io2).
Referring to Figure 6.2, it is shown that the auxiliary circuit is de-activated when the inductor
current equals the new load current (at tiL). It is assumed that when the auxiliary circuit is deactivated, that the auxiliary current iaux decreases to zero in negligible time. This is a fair
assumption since the falling iaux slew rate is much faster than the falling iL slew rate.
The ripple of the auxiliary current is neglected since the high frequency auxiliary switching
causes the ripple’s effect to be neutralized.
With the above assumptions, Adischarge1 is calculated in (6.5).

(6.5)

Adischarge2 can be derived in an identical method as was presented in Chapter 3. It is expressed
in (6.6).
·

(6.6)

m1 is the rising slew rate of the inductor current iL. In order to ensure that vo and iL equal their
respective steady-state values simultaneously, the net capacitor charge over the transient period
must equal zero, as expressed in (6.7).
0
·
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(6.7)
0

By dividing both sides of (6.7) by the constant m2 and substituting the known values for m1
and m2, equation (6.8) is created.

0

(6.8)

By simplifying (6.8) and multiplying both sides by (Vin-Vo), equation (6.9) is derived.
·

·

·

0

(6.9)

Therefore, by using (6.9), it is possible to determine the moment that the Buck converter’s
PWM control signal should be set high (at t2), by use of a double accumulator, as shown in Figure
6.5.

Figure 6.5

Digital double accumulator to determine t2 without load-line regulation
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It is noted that accumulator 1 is reset at t1 and tiL. This is due to the fact that only one
accumulator is used for the first stage of accumulation. As shown, when the output of
accumulator 2 returns to zero, t2 is determined and the Buck converter’s PWM signal is set high.
6.3.2 With Load-Line Regulation
This subsection will be divided into Case #1a and Case #1b, as previously described in
Section 6.2.2.
Case #1a (vo > Vo2 when iL = Io2)
The capacitor charge regions for Case #1a are illustrated in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6

Capacitor charge regions for load-line regulation (Case #1a)

As shown, an additional time instant tmid has been identified in Figure 6.6. tmid will be used in
the charge balance calculation and occurs when (6.10) is true.
1
·
2

(6.10)

As shown, tmid bisects time instants t1 and tiL. The use of tmid will be discussed in the
following sub-section. The method of detecting tmid will be discussed in Section 6.4.5.
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The charge balance equation can be obtained by modifying (6.9) in the same manner that the
Case #1 load-line regulation charge balance equation was derived in Chapter 5, as expressed in
(6.11).
·

·

·
(6.11)

·

·

·

As expressed, the output of an additional accumulator (the load-line accumulator) is
compared with the output of the double accumulator to determine t2.
Since tmid bisects time instances t1 and tiL and the input of the load-line accumulator is a
constant, the final value of the load-line accumulator is obtained at time instant tmid, as expressed
in (6.12).

(6.12)
2·

By substituting (6.12) into (6.11), (6.13) is derived.
·

·

·
(6.13)

·

·

·

2·

Thus, Figure 6.7 illustrates the operation of a digital double accumulator to calculate the
switching instant t2.
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Figure 6.7

Digital double accumulator to determine t2 with load-line regulation (Case #1a)

As shown, t2 is detected when the output of accumulator 2 is less than that of the load-line
accumulator. It is shown that the final value of the load-line accumulator is determined at tmid
(not tiL); this is important in cases when the load-line information is required before iL equals Io2,
as is the situation when Case #1b occurs.
Case #1b (vo = Vo2 before iL = Io2)
Figure 6.8 closely examines the controller’s operation from t1 to tend (for Case #1b).
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Figure 6.8

Capacitor charge areas for Case #1b

It is shown that, for Case #1b, the moment the auxiliary circuit is de-activated taux_dis occurs
before tiL to allow charge area Acharge2 to charge the output capacitor.
In order to understand the charge balance equation for Acharge2, it is beneficial to make the
following geometrical observations:
1. As previously mentioned, tmid bisects t1 and tiL=tend
2. When t=tmid, iL-Io2=Io2+Iaux_avg
3. If taux_dis=tmid, then Adischarge1=Acharge2. If taux_dis≥tmid, then Adischarge1≥Acharge2.
4. Therefore, if taux_dis≥tmid, then vo(t1)≥vo(tend)
Since the condition of Case #1 occurs when vo(t1)≥vo(tend), it will be assumed that the
auxiliary circuit will be de-activated (at taux_dis) after tmid.
As mentioned in observation 2, if the auxiliary circuit were de-activated at tmid, the capacitor
current (iL-Io2) would equal Io2+Iaux_avg, which can also be expressed in terms of the falling
inductor slew rate, as shown in (6.14).
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(6.14)

It is noted in observation 3, that Acharge2=Adischarge1, if taux_dis=tmid. Following tmid, the charge
area Acharge2 begins to decrease as the inductor current approaches the new load current at a slew
rate of m2. Thus, Acharge2 is expressed in (6.15).
_

_

·

(6.15)

The second integration term represents the integration of Io2-(iL-Iaux_avg) from tmid to taux_dis (see
Figure 6.8). By substituting (6.5) into (6.15), (6.16) is derived.
_

_

·

(6.16)

By substituting (6.14) into (6.15), (6.17) is derived.
_

_

(6.17)

By substituting (6.4), (6.5) and (6.17) into (6.3), the charge balance equation for Case #1b is
expressed in (6.18).
·

·

_

(6.18)
_

_

·

·

The right side of equation (6.18) is modified, as expressed in (6.19), to calculate the load-line
regulation charge value by tmid in the same manner as was described in (6.13).
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_

_

_

(6.19)
·

·

2·

Equation (6.19) can be simplified by first dividing both sides by m2. The equation can be
further simplified by first recognizing the integral relationship expressed in (6.20).
_

_

_

(6.20)

By substituting (6.20) into (6.19), (6.21) is derived.
_

_

_

_

(6.21)
·

·

2·

By collecting like terms and simplifying, the final digital charge balance formula (with
auxiliary circuitry and load-line regulation) is derived in (6.22).
_

2·

·

·

2·

(6.22)

Therefore, taux_dis can be determined through the use of a double accumulator, as shown in
Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.9

Digital double accumulator to determine taux_dis with load-line regulation (Case
#1b)

After tmid, the output of accumulator 2 will decrease linearly until it is less than that of the
load-line accumulator. At this point, taux_dis is determined and the auxiliary circuit is de-activated,
as shown in Figure 6.8.
Digital Double Accumulator for All Cases
In order to minimize the digital gate count of the controller, it is beneficial to design one
double accumulator that can be used for Case #1a, Case #1b and cases without load-line
regulation. In order to achieve this, charge balance equation (6.22) can be modified by
multiplying both sides by (Vin-Vo), as expressed in (6.23).
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·

_

·

2·

(6.23)
·

·

·

2·

By utilizing the combination of (6.13) and (6.23), one double accumulator can be used for all
cases, as shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10

Single double accumulator for all possible cases

As shown, if the output of accumulator 2 decreases below that of the load-line accumulator
before tiL, Case #1b is detected and the auxiliary circuit is de-activated, at time taux_dis.
If tiL occurs before the output of accumulator 2 decreases below the output of the load-line
accumulator, the auxiliary circuit is de-activated at tiL, as shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. In
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these cases, the Buck converter’s PWM signal will remain low until the output of accumulator 2
decreases below the load-line accumulator’s output at time t2.

6.4 Implementation and Detailed Operation of Digital Charge Balance
Controller with Auxiliary Circuit
This section will outline the method of implementation and the detailed operation of the
digital charge balance controller with the auxiliary circuit.
6.4.1 System-Level Mixed Signal Blocks
The high-level system diagram of the digital charge balance controller with auxiliary circuit
for a synchronous Buck converter is illustrated in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11

System-level block diagram of digitally-implemented charge balance controller
with auxiliary circuit

The analog inductor current sensor and the analog voltage error sensor are identical to the
circuits described in Section 5.5.1. As shown, a trans-impedance amplifier configuration
(previously mentioned in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5) is used to detect the unloading transient.
It is shown that an analog comparator is used to detect the peak auxiliary current Iaux_peak. The
detection signal is used by the digital controller. The mixed-signal implementation is necessary
due to the high slew rate of the auxiliary current. The reference of the analog comparator is fed by
a 4-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC), which is controlled by the FPGA. The DAC is
composed of a simple weighted summer configuration, as shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12

4-Bit DAC for peak current-mode control of auxiliary circuit

The peak auxiliary current Iaux_peak is controlled by the 4-bit DAC, as expressed in (6.24).

_

_

·

· 8·

4·
·

2·

(6.24)

D0-D3 represent the digital inputs of the DAC. VDA_ref equals the DAC’s reference voltage. kDA
represents the gain of the DAC. Rsens, R2a and R1a set the gain of the auxiliary current sensor,
shown in Figure 6.11.
6.4.2 Controller-Level Digital Blocks
As shown in Figure 6.13, the block diagram of the proposed digital controller is very similar
to the block diagram illustrated in Section 5.5.2.
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auxEnable
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auxPWM

Controller-level block diagram of digital charge balance controller with auxiliary
circuit control

6.4.3 Type-III Compensator and Digital Pulse Width Modulator (DPWM)
The type-III compensator and DPWM are identical to those presented in Section 5.5.3, with
one small exception. As shown in Figure 6.13, the type-III compensator has an input for the
auxiliary peak current used. This information is required during an unloading transient when
load-line regulation is employed. When the capacitor current equals zero (at t1), the type-III
compensator will acquire the inductor current for future load-line regulation use. This is
consistent with the operation presented in Chapter 5. However, unlike in Chapter 5, the inductor
current will not equal the load current at t1, but rather will equal Io2+Iaux_avg. Thus, the Iaux_peak
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information is used to subtract the appropriate current from the measured inductor current value.
This information will then be used for load-line regulation following the end of the transient.
6.4.4 Double Accumulator
The digital double accumulator is similar to the circuit described in Chapter 5. Figure 6.14
illustrates a simplified block diagram of the double accumulator used for charge balance control
and activation/deactivation of the auxiliary circuit.

Figure 6.14

Block diagram of double accumulator for charge balance control and auxiliary
control

It is shown that timing information pertaining to t1, tmid and tiL is required in order for the
double accumulator to determine taux_dis, t2 and tend. As shown in Figure 6.13, t1, tmid and tiL are
determined by the capacitor current zero cross-over predictor.
6.4.5 Capacitor Current Zero Cross-Over Predictor
The capacitor current zero cross-over predictor performs two major functions: a) estimate the
unloading transient magnitude at the beginning of the transient and set the peak auxiliary current
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Iaux_peak to an appropriate level, b) predict the capacitor current zero cross-over point t1, the midpoint time tmid and the instant the inductor current equals the new load current tiL.
Figure 6.15 illustrates the simplified block diagram of a digital circuit which estimates the
load current transient and sets Iaux_peak.
<
D[NADC..0]
<

enable
D[NADC..0]

<

Figure 6.15

Q[NADC..0]

A[NADC..0]

|A-B|

B[NADC..0]
Q[NADC..0]

[NADC..0]

LUT

0

A[NADC..0]

1
sysClk1

out[NDAC..0]

enable

Digital circuit to estimate load transient magnitude and set peak auxiliary current

Max[NADC..0] equals the maximum input of the LUT. The input of the LUT is held to max
until the sampling interval is concluded. This will ensure that the auxiliary switch remains on for
the duration of the sampling interval. As shown in Figure 6.16, tsamp1 and tsamp2 occur shortly after
the beginning of the unloading transient t0.
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Figure 6.16

Output voltage sampling to estimate unloading transient magnitude

Two output voltage samples are acquired at an interval of Tsamp and subtracted from each
other to yield a digital representation of Δvo_samp which is fed into a one-dimensional lookup-table
(LUT). The LUT outputs a pre-programmed peak auxiliary current which is dependent on the
estimated load transient. In order to estimate the load current transient from voltage samples,
equation (6.25) is used..

∆

·

∆

_

1

·

1

·

2

1

2·

0

(6.25)

It is important to note that Iaux_peak is not equivalent to Iaux_avg. The relationship between
Iaux_peak and Iaux_avg is re-iterated in (6.26).
·
_

_

2·
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_

(6.26)

Using (6.24)-(6.26), the one-dimensional LUT can be programmed to output appropriate
values of Iaux_peak based on the unloading transient magnitude and the converter’s transient
performance criteria. It should be noted that in this digital implementation, the relationship
between Iaux_avg and ΔIo does not need to be linear; this feature allows for greater design
flexibility.
The prediction of the capacitor current zero-crossover point t1 is performed in an identical
manner as presented in Section 5.5.5. However, in this case, the output voltage sampling period is
set equal to the auxiliary switching period. The sampling operation is also synchronized at the
beginning of the transient such that samples are acquired approximately mid-way during Taux_off.
In this manner, it is possible to mitigate the effects caused by high-frequency output voltage
spikes.
It is required that the ic zero cross-over predictor be capable of predicting tmid and tiL. This is
accomplished by shifting the calculated ic magnitude by a value proportional to Iaux_avg. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17

Prediction of t1, tmid and tiL by capacitor current zero cross-over predictor

As shown in Figure 6.17, it is possible to predict tmid and tiL since the value of Iaux_avg is known
by the controller. In order to detect tmid and tiL, the ic zero cross-over predictor, previously shown
in Figure 5.15, is modified, as shown in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18

Modified ic cross-over predictor to predict tiL and tmid

As previously mentioned, the ic zero cross-over predictor is similar to the block diagram
presented in Chapter 5. However, it is shown that an LUT outputs to an adder and a bit shifter in
series with an adder. This provides the appropriate offsets to determine tiL and tmid. The LUT will
output a digital representation that is proportional to Iaux_peak, based on equation (6.27).
_

_

_

_

·

·

_

_

·

·2
_

·

_

(6.27)

Nsamp equals the number of voltage derivative samples acquired to estimate the capacitor
current, as previously defined in Chapter 5. Tic_acq and Tic_clk equal the sampling period and the
clock period of the ic zero cross-over predictor respectively. In the experimental prototype, Tic_acq
and Tic_clk equaled 500ns and 62.5ns respectively. Gverr equals the gain of the analog voltage error
sensor and VAD_ref equals the conversion range of the ADC. It is noted that, unlike the ic zero
cross-over predictor in Chapter 5, the gain of the ADC and the voltage error sensor is required in
order to normalize Iaux_avg to the digital representation of the capacitor current.
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6.4.6 Digital Auxiliary Circuit Controller
The high-level concept of the digital auxiliary circuit controller is relatively simple. The
auxiliary circuit is controlled by a peak current-mode, constant off-time control scheme, similar
to the controller presented in Chapter 4. The auxiliary MOSFET Qaux is turned-off when the
auxiliary current reaches Iaux_peak and turned on after a fixed, time interval Taux_off.
A potential problem occurs due to the fact that Iaux_peak will be asynchronous to the digital
clock of the controller. Therefore, when using a digital counter to determine Taux_off, the off-time
can vary by as much as the system clock period. The auxiliary current’s falling slew rate is very
fast; thus, small variances in Taux_off can result in large variances in auxiliary current levels and
switching frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19

Varying auxiliary current levels and switching frequencies due to varying Taux_off

The varying Taux_off is due to the fact that the moment the analog comparator determines
iauxpeak may not necessarily coincide with system clock’s (sysClk2) rising edge. Thus, the
clocked ending of Taux_off will not exactly equal the designed off-period.
In order to rectify this problem, a double delay line/synchronous clock architecture is
proposed to calculate Taux_off. The concept of the proposed architecture is to measure the
difference between the occurrence of iauxpeak and the next system clock positive edge by an
asynchronous ripple delay line (Tclk_diff). The difference is passed to an identical delay line for
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future use. After a specified time period Taux_off_clk, determined by a synchronous counter, the
second delay line is activated and the ripple propagates through the line. The result is a constant
off-time Taux_off equal to Taux_off_clk + Tdelayline (where Tdelayline equals the total delay of the delay line)
with accuracy equal to the delay of one cell in the delay line. The timing diagram and the circuit
diagram of the architecture are illustrated in Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 respectively.

Figure 6.20

Timing diagram of proposed double delay-line/clock architecture
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Figure 6.21

Double delay line/synchronous clock architecture to produce constant off-time
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Referring to Figure 6.21, the analog comparator passes the asynchronous digital signal
iAuxPeak to the double delay line. At this point, a “1” will begin to ripple through the carry lines
of the adder delay circuit. When the system clock sysClk2 transitions high, the state of the first
delay line will be sampled and passed to the second delay line. At this point, the synchronous
counter will begin to increment. When the synchronous counter equals the digital representation
of Taux_off, the “1” will ripple down the second delay circuit. When the final delay element in the
second delay line transitions high, auxCtl will go high, causing the counter to reset and causing
Qaux to conduct.
Full adder blocks were used to construct the two delay lines due to the cell architecture of the
Cyclone II FPGA utilized.
It is important to ensure that total line delay Tdelay is greater than the system clock period.
6.4.7 Operation of Digital Charge Balance Controller with Auxiliary Circuit
Previous sections provide the detailed implementation of the subsystems of the controller.
This section summarizes the operation of the charge balance controller with the proposed
auxiliary circuit. The operation of the controller can be summarized in eight steps.
Step 1 (t=t0)
Following an unloading transient, the output of the analog load transient detector will rapidly
exceed the transient threshold causing negDetect (see Figure 6.13) to output high. This will cause
the controller to immediately enter transient mode. The linear controller integration will be frozen
and the charge balance controller will take control of the converter.
The PWM signal of the Buck converter will be initially set low and the PWM signal of the
auxiliary circuit will be initially set high.
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As shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.14, the output of accumulator 1 will begin to increase
linearly with a slope of kacc·(Vin-Vo) and the output of accumulator 2 will begin to increase
exponentially. If load-line regulation is required, the load-line accumulator will begin to increase
linearly with a slope of kacc2·Rdroop·Co·(Vin-Vo).
Step 2 (tsamp1≤t≤tsamp2)
As shown in Figure 6.16, two output voltage samples are acquired at tsamp1 and tsamp2 to
estimate the load transient magnitude. Using this information and equations (6.24)-(6.25), an
appropriate value of Iaux_peak is selected from an LUT. The digital value Iaux_peak is passed to the
system’s DAC and the ic cross-over predictor. At tsamp2, the auxiliary circuit will begin switching
operation based on the peak-current, constant off-time controller.
Step 3 (t=t1)
The capacitor current crosses zero for the first time at t1. This moment is detected by the ic
zero cross-over predictor, as shown in Figure 6.17.
Referring to Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.14, at t1, accumulator 1 is reset to zero. The input of
accumulator 1 is set to 2·(Vin_dig-Vo_dig) and the enable input of accumulator 2 is set low. Thus, the
output of accumulator 1 will begin to increase at a rate of 2·kacc·(Vin_dig-Vo_dig) and the output of
accumulator 2 will remain constant.
The channel select of the ADC is set to the inductor current sensor at this point, and a sample
of the inductor current is taken and passed to the linear controller. This is implemented in the
same manner as Chapter 5; the capacitor current zero cross-over sensor determines t1 and
switches the A/D channel (see Figure 5.16). Since at t1, the inductor current equals Io2+Iaux_avg, the
value is adjusted accordingly based on the selected value of Iaux_peak to calculate Io2.
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Referring to Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.14, the input of the load-line accumulator is switched
to 2·kacc·Rdroop·Co·(Vin_dig-Vo_dig) at t1.
Step 4 (t=tmid)
When the ic zero cross-over predictor indicates t=tmid, it is known that iL-Io2=½·Iaux_avg.
Referring to Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.14, at t=tmid, the enable input of accumulator 1 is set low
and the enable input of accumulator 2 is set high. Accumulator 2 is set to decrement mode
causing its output to decrease at a linear rate equal to kacc·Acc1(tmid) (where Acc1(tmid) equals the
output of accumulator 1 at t=tmid).
As shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.14, the enable input of the load-line accumulator is set
low at tmid, causing its input to remain constant following tmid.
Step 5 (t=taux_dis) (Case #1b only)
As shown in Figure 6.10, if the output of accumulator 2 decreases below that of the load-line
accumulator before the inductor current equals the new load current (at tiL) then Case #1b is
detected. If this occurs, the auxiliary circuit is de-activated at this moment (t=taux_dis), as shown in
Figure 6.8. The PWM signal of the Buck converter continues to be held low.
Step 6 (t=tiL)
When the inductor current equals the new load current for the first time, t=tiL.
If Case #1b was previously detected, this moment signifies the end of the load transient and
the linear controller re-takes control of the Buck converter.
If Case #1b was not previously detected, accumulator 1 is cleared and its input is switched to
(Vin_dig). This causes accumulator 1’s output to increase at a rate of kacc·Vin_dig and the output of
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accumulator 2 to decrease at an exponential rate. As shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, the
auxiliary circuit is de-activated and the PWM control signal is held low following tiL.
In order to track the capacitor current following tiL, accumulator 3, (previously introduced in
Chapter 5), is enabled and increments with a linear slope of kacc·Vo_dig.
Step 7 (t=t2) (No Load-Line Regulation Case or Case #1a)
When the output of accumulator 2 decreases below that of the load-line accumulator (at t2),
the PWM signal of the Buck converter is switched high and the inductor current begins to
increase toward the new load current, as shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.
Accumulator 3 is set to decrement mode and its input is set to Vin_dig-Vo_dig.
Step 8 (t=tend)
When the inductor current equals the new load current (for Case #1b) or Accumulator 3
returns to zero (for no load-line or Case #1a), it is determined that the transient is over. The linear
controller is unfrozen and retakes control of the Buck converter. The counter of the DPWM is set
to half of Toff_pwm to mitigate switch-over effects.

6.5 Simulation Results of Charge Balance Controller with Auxiliary Circuit
The following simulations were conducted under the ideal case, without considering timing
delays, digital quantization effects, etc. The purpose of the following simulations was to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the charge balance controller with the auxiliary circuit over (1) a
linear analog controller, (2) the charge balance controller alone and (3) the proposed auxiliary
circuit (without charge balance control).
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The parameters of the simulated Buck converter were as follows: Vin=12V, Vo=1.5V,
fsw=400kHz, Lo=1uH, Co=190uF, ESR=0.5mΩ, ESL=100pH. The auxiliary circuit parameters
were: Laux=100nH, RL_aux=0.3mΩ, faux≈2MHz.
Figure 6.22 shows the simulated comparison of a voltage-mode controlled converter, a charge
balance controlled converter (without auxiliary circuit), a converter with the auxiliary circuit
(without charge balance control) and the proposed digital charge balance controller with auxiliary
circuit undergoing a 10AÆ0A load step. In this case, the auxiliary circuit sets Iaux_avg to
approximately 3.8A.

Figure 6.22

Simulated response to a 10AÆ0A load current step change (Iaux_avg = 3.8A)

It is illustrated that the voltage deviation magnitude and the settling time is improved
significantly over previously-proposed solutions. The Buck converter with the proposed
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controller and auxiliary circuit has an output voltage overshoot of 65mV and a settling time of
9us.
The transient response was simulated with load-line regulation. The output impedance Rdroop
was set to 5mΩ. Figure 6.23 illustrates a simulated comparison between a voltage-mode
controlled converter, a charge balance controlled Buck converter (without auxiliary circuit) and
the proposed digital charge balance controller with auxiliary circuit. It is noted that the proposed
Buck converter with auxiliary circuit (presented in Chapter 4) cannot operate under load-line
regulation. Each converter undergoes a 10AÆ0A load step transient.

Figure 6.23

Simulated response to a 10AÆ0A load current step change with load line
regulation (Iaux_avg = 3.8A)

It is illustrated that the voltage deviation magnitude and the settling time is improved
significantly over previously-proposed solutions. The Buck converter with the proposed
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controller and auxiliary circuit has an output voltage over shoot of 18 mV (68mV-50mV) over the
new steady-state voltage (68mV over the original steady-state voltage) and a settling time of 7us.

6.6 Experimental Results
Identical to the simulated converter, the experimental prototype parameters were: Vin=12V,
Vo=1.5V, fsw=400kHz, Lo=1uH, Co=190uF, ESR=0.5mΩ, ESL=100pH. The auxiliary circuit
parameters were: Laux=100nH, RL_aux=0.3mΩ, faux≈2MHz. The equivalent output impedance was
set to Rdroop=5mΩ.
The digital controller parameters (linear compensator transfer function, DPWM resolution,
and double accumulator size) are identical to the parameters presented in Chapter 5. However,
one important exception is that the capacitor current acquisition period is set equal to the
auxiliary switching period (i.e. Tic_acq=500ns). The monitoring period of the ic zero cross-over
predictor was 2us (i.e. Nsamp=3).
Figure 6.24 illustrates the controller’s reaction to an 11.5AÆ0A load step (without load line
regulation). For this unloading magnitude, the auxiliary current was set to approximately
Iaux_avg=3.5A. For reference, the time instants t0-tend were super-imposed on the scope display to
better illustrate the controller’s behavior.
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Figure 6.24

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 11.5AÆ0A load step without
load line regulation (output voltage, auxiliary current and phase voltage)

As shown, the converter is capable of recovering from the load transient within 9us with a
voltage overshoot of 70mV.
Figure 6.25 illustrates the inductor current (measured from the analog inductor current filter)
and the auxiliary current. For reference, the load current and time instants t0-tend were superimposed on the graph.
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Figure 6.25

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 11.5AÆ0A load step without
load line regulation (inductor current and auxiliary current)

As shown in Figure 6.25, the auxiliary circuit is de-activated when the inductor current first
equals the new load current (at tiL). However, the Buck converter’s PWM signal is kept low until
t2 is determined. This is to allow additional charge to be removed from the output capacitor such
that the output voltage equals the reference voltage at the exact moment that the inductor current
equals its new steady-state value.
Figure 6.26 illustrates the digital signals of the controller during the unloading transient. The
digital signals were extracted during experimental tests using an embedded logic analyser. For
reference, time instants t0-tend were superimposed on the graph.
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Figure 6.27 illustrates the controller’s reaction to a 17.5AÆ0A load step (without load line
regulation). For this unloading transient magnitude, the auxiliary current was set to approximately
Iaux_avg=8A. For reference, the time instants t0-tend were super-imposed on the scope display to
better illustrate the controller’s behavior.
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Figure 6.27

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 17.5AÆ0A load step without
load line regulation (output voltage, auxiliary current and phase voltage)

As shown, the converter is capable of recovering from the load transient within 11.5us with a
voltage overshoot of 135mV.
Figure 6.28 illustrates the inductor current (measured from the analog inductor current filter)
and the auxiliary current. For reference, the load current and time instants t0-tend were superimposed on the graph.
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Figure 6.28

Digital charge balance controller’s response to a 17.5AÆ0A load step without
load line regulation (inductor current and auxiliary current)

As shown in Figure 6.28, the auxiliary circuit is de-activated when the inductor current first
equals the new load current (at tiL). However, the Buck converter`s PWM signal is kept low until
t2 is determined. This is to allow additional charge to be removed from the output capacitor such
that the output voltage equals the reference voltage at the exact moment that the inductor current
equals its new steady-state value.
Figure 6.29 illustrates the digital signals of the controller during the unloading transient. For
reference, time instants t0-tend were superimposed on the graph.
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Figure 6.30 illustrates the controller’s reaction to an 11.5AÆ0A load step (with load line
regulation). Figure 6.31 illustrates the inductor current (measured from the analog inductor
current filter).
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Figure 6.30

Digital charge balance controller’s response to an 11.5AÆ0A load step with load
line regulation (output voltage, auxiliary current, phase voltage)

Figure 6.31

Digital charge balance controller’s response to an 11.5AÆ0A load step with load
line regulation (inductor current and auxiliary current)
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As illustrated, case #1b occurs and the auxiliary circuit is deactivated before tiL. This results
in a smooth transition as the output voltage equals its new steady-state value at the exact moment
that the inductor current equals the new load current. The converter is able to recover from the
unloading step within 6us and with only a 10mV (70mV-60mV) overshoot beyond the final
steady-state voltage.
Figure 6.32 shows the experimentally-obtained digital signals of the controller during the
negative load current step transient with load line regulation.
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Since the output of accumulator 2 is less than that of the load line accumulator before tiL
Case #1b is detected and the auxiliary current is deactivated at taux_dis to allow the capacitor charge
areas to appropriately balance by time tiL.

6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter a novel digital control charge balance method is described capable of reducing
the voltage overshoot of a Buck converter (through the use of an auxiliary circuit) and
implementing load line regulation. As in the Chapter 5, the proposed digital controller does not
require multipliers, dividers or two-dimensional LUTs, significantly reducing the IC real-estate
required.
Similar to the analog method presented in Chapter 4, the use of the auxiliary circuit
significantly reduces the voltage overshoot (due to an unloading transient) beyond the physical
capabilities of the Buck converter alone. However, the proposed digital method possesses
fundamental improvements over the previously-proposed analog method:
First, the chosen auxiliary current can be set arbitrarily depending on the estimated unloading
transient magnitude; it does not need to be a linear relationship. This is beneficial since the
relationship between the voltage overshoot and the unloading magnitude is not linear.
Second, multiple analog low-pass filters are not required to estimate the capacitor current and
inductor current in real-time since the digital voltage sampling can be strategically timed to occur
midway between auxiliary switching instances.
Finally, it is shown that by implementing the charge balance principle with the auxiliary
circuit, that the settling time can be significantly improved over that of the analog method. In
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addition, is demonstrated that the controller can be extended to applications which require loadline regulation.
Simulation and experimental results demonstrate significant transient improvement over all
previous methods presented in this thesis. Both voltage deviation (62% improvement) and settling
time (31% improvement) are improved over that of the method proposed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis proposed several novel control methods and a topology modification to improve
the transient response of Buck converters undergoing a rapid load transition. Solutions have been
proposed in the analog and digital domain, each offering unique features/advantages. By utilizing
both the proposed control method and the proposed topology modification, significant transient
improvement can be realized for loading and unloading transients.
7.1.1 Analog Charge Balance Controller
The first contribution of this thesis is a controller which utilizes the principle of capacitor
charge balance to cause a Buck converter to recover from a load transient in virtually optimal
time. Unlike previously presented control methods, the analog controller does not require
multipliers, dividers or direct measurement of the capacitor current or load current. The controller
only requires relatively simple analog functions such as integration, voltage comparison, addition
and subtraction. An additional benefit of this controller over traditional linear controllers is a
transient response that can be predicted using closed-form equations. This allows for simplified
converter design.
Simulation and experimental results demonstrated a significant improvement (82% for
loading transients, 84% for unloading transients) in settling time performance over that of a linear
voltage-mode controller. The voltage undershoot during a loading transient was improved
significantly (76%) while the voltage overshoot during unloading transients did not demonstrate
any improvement using the charge balance controller.
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Thus, a topology modification is proposed in this thesis in Chapter 4 to improve the
unloading transient response of a Buck converter beyond its original limits.
The content of this chapter is subject to patent pending for U.S. patent no. 12/081578 and
Canadian patent number 2629235. The work has been published in the following IEEE journals
and conferences:
[1] E. Meyer, Z. Zhang, Y.F. Liu, "An Optimal Control Method for Buck Converters Using a
Practical Capacitor Charge Balance Technique", IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, Vol.
23, No. 4, July 2008, pp. 1802-1812
[2] E. Meyer, Y.F. Liu, "A Practical Minimum Time Control Method for Buck Converters
Based on Capacitor Charge Balance", IEEE Applied Power Electronics (APEC), Austin, USA,
February 2008, pp. 10-16
[3] E. Meyer, Y.F. Liu, "A Quick Capacitor Charge Balance Control Method to Achieve
Optimal Dynamic Response for Buck Converters" IEEE Power Electronics Specialists
Conference (PESC), 2007, Orlando, USA, pp. 1549-1555
7.1.2 Controlled Auxiliary Circuit to Improve Unloading Transient Response
The second contribution of this thesis is a topology modification to the Buck converter to
improve the converter’s unloading transient response. An auxiliary circuit, consisting of two
small switches and an inductor, is added to the Buck converter to divert current from excessively
charging the Buck converter’s output capacitors during an unloading transient. Along with the
auxiliary circuit, a control method is proposed to intelligently determine the appropriate amount
of current to be diverted from the output of the Buck converter and the appropriate interval that
the circuit should remain active.
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Through computer simulation and experimental results, significant overshoot reduction was
observed (58% for a 20A unloading transient and 72% for a 10A unloading transient.) It is
calculated that if a 30W converter experienced full to half load transients frequently such that the
auxiliary circuit were active 13.3% of the time, only 155mW (or 0.5% of the rated output power)
would be lost.
Thus, by combining the analog control method presented in chapter 3 with the topology
modification presented in chapter 4, loading and unloading transients would be significantly
improved.
The content of this chapter is subject to patent pending for U.S. patent no. 12/081578 and
Canadian patent number 2629235. The work has been accepted/published in the following IEEE
journals and conferences:
[1] E. Meyer, Z. Zhang, Y.F. Liu, "Controlled Auxiliary Circuit to Improve the Unloading
Transient Response of Buck Converters", Accepted and pending publication in IEEE
Transactions on Power Electronics, August 29, 2009, TPEL-Reg-2009-06-0476
[2] E. Meyer, Z. Zhang, Y.F. Liu, "Controlled Auxiliary Circuit with Measured Response for
Reduction of Output Voltage Overshoot in Buck Converters", IEEE Applied Power Electronics
Conference (APEC), Washington, DC, February 2009, pp. 1367-1373
[3] E. Meyer, Z. Zhang, Y.F. Liu, "Controlled Current Source Circuit (CCSC) for Reduction
of Output Voltage Overshoot in Buck Converters", IEEE Power Electronics Specialists
Conference (PESC), Rhodes, Greece, June 2008, pp. 815-820
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7.1.3 Digital Charge Balance Controller with Load Line Regulation
The third contribution of this thesis is a digital charge balance controller. Unlike previouslypresented “time-optimal” digital controllers, the proposed controller does not require digital
multiplication or large two-dimensional lookup tables. This is accomplished by modifying the
double integration method, previously-proposed in chapter 3. In addition, due to the analog
transient detection scheme used in the proposed controller, the controller is capable of reacting
very quickly to a load transient allowing for identical transient improvements as demonstrated in
chapter 3. More importantly, the proposed digital controller is capable of implementing load-line
regulation (also known as adaptive voltage positioning).
It is demonstrated through computer simulation and experimental results that the digital
charge balance controller with load line regulation is capable of driving a Buck converter to settle
to its new steady-state load current and output voltage in near optimal time. This is accomplished
while only utilizing 450 logic elements of an FPGA.
The work has been published in the following IEEE conference:
[1] E. Meyer, Z. Zhang, Y.F. Liu, "Simplified Digital Optimal Controller with Low Gate
Count to Improve Transient Response of Buck Converter", IEEE Energy Conversion Congress
and Exposition (ECCE), September 2009
7.1.4 Digital Charge Balance Controller Combined with Auxiliary Circuit
The fourth contribution of this thesis is a digital charge balance controller, with an auxiliary
circuit, capable of implementing load-line regulation. Similar to chapter 4, an auxiliary circuit is
used to improve the unloading transient of a Buck converter. However, by utilizing the charge
balance control principle presented in chapter 3 and chapter 5, the controller is capable of
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ensuring small settling times and allowing load-line regulation. As before, no digital
multiplication or two-dimensional LUTs are required to implement the control algorithm.
By combining the concepts presented in chapter 5 and chapter 6, a digitally-controlled Buck
converter with excellent transient response for both loading and unloading conditions is created.
Experimental and computer simulation results illustrated significantly decreased overshoot,
along with extremely short settling times for both load-line and no load-line regulation
conditions.
The work has been accepted for publication in the following IEEE conference:
[1] E. Meyer, A. Dickson, Y.F. Liu, "Non-Linear Digital Controller Combined with an
Auxiliary Circuit for Superior Unloading Transient Performance of Buck Converters", IEEE
Applied Power Electronics Conference (APEC), February 2010

7.2 Future Work
This sub-section outlines possible future work for the thesis topics.
7.2.1 Analog Charge Balance Controller
The analog charge balance controller presented in chapter 3 unveiled a new approach toward
time-optimal control. Traditionally, it was accepted that multipliers/dividers must be used to
implement such control laws. In chapter 3, the analog charge balance controller was applied to a
Buck converter; however, through modification, it may be possible to extend the concept to other
topologies such as Boost and Buck-Boost derived topologies.
It may be advantageous to examine the possibility of using the concept to allow for voltage
scaling optimization. Some applications (such as graphics processing units and mobile
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communication devices) require rapid transition from one output voltage level to another. A
similar charge balance solution may be capable of determining the optimal switching intervals.
In addition, it is noted that the experimental prototype was implemented with discrete analog
and digital components. Due to the distance that analog signals have to transverse in the discrete
configuration, it is possible that excessive switching noise may adversely affect the circuit.
Therefore, it would be advantageous to implement the entire controller in a single integrated
circuit. This would allow for greater noise immunity and increased accuracy.
7.2.2 Controlled Auxiliary Circuit to Improve Unloading Transient Response
The proposed auxiliary circuit and related controller were used exclusively for unloading
transients in this thesis. For low-duty cycle step-down conversion and low-ESR capacitors, the
unloading transient will always be worse than the loading transient. However, for cases with
larger duty-cycle conversion ratios or high-ESR capacitors, the loading transient may be as bad
or worse than the corresponding unloading transient. Thus, it is proposed that future versions of
the proposed auxiliary circuit use a synchronous MOSFET configuration in order to allow bidirection current transfer. This will allow for improved transient performance for both loading
and unloading transients.
7.2.3 Digital Charge Balance Controller with Load Line Regulation
The digitally implemented charge balance controller significantly improved the transient
response of a Buck converter. However, it is noted that a fast, precise analog-to-digital converter
was necessary in order successfully implement the controller. This was due to the need to
accurately determine the capacitor zero cross-over point (especially for the fast loading transient
case).
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In order to improve the accuracy of the capacitor current zero cross-over circuit without the
need of such fine resolution ADCs, two possible improvements are proposed:
1. Implement an auto-tuning method that “learns” from each transient. It is possible by
successively averaging the calculated capacitor current slope of multiple transient
occurrences to estimate the inductor value and thus use that value for future transient
responses. This will eliminate the need to calculate the capacitor current magnitude
and slope following a load transient.
2. Use a tuned analog trans-impedance OPAMP circuit (presented in chapter 3) to
determine the capacitor zero cross-over point. The controller presented in chapter 5
can be considered a “mixed signal” controller as it utilizes both analog and digital
signals. However, it is possible to include more analog circuitry to improve
performance. It is clear that analog and digital implementations both possess unique
benefits and the mixture of the two could indeed yield the best of both domains.
Further investigation should be conducted to determine the cost vs. complexity vs.
performance benefits from implementing different combinations of analog and digital
components.
7.2.4 Digital Charge Balance Controller Combined with Auxiliary Circuit and LoadLine Regulation
Along with improving the settling time, one major improvement that the digitally controlled
auxiliary circuit implementation yields, is the elimination of multiple low-pass filters. Since the
digital acquisition period is equivalent to the auxiliary switching period, the effect of the
switching noise is effectively eliminated. However, since the auxiliary switching frequency may
vary due to inductor tolerance, input voltage tolerance, etc. it is beneficial to devise an algorithm
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to determine the switching frequency and automatically synchronize the ADC acquisition
frequency. This will allow for greater flexibility and eliminate the need to “tune” the ADC
sampling frequency.
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